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PREFACE 

T HE events covered in this book occurred less than 
thirty years ago but are now as much a part of history 
as, say, the Norman Conquest. Contemporaneity is 

a matter of mood as well as of time, and it is possible today 
to study Lord Irwin's viceroyalty, its hopes and its fears, 
wit~ detachment and accuracy, setting aside prejudice and 
conJecture. 

This work was made possible by the access granted to me 
by the Government of India to the official files and records 
of the period. The only condition made was that detailed 
references to these sources should not be given. Lord Irwin 
(now Lord Halifax) most kindly answered my many questions 
and discussed with me the various aspects of his viceroyalty; 
but he is not, of course, responsible for any of the views 
stated here. From Professor V. H. Galbraith I have received, 
throughout the making of this book, the most gener?us 
encouragement. I am also grateful to Dr. C. C. Davies, 
Mr. Christopher Hill, Mr. J. Steven Watson, and Mr. 
E. T. Williams who have all read the typescript and given 
much helpful advice. 

S. G. 

November I956 
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INTRODUCTION 

T HE selection of Edward Wood to succeed Lord Reading 
as Viceroy of India in April I 926 was a decision to 
which, in retrospect, greater importance attaches th~n 

contemporary opinion would have allowed. British rule m 
India, especially in its last hundred years, was a matter of 
national enterprise rather than of personal adventure, and in 
pursuing the slow evolution of policy it would be foolish to 
separate the Viceroys as good and bad. Yet in India more 
than elsewhere, perhaps because of the sentimental spirit of 
its people, the factor of human personality has often proved 
the crucial one at many turning-points; and in I926 no man 
in English public life was better fitted than vVood for the 
political climate and situation in India. Not that his name, 
as in the case of Curzon,I was one that chose itself. The 
apl?o.intment of the Viceroy was the prerogative o~ the Prime 
Mmtster, but obviously the wishes of the soveretgn, who~e 
personal representative he was were taken into account m 
this connexion more than in :nost others· and the Prime 
Minister would also as obviously seek the views of the 
Secretary of State. Towards the end of I 92 5 Mr. Baldwin2 

and Lord BirkenheadJ found this selection of a successor to 
R~ading no easy decision. Birkenhead feared that the King 
w~shed to send out Prince Arthur of Connaught.4 In fact the 
Kmg proposed Lord Haig,s but when informed that a 

1 .George Nathaniel, first Marquis Curzon of Kedleston (1859-1925). Visited 
l~d.a 1888; a ~ecn student of Asian affairs; Under-Secretary for India 1891-:1.; 
V1ceroy of Ind1a 1898-1905; Foreign Secretary 1919-24. 

2 B. 1867; M.P. 1908; President of the Board of Trade 19:1.1-2; Chancellor of the 
Exchequer 192:1.-3; Prime Minister 19:1.3-4, 19:1.4-9 and 1935-7; accepted an earl
dom 1937; d. 1947. 

3 Frederick Edwin Smith, first Earl ofBirkenhead. B. 1872; M.P. 1906; Attorney
General 1915-19; Lord Chancellor 1919-22; Secretary of State for India 19:1.4-8; 
d. 1930, 

4 .B. 1883; the only son of the Duke of Connaught; Governor-General of South 
Afr1ca 19:1.o-3; d. 1938. 

5 Douglas, first Earl Haig. B. 186q Commander-in-Chief of British Forces in 
Europe 1916-19; Commander-in-Chief of the Home Forces 1919-21; d. 19:1.8. 

6091 B 



2 INTRODUCTION 

civilian would be better adapted to the situation, suggested 
Wood. Independently of this, Wood's name was also ?'1-en
tioned to Birkenhead by his Under-Secretary Lord Vv mter
ton.I It would seem that Birkenhead himself was not en
thusiastic, and forwarded to the Prime Minister, along with 
Wood's name, that of another Cabinet colleague. "'V-,T ood was 
one of Baldwin's most intimate friends, and the Prime 
Minister's first reaction was that he could not be spared. 
Ultimately, however, his belief that India should have the 
best talent available induced Baldwin to confirm the King's 
choice.2 

But whoever was responsible for the selection, all are 
ag:eed that Wood himself was reluctant to accept the ap
pomtment. He had visited India once before, in I 90 5, but 
had se~sed no personal destiny in that country, and his 
d?mestlc obligations and future political prospects both held 
hxl? to En~land. Staunch High Churchmanship, the author
s~1.P o~ a ~10graphy of Keble, a fellowship of All Souls, par
~xcxpat10n m _the 'revolt of the Under-Secretaries', and entry 
mto the Cabme~ as ~inister for Agriculture and Fisheries
there was no~hmg m this record that foreshadowed a great 
pro-consulshxp. He submitted however to what he regarded 
as a call ?f duty and went out' to succe~d Reading, who was 
~ J?an wxth a variety of distinction 3 his only obvious assets 

emg a family tradition of conne~ion with India, a deep 
sense of relig" · · , · · d . xous purpose, and a belief in Bntam s mtsston of 
t~:ocracy m the land she ruled. But significant was what 
th" was not apparent to many· the fact that there was in 
1 xs. man, still in his forties, who landed in India as Lord 
i~;~n, a firmness. of spirit and force of character that would 

T~nce the sprmgs of history. 
e acceptance by the British Government in I 9 I 7 of 

r B. 1883· sue d d 
1922_4 and' cee e to the title 1907; M.P. 1904-5r; Under-Secretary for India 

2. H. Nico::o~4-9! Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 1937-9. 
Birkenhead B' j Kmg George the Fifth (London, 1952), p. 504 and footnote; Lord 
ton Order; ifr/nhead: The Last Phase (London, 1935), pp. 248-50; Earl Winter
Co~mons 7° ~ e Day (London, 1953), p. 133 and footnote; Baldwin in House of 

3 Rufu; D ?v· 1929, Hansard, sth ser., vol. 231, cols. 1305-6. 
1910• Attorn aniel Isaacs, first Marquis of Reading (r86o-1935). Solicitor-General 
to th; Unitede§t:Genera! 191o-13; Lord Chief Justice 1913-2~; on special missions 
f I d. tes 1915 and 1917, and Ambassador at Washmgton 1918; Viceroy o n 1a 1921-6· F · 

' ore1gn Secretary 1931. 
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the progressive realization of responsible government as the 
purpose of British rule in India marked the beginning of the 
end. The gradualness implied in the staterpent might be 
interpreted, as Birkenhead did interpret it, 1 in a way that 
rendered the final attainment so remote as to be incalculable; 
and responsible government might be considered, following 
the example of Sir Malcolm Hailey,z to mean something 
less than self-government.J But for all practical purposes the 
days of British rule were numbered; and from I 9 I7 on
wards the advance to self-government became more impor
tant than the maintenance of good government, and political 
and constitutional developments dominated the Indian 
scene. The reforms of I 9 I 9, which their authors claimed 
to be the first step in this progressive realization, really 
effected no substantial devolution of power to Indian hands. 
Only in the provinces were some relatively unimportant 
departments of administration transferred to ministers de
pendent on the votes of an elected legislature; but even 
this system of dyarchy did not provide any apprenticeship 
in representative government and collective responsibility. 
Government is indivisible, and the fact that the essential 
portfolios such as law and order were 'reserved' to the Gover
nor and his advisers robbed the ministers of all authority. 
The most they could hope for was influence; and occasion
ally forceful ministers did induce a form of Cabinet govern
ment by winning the confidence of the officials in charge of 
'reserved' departments.4 But this could not be generally 
appreciated. Indeed, few Indians took dyarchy seriously.5 

Yet the fact that Great Britain had sought to implement the 
pledge of I 9 I 7 by introducing parliamentary governme.nt, 
m however truncated a form, was appreciated by lndtan 
opinion. Even Bal Gangadhar Tilak,6 the formidable figure 

1 Sec two articles 'The Peril to India', Last Euap (London, 1930), pp. JO ff. 
2 B. 1872; entered Indian civil service 1895; member of Viceroy's council 1919-

24; Governor of the Punjab 1924-8; Governor of the United Provinces 1928-30 and 
193 1-4; director of the African Research Survey 1935-8. Baron in 1936. 1 

3 8 Feb. 1924, Legislative .Auembly Debates, vol. iv, pt. I, p. 358. 
4 A. Appadorai, Dyardry in Practice (Madras, 1937), pp. 132 ff. 
5 'The word Dyarchy has been almost become [sic] a word of abuse. I have heard 

?f one man .sayi~g to another, "You are a dyarchy".' An assistant township officer 
m Burma Cited m M. Collis, Into Hidden Burma (London, 1953), p. 165. 

6 B. 1856; teacher and journalist at Poona; opposed government intervention in 
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of the Hindu resurgence, had been stirre~ sufficiently to 
offer himself as a candidate at the first elect10ns.1 

This faith in British policy, however, was soon killed by 
the machine-guns of General Dyer2 at Amritsar. There w~s 
no greater friend of the English than Mahatma ~andht,3 

now back in India after his triumphs i!'l. South ~frtca? ~ut 
the unruffled tolerance with which Bnt1sh pubhc opm10n 
seemed to view these manifest atrocities shocked him deeply, 
and he condemned British rule as being not foreign but 
Satanic. Swaraj or freedom Tilak had said, was his birth
right; non-co-operation with the British Government, added 
Gandhi, was his duty. Such non-co-operation was to him no 
mere neutrality or abstention from positive support. He 
cou.l~ conceive of no half-way house between allegiance and 
~edtt~on. Acceptance is the basis of citizenship, and loyalty 
tmphes willing obedience. So he who had participated as a 
non-combatant in the Boer War, the Zulu Rebellion, and 
t~e ~reat War, determined in 1920 to devote the rest of his 
hf~ .1f need ~e, to working actively for the overthrow of the 
Bntls~ E':mptre in India. The normal pattern of such dis
aff~CtlOn ~s armed resistance, but Gandhi was an unhesitating 
behever m non-violence. This again, despite its negative 
P.r~fix, was a positive concept; not cowa~~ice or supine: pas
SIVIty, but a dynamic force of the spmt. By non-viOlent 
no~-co-operation Gandhi meant an insistence on truth, an im
patience of evil, and a willingness, even an anxiety, to suffer 
the opponent's anger till the latter sickened of it. He would 
Hindu social pra t' 1 · h 1 d" N · 1 · · .1 " c Ices; eader of the extreme wmg oft e n 1an at10na Congress· m Jal wr sedit' , 

x S h Ion .1897-8 and 1908-14. supported war effort 1914; d. 192.0. 
ee t e eye-w t ' · · h" h T"l k offer in 'Kcral u 1 ,ness account of the pr1vate meet.mg at w 1c 1 a made his 

Pp 18_ ('KP tra • Tl1e Workinu or Dvarchy in l11dta I9I9-I928 (Bombay, 192.8) 
• 1 9 eralp • · 0 'J J K M p "kk ) I ' Tahmank L Utra 1s the pseudonym of Mr. • . am ar ; a so D .V. ar, okam ..,... 
z Reginald Ed anya Hlak (London, 1956), p. 304. 

the command of :ar~ J:larry Dyer, b. 1864; entered ~ndi~n .A~my 188~; paste~ to 
in April 1919 0 ntrammg ?rigade 1918; in supprcssmg CIVIl d1s~rders m Amr1tsar 
of dispersal, ord~re~d fire Wlt?out warning on a crowd that had ~nadequate means 
six persons whip d that lnd1ans could only crawl along a certam st:eet, and ?ad 

f · · "t· ~ before they had received sentence. Though an officml committee o mqu1ry en IC!zed h" 
· D Is conduct the only action taken was that he was asked to resign. . 192.7. ' 

3 Mohandas Kara h B · 
b . . S rnc and Gandhi b 1869. Called to the ar 1889; practised as arr1ster m outh Af · ' · · 1 d · . . r1ca for seventeen years; gave up practice to ea passive 

resis~ance campaign on behalf of Indian settlers in I9o8; returned to India I91S; 
leadmg figure of the Indian National Congress till his assassination in 1948. 
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appeal from the British system to the British conscience; it 
would be a fight to the finish, but its aim was not the defeat 
but the conversion of the foe. Gandhi belonged to the cate
gory of men that do not heed the limitations of their time 
and environment, and there is no doubt that he regarded 
this weapon as suitable for employment against any an
tagonist anywhere. But this deliberate suffering in an effort 
to rouse the enemy's better nature presupposes considerable 
self-discipline in the revolting party and certain standards of 
refinement and civilization in the party that is being attacked; 
and while the ancient traditions of India rendered the tech
nique acceptable to her peoples, Great Britain was perhaps 
the only Imperialist nation of that day against whom it could 
have been wielded so successfully. Gandhi himself realized 
that, apart from affirming correct principles, he had chosen 
his weapons shrewdly in his contest with an enemy who was 
not prepared to have easy recourse to the means of violence 
of which it possessed a monopoly. 

An Englishman [he told his most intimate English fricnd] 1 never 
respects you till you stand up to him. Then he begins to like you. He is 
afraid of nothing physical; but he is very mortally afraid of his own 
conscience if ever you appeal to it, and show him to be in the wrong. 
He does not like to be rebuked for wrong-doing at first; but he will 
think it over, and it will get hold of him and hurt him till he docs 
something to put it right. 

Nothing would have suited the British better than to have 
been confronted with a series of weak, armed rebellions; but 
this sustained attempt to strike a chord in their hearts they 
found bewildering2 and, in the end, irresistible. 

It was in August I 920 that Gandhi inaugurated his cam
paign of non-violent non-co-operation. He won to his cause 
the support of the Indian National Congress, the largest and 
?est~organize~ party in the country; only a few, still believ
mg m advancmg to freedom at the pace and along the road 
chosen by the Government, seceded to form the Liberal 

1 Gandhi to C. F. Andrews; see Andrews, l'tfahatma Gandhi's Ideas (London, 
1929), P· 249. 

2 • Cf. Lord Melbourne almost a hundred years earlier: 'Warburton, Warburton, 
he IS one of your moral force men isn't he? I can understand your physical force 
man, but as to your moral force man I'll be damned if I know what they mean!' 
Lord David Cecil, Lord M. (London, 1954), p. 278. 
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party, which in personal eJ?inence and . collective futility 
formed a striking parallel to itS namesake m England at t~us 
time. The first steps in this campaign of non-co-operat10n 
were a renunciation of titles and a boycott of schools, law 
courts, and the legislatures; but these ~e:e no. more than 
mild protests. In I 92 I, however, in associatiOn with Moslem 
leaders, who were resentful of the treatme.nt .of de~eated 
Turkey by the Allies, Gandhi inaugurated civil disobedience. 
This was extreme, aggressive non-co-operation, mar~e~ ~y 
studied, flagrant breaches of the law, but termed CiVi.l m 
that it was not criminal or violent. The movement gamed 
considerable support in the country, but at Chauri Chaura, a 
village in the United Provinces, an angry mob set fire to a 
police-station, and twenty-two constables lost their lives; and 
this tragedy compelled Gandhi to terminate the movement. 
This first effort at general civil disobedience was not totally 
b:ar~en. It c~mverted the Congress from a mere debating asso
CiatiOn of mtellectuals into a party with roots among the 
people, roused a widespread spirit of resistance, transformed 
arrest from a stigma into a privilege, and shook the prestige 
of the Englishman in India. But Gandhi discerned that India 
was not yet ready and equipped for a non-violent struggle. 
The people lacked the necessary charity and self-restraint, 
and the Congress had not sufficient influence to justify its 
leadership. After his arrest in I 922, the more he brooded 
ov~r .the problem in jail, the more he realized the need for 
trammg and organization. · 

But ~>n his release on medical grounds in February I 924 
Gandhi noticed a further deterioration in the situation. 'Our 
non-~o-op~ration has taken the form of non-co-operation in 
practice With one another instead of with the Government.' I 
It was. not the political differences between the Congress and 
!he Liberals and the diverse opinions within the Congress 
itself that caused Gandhi concern, but the unhealthy, deep
seated, separatist tendencies based on caste and religion that 
were tearmg the country asunder. India was rapidly heading 
to a condition when there would be little in common between 
the Brahmins and the non-Brahmins in the south, the caste 
Hindus and the so-called 'untouchables', and, above all, the 

1 roung India, II Sept. I9Z4· 
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Hindus and the Moslems. There was, in fact, a lack of unity 
and cohesion at almost every level, and it was clear to Gandhi 
that till this was remedied all talk of Swaraj would be idle. He 
stirred the conscience of the Hindu community on the ques
tion of untouchability to such an extent that he could claim 
within two years of his release that untouchability was slowly 
but surely dying. I The extinction of this aberration of Hin
duism has proved a long process and indeed the end has 
still to be reached; but once Gandhi gave the initial impulse 
there was no going back. More intractable was the problem 
of securing concord between Hindus and Moslems. India 
had the largest Moslem population found in any single 
country, numbering at the I g2 I census 68, 735,ooo or nearly 
a quarter of the whole. Though they were to be found 
throughout India, they formed majorities in Baluchistan, the 
North-\iVest Frontier Province, Punjab, Sind (then still a 
part of Bombay), and the eastern part of Bengal. Their 
religious attitudes and social customs had little in common 
with those of the Hindus, but this had not prevented the two 
communities from living together in harmony for centuries. 
The reforms of I gog, however, by introducing the system 
of separate electorates, or constituencies where one of the 
qualifications was a particular race or religion, encouraged 
th~ formation of political aspirations on a religious basis, and 
pmsoned the atmosphere with communalism. Mr. Montagu 
and Lord Chelmsford had no doubts about the harm done by 
this system which encouraged men to think as partisans and 
not as citizens,2 but the legislation which was based on their 
report gave it further extension. Moslems in all provinces 
~xcept Burma, the Sikhs in the Punjab, the Indian Christians 
~n Madras, the Karens and Indians in Burma, Englishmen 
m most provinces, and Anglo-Indians in Madras, Bengal, 
and Burma were granted separate representation. Of the 
8 '2 3 constituencies for the Central and Provincial assem
blies, 263 were communal. There is no doubt that one of 
the reasons for the adoption of this clearly undemocratic 
system was the hope that it would strengthen the hands of 
the Government. It was believed by many that the encourage-

r roung India, 18 Mar. 1926. 
z See Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms (1918), section 2.2.9. 
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ment of communalism in politics would weaken Indian 
nationalism by winning over Moslem opinion. Gandhi, how
ev~r,. sought to t~:vart this, not by attempting a divorce of 
rehg10n from pohtlcs, but by framing a political programme 
based on an. avowedly religious unity. He associated the 
Cong~e~s Wtth the . purely Moslem agitation against the 
deposttlon of ~he Cahph; but this was to have an unfortunate 
and far-r~achmg consequence. For when this movement col
laps~d wtth Turkey's own renunciation of theocracy the only 
~es; t wa~. ~he strengthening of the religious element in 

n1 tan po lttcs. So while clearly the establishment of separate 
e ectorates was a ret d · h rogra e measure, the Congres~}was also, 
m t e years to come to h . . h . . d Their 't f , an extent otst w1t tts own petar . 
and tor;ha M c~used to the Hindus by the slaug{ser of cows 
was no : oshems by the playing of music befo .. re mosques 
excuse fo~~a~ :~omen~n ~ but it now providurl sufficient 
there were sixt~enscale notmg. In the years I ~0o to I 922 
I923 to 1926 th communal riots; for the three years from 
strove its utm te number was seventy-two. The Congress 
its national ba~~ tl check this development•-:J.nd, to assert 
in ten years. B~{ e ected a Moslem as PrerJPent five times 
tural autonomy c a~surance~ of religious tojtn-ation and cul
political problem 0E d ~ot ~ttigate what hav>ioecome a purely 
wit~drawal from' 1:;tsagmg the possibili1• ~ of a total British 
thetr energies on sec 1a,, the Moslem le:r .. ers concentrated 
electorates conJ'un . urmg a general ace: ·' tance of separate 
f h ' ctton off h • -· · · · · h urt er constitutio 1 res safeguarc. .. or mmonttes w1t 
as to ensure Mo ~a advan~e, realignment of provinces so 
representation in sth~ rul~ 1n certain areas, an? adequate 
Congress to invite th Servtces. In 1921- Gandht urged the 
for the highest com e co-operation of 11 parties in a search 
was soon compelled~~n me~sure of political aspiration, but 
to secure their aims th reahze that most of them preferred 
rather than through rough the patronage of Government 
much of a spirit of V~k~al ~a-operation. There was, too, so 
he acknowledged temp ce tn the atmosphere that by I 926 
lems did battle with e orhary defeat; while Hindus and Mos-

ac oth 1' h . in every part of the count e.r at the s tg . test. provocat10n 
a direct solution were ra ry, hts only contnbut10ns. towar.ds 

P Yer and personal acts of frtendshtp. 
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But more promising were his schemes for promoting the 
general unity of the country in a manner which would tran
scend the divisions of caste and creed. Nine-tenths of India's 
people still lived in the 7 so,ooo villages; there were only 
thirty-four towns which had each a population of over 
I oo,ooo. Agriculture then was the main occupation; but it 
could not, in the nature of things, be carried on throughout 
the year, and few could avoid seasonal unemployment and, 
living as they did on the margin, consequent starvation. 
Some source of supplementary income would therefore be 
welcome,· and Gandhi could think of nothing more suitable 
than the 'wrka or spinning-wheel. Cotton grew in every 
provmcf and-spinning required no particular skill or heavy 
capital v; all, men, women, and children, could take part. 
It m= bring in more than an anna per day, but even 
this . ake a substantial difference to the average in-
come ot .u. dian. So the charka could destroy idleness and 
pauperism and restore the self-confidence of the ordinary 
man without which there could be no impulse to freedom. 
Fn.- · ,,p•rer forgot the political aspects of this project. 

'Yressmen to spin, not in the hope of any 
econc... •.ge for themselves, but as an example to 
the villagt. would prove the strongest link between 
the rich and L.. 'Jar, the town-dwellers and the peasants. 
Parallel to the L gress organization, which was itself re
organized to reach 'ery part of the country, he established an 
~ll India Spin ned Association with a branch, if not in every 
VIllage, at least in every district. The clwrka was to be the instru
ment of both rural reconstruction and national organization. 

But if this cottage industry were to be sustained, it was 
necessary to create a.~ 1rket for the product. Gandhi there
fo:e announced that the wearing of klzaddar, or cloth woven of 
this ya:n by hand, wa~ a badge of patriotism. The discount 
that this placed on mill production was expected to ensure 
employment for weavers. A further impetus was given to 
khaddar by proclaiming a boycott of foreign cloth. Boycott, 
as w~ have seen, was a familiar weapon, and many suggeste~ 
that .It should be applied to all British goods. But Gan~hi 
consistently opposed such a punitive boycott as suggestive 
of anger and necessarily a preliminary to violent action. He 
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was willing to sanction the boycott of only one partic~lar 
commodity, and that too not <:fBr.itish <?nly but of all. f?retgn 
cloth. This again was somethmg t.n w.htch ~11 cou~d J.om and 
which entailed widespread orgamzatton; hk.e spnmmg and 
the wearing of khaddar, it could lead to no v!ol~nce; success 
was not difficult and would give Great. Bntam. a sense ~f 
India's self-respect. Bonfires of shimmermg texttlcs were ht 
all over India, and Gandhi declared that the people were 
burning their shame. 

Such was Gandhi's constructive programme in the years 
after his release from jail. He never lost sight of the .goal of 
Swaraj and never lost hold of the method of non-vtolence, 
but saw that the immediate objectives were unity· an~ ?r
ganization, and for their attainment formulated pohctes 
which, in their simplicity and suitability to the Indian situa
tion, contained an element of genius. He was not a great 
thinker, and reached his conclusions not by a rational pro
cess but instinctively, through a gradual subconscious matur
ing of impulses and impressions. Yet the most striking 
aspect of his policy is its integral unity; he could justify it 
from ev~ry viewpoint of his own, religious, social, economic, 
and pohttcal. Tenacious in his grasp of principles, he was 
realist and experimental in applying them. Few, however, 
even ?f his own followers attained a full understanding of his 
doctrmes. Many believed that in his theories of charka and 
khaddar he was motivated solely by a desire to retreat from 
modern civilization and moved away from him in impatience. 
In Bengal aimless terrorism became the vogue, and the Govern
ment were compelled to take special measures which by the 
Bengal Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1925 became th( 
law for five years. One hundred and fifty suspects were arrested 
and the centres of terrorist endeavour shifted, first to the 
United Provinces and then to the Punjab. On the othe 
hand, there was a growing feeling that greater use should b1 
made of the legislatures for purposes of propaganda. In I 92< 
the Congress, engrossed in promoting a popular movemen 
of civil disobedience, had scorned to participate in the elec 
tions; but two years later Chittaranjan Das,1 a Calcutt 

I B. 187o; barrister of the Calcutta High Court; joined the Indian Nation 
Congress 1906; d. 192.5. 
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lawyer of intellectual directness and persuasive fervour, con
tended that this abstention had only strengthened the 
Government and advocated the entry of Congressmen into 
the Councils. They should vigorously canvass the narrow 
electorates totalling five million voters, secure majorities in 
the Central and Provincial assemblies, and by a policy of 
continuous obstruction render any semblance of parlia
mentary government impossible. Revocation of the boycott 
of the legislatures would mean not any change in the policy 
of non-co-operation but the cultivation of a new field of 
activity till the time that the country was ready for another 
plunge into civil disobedience. Membership of these bodies 
would provide Congressmen with occasions not only to voice 
the nation's grievances but also to tear the mask of liberalism 
off the face of bureaucracy and reveal its true lineaments. 1 

At first the majority in the party found these views strange 
and tinged with compromise, and Das resigned from the 
presidentship and seceded with his followers to form, in 
December I 9 2 2, virtually a separate Swaraj party. The 
next year, however, at a special session of the Congress, 
the Swarajists took advantage of Gandhi's absence in jail 
to claim his support for their policy and secure its accep
tance. The elections were now at hand, and the Swarajists 
developed a countrywide organization with adequate funds. 
The general sympathy among the literate classes for the 
broad aims and objectives of the Congress ensured their 
success. They were elected to a majority of seats in the 
Central Provinces, formed the single largest party in Bengal, 
and. acquired considerable strength in Bombay and the 
U mted Provinces. Their success in Madras, the Punjab, and 
Bihar and Orissa was less spectacular. Gandhi on his release 
~eclared that this policy was inconsistent with non-co-opera
tion; the latter required a certain mental attitude which could 
not be reconciled with membership of the legislatures, and 
'non-co-operation from within' was a contradiction in terms. 
But the fact remained that this new parliamentary group was 
the o~ly wing of the Congress that was in these years in direct 
confhct with the authorities· most of its members were , 

1 Presidential Address to the Indian National Congress 1922, Congress Presidential 
Addresses, 2.nd ser. (Madras, 1935), pp. 557 ff. 
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lawyers skilled in the methods of disputation, and the~r 
speeches criticizing the inadequacy of dy_archy :'-nd the_tr 
efforts often successful, to reject every offictal motton or Btll 
warm~d the hearts of the politically cons~ious classes. So 
despite Gandhi's objection the Congress dtd not renounce 
the Swarajists, and Das remained in control. But the fear t~~t 
participation in constitutional activity would stunt the sptrtt 
of non-co-operation was not wholly unfounded. By. I .92 5 Das 
was acting almost as the Leader of the Oppos1t1on, _and 
offered in May to co-operate with the Government provtded 
all political prisoners were released and Swaraj was guaran
teed in the near future. His death the next month was not 
followed by the revocation of this offer by the Con~:ess. I~ 
July Birkenhead, clearly in reply, demanded pos1t1ve evi
dence of the spirit of co-operation; so long as Britain was con
fronted with 'a blank wall of negation', she could not be 
expected to sanction further constitutional advance. The 
response was immediate; Motilal Nehru, 1 the leader of the 
Congress party in the Legislative Assembly, agreed to serye 
~m the committee for considering ways and means of recrmt
mg Indian officers for the army, and Vithalbhai Pate1,2 an
other prominent gladiator of the group, contested and won 
the election for the Presidentship. Fortified by this evidence 
of readiness to accept responsibility, in September the 
Swarajists again put forward the 'National Demand' for the 
immediate drafting by a representative conference and 
enactment by Parliament of a constitution conferring full 
Dominion Status on India. The Government, however, 
opposed the motion; their attitude was one of suggesting 
difficulties rather than expressing definitely adverse opinions. 
Meantime it was becoming clear that though Nehru and 
Patel were in spirit unbending, many of their weaker brethren 
in the Central and Provincial assemblies were being affected 
by the close association with the administration. Continuous 
obstruction had gradually given way to participation in 

1 B. 1861; advocate of the Allahabad High Court; President of the Indian 
National Congress 1919 and 1928; formed with Das the Swaraj party 192.2.; Chair
man of All-Parties Committee on Constitutional Reforms 1928; d. 1931. 

z B. 1870; barrister of the Bombay High Court; member of the Bombay Legis
lative Council 1914; member of the Legislative Assembly 192.3; President of the 
Legislative Assembly 1925-30; sailed for Europe 1931 and died in Geneva 1933. 
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legislative business and membership of committees, and now 
quite a few were prepared even to take the final step of 
acceptance of office. ln Bengal and the Central Provinces 
dyarchy had been brought to a standstill and the Governors 
assumed responsibilities for the administration of all the 
departments; but even so, a Swarajist accepted an Executive 
Councillorship in the Central Provinces in October. \:Vhile 
Nehru condemned this action, many, especially in the Bom
bay Presidency, contended that this was as justifiable as 
Patel's acceptance of the Presidentship; and the controversy 
split the party. At the annual Congress session in December 
I 92 5 it was decided that the Swarajists should once more 
seek acceptance of the 'National Demand', failing which they 
should leave the legislatures. Those to whom this decision 
was not palatable broke away to form the party of Respon
sive Co-operation. To this extent the Government had 
triumphed; non-co-operation in the councils had proved a 
failure, and when Nehru led his followers out of the Assembly 
Chamber on 8 March I 926 he was in fact leading the Swaraj 
party off the political stage. They returned now and then on 
special occasions to embarrass the Government, and Patel 
continued to be the President; but the Congress was gener
ally of the opinion that the assemblies could not advance 
India's political aspirations, and might indeed smother them. 

Th_is disintegration of the parliamentary party did not 
su.rp~lse Gandhi. He had indeed given the Swarajists full 
rem m the confident assurance that when their hopes had 
~een disappointed they would return to him without reserva- · 
t~ons. He had been sentenced in 1922 to imprisonment for 
s1;c years, and though released after two years had regarded 
h1mself as but a prisoner on parole; and in December I925 
he had placed a further restraint on himself by cancelling all 
tours for the next twelve months and concentrating his 
energies on propaganda for klzaddar. But this did not mean, 
as many believed, a total suspension of political activity. 
Gandhi knew that the country was not yet ready for any 
extreme form of non-co-operation. Civil disobedience had 
collapsed, and the Swarajist policy had proved ineffective; ' 
throughout the country there was a feeling of frustration. 
'Y.l e are passing through midnight gloom. Possibly we have 
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not yet seen the worst.' 1 But even in the days of Swarajist 
dominance he had kept a wakeful, paternal eye on the Con
gress and knew that by his seemingly eccentric policies he 
was really binding the nation together in preparation for the 
future. The horizon was dark, but the flame in his heart 
burned as brightly as ever. 

1 Yollng l11dia, 18 Mar. 1926. 
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POLITICS IN SUSPENSE 

W ELCOMING his successor at Bombay, Reading warned 
him that for about the first eighteen months he 
would have a comparatively quiet time, but the 

second half of his term would be a period of trouble and 
anxiety. 1 The forecast, as far as politics were concerned, 
proved remarkably correct. Till November I 92 7 there was 
a lull in Indian politics, and the new Viceroy was not pressed 
to make decisions before he had gained some understanding 
of the situation. Spinning was the only form of all-India 
activity in which Gandhi interested himself, while the ques
tion of participation in parliamentary activity split the coun
sels of the Congress party. In lieu of any positive programme 
more spectacular than spinning, the protagonists of non
co-operation had no efFective answer to the Responsive 
Co-operators, who hoped for some success, even if without 
sensation, in the legislatures. Gandhi himself seemed to weaken 
the forces of abstention by his discussion of agricultural 
problems with the Governor of Bombay and his appreciation 
of the Government's policy on the question of Indians in 
South Africa. The month Irwin arrived in India, The Times 
of India wrote of 'the completeness of the Congress collapse, 
the utter futility of the so-called Congress creed, and a total 
abs~1_1ce ~mo~g Congress supporters of ~ single respo.nsible 
poltttcal tdea ; and there was little obvwus reason, tn the 
subsequent months of bitter squabbling, to alter this opinion. 
Nor was there any activity on the part of other groups to 
cause the Government concern. The North-West Frontier 
was tranquil, and industrial strikes were much fewer than 
in previous years. Communism had found its way into the 
country by 1922, and a Communist party was formed in 
1925; but it had as yet made little headway. Agents were 
sent out from England with instructions to set up a Workers 

1 Speech at the British Indian Union: The Times, 16 May I9JI. 
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and Peasants party as a legal cover a~d to infiltr~te1 into t~e 
trade union movement and secure Its leadership. Yet m 
these years the Government regarded this a~tivity ~s a poten
tial danger to be watched rather than an Immediate threat 
to be countered. 

What, in fact, demanded immediate attention was the 
Hindu-Moslem problem. During the first twelve J?Onths of 
Irwin's viceroyalty there were forty communal n~ts. Th_e 
first, and the most serious, of them was in Calcutta m Apnl 
I 926. Spread out for over a month it involved the l~ss of at 
least I I o lives and the destruction of property of considerable 
val~e.z The Bengal Government, which throughout re
n:at~ed at Darjeeling, failed to foresee the outbreak and on.ce 
rtotmg had started did not take adequate steps to control1ts 
momentum. According to the Governor the troops that 
Were called out greatly enjoyed themselves ;J this pe~haps 
prevented them from carrying out their duties effectively. 
Reports of the rioting inflamed communal feeling in other 
parts of the country, and by the time order had been restored 
~n Calcutta the general situation was worse than it had ever 

een _before. Irwin, therefore, devoted his first major speech4 

to .thts question. Affirming that the Government, far fr?rn 
thu:g pleased with these signs of Indian disunity, were domg 
t etr best to check disorders, he called on the leaders of the 
t~o major communities, in the name of true religion, to 
to rh:V themselves. into the fight for toleration. This seemed 
t trn the first v1tal step, though he himself was prepared 
Th~onvene an all-India conference to consider the pro_bl_em. 

s appeal by one who was obviously a deeply rehg10us 
Ptrson sounded a note which had been unheard in viceregal b ~ernents since the days of Lord Ripons over forty years 

e ore, and struck a response in India. Motilal Nehru and 
: ~- Spratt, Blowing up India (Calcutta, 1955) p. 29. 

(c I ee Report of the Commissioner of Polic; The Indian Quarterly Register a cutta) 6 1 · a: ' 
3 , 19Z , vo . I, PP· 70 u. 

4 ~ord Lytton, Pundits and Elepha_nts (London, 1942), p. x68. 
1 ) Peech at the Chelmsford Club, S1mla, 17 July 19:z6: bzdian Problems (London, 

93Z ' pp. ZJl ff. 

Iii: eGeorge Frederick. Samue~ Robinson, ~con.d Earl and first ~arquis of ~ipon. 
rn fforts to act as a Liberal VIceroy and h1s attitude in race relations made h1m the 
Ino;.t Popular Viceroy of the nineteenth century. B. x8z7; Secretary of State for 

Ia 1866; became a Roman Catholic 1874; Viceroy of India x88o-4; d. 1909. 
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Maulana Abu] Kalam Azad, 1 both respected Congressmen, 
sponsored the formation of an Indian National Union, a 
non-political organization to combat communalism. This 
new association was to undertake the establishment in all 
localities of boards comprising Hindus and Moslems to 
settle disputes between the two communities.2 But neither 
this nor other similar efforts had any appreciable effect on the 
situation and Irwin in his address to the legislature in August 
was forced to stress the other aspect of the issue, and assert 
that Government would perform their duty of maintaining 
law and order.3 That the problem was eating into the nation's 
vitals daily became clearer. In December I 926 Swami Srad-

. dhanand, a Hindu champion of proselytism, was murdered 
by a Moslem fanatic in Delhi. Throughout the next year 
politicians discussed terms, but communalism, even if it 
?ad gained strength as a political problem, was rapidly ceas
mg to be mainly such. The intensity of emotion aroused on 
both sides by the murder of Sraddhanand found its vent in 
the Rangila Rasul affair. In I 924 a scurrilous attack on the 
founder of Islam entitled Rangila Rasul-'The Gay Prophet' 
-had been published at Lahore. The author was prosecuted 
and after a lengthy trial the lower court imposed both im
prisonment and a fine. On appeal, however, the Lahore High 
Court held that prohibition of activity that might foster 
enmity among different classes of subjects could not be inter
preted to prevent all adverse discussion of the life and charac
ter of a deceased religious leader. The accused, therefore, 
w~s acquitted. The decision was strongly resented and clearly 
Wtth some reason, for the Allahabad High Court gave a 
contr~ry ~uling, ~nd the Lahore High Court itself in August 
set astde tts earher decision. A few weeks later the Govern
ment of India, to remove all ambiguity, secured the enact
ment of an amendment to the Indian Penal Code making 
delib~rate insults to religion a substantive ground for pro
secutton. But by this time the agitation had spread up to and 
even across the North-Vlest Frontier. An economic boycott 

1 B. 1889; served long terms of imprisonment; President of the Indian Nation~! 
~ongress 19~3 and 1939-46; Minister for Education in the Government of Ind1a 
smcc 1947. 

2 ~ee Manifesto, 31 July 1926: The /11dia11 Quarterfy Register (Calcutta), 1926, 
vol. 11, pp. 90 ff. J l11dia11 Problems, pp. 19 ff. 

c 
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of the Hindus was soon suppressed but a '!mila!~ (religious 
leader) carried the indignation to the areas mhab.tted by the 
Afridi and Shinwari tribes, and nearly 450 Hmdus were 
either expelled or fled across the border. 1 This was an unusual 
occurrence which showed that communal animosity had over
whelmed the Frontier tradition of hospitality. Most tribes, 
h?wever, were persuaded to receive back the Hindus and 
g1ve assurances of safetyz and though the Hindus were at 
first d.istrustful, about 330 returned by the end of t~e year. 3 

So m August I 92 7 Irwin, in his address to the Le~tslature, 
once more warned Indians that unless they exerctscd self
control, political self-government would be an empty t~ame 
a?~ merely serve to disguise something perilously akm to 
ctvtl war. As the situation had worsened in twelve months, 
he now offered to summon a conference if the leaders of 
the major communities were willing.4 The suggestion stung 
some prominent members of his audience to make the efFort 
the~selves; but the Unity Conference at Simla in September 
wal~ 1.nco~clusive. While the Moslems insisted on considering 
P~.tt~cal 1ssues the Hindus preferred to discuss social and 
re 1g10';1S problems first. Meanwhile riots continued to occur 
~oradtcally in various parts of India. The appeal of the 

ongress for toleration and abandonment of forcible and 
secr~t conversions had no perceptible effect; and at its annual 
~~Sston it could only deplore officially the fact that during 

e year the tension between the two great communities had 
grown from bad to worse.s But by now communalism had 
ceased to monopolize the stage. On 8 November I 927 the 
~erso!lnel of the Statutory Commission to consider Indian 
onst1tutio 1 c d d h end d h na . rewrms was announce ; an t e statement 

e t e pertod of political suspense. 
1 Bray, F · . . 

p. 3001 . orergn Secretary, 18 Aug. 1927: Legtslatzve Assembly Debates, vol. iv, 
2 Chief Com .. 

Sept. 1927. mrss10ner North-West Frontier Province to Foreign Secretary, 2 

J Memo. from p I" . I h be S h" f C . . N.-W.F.P. No o ltrca Agent K y r to ecretary to C re ommrssroncr 
4 29 Au . 3569 dated zsfz8 Nov. I927. 
s Annu 1· R927, Legislative Assembly Debates, vol. iv, pp. 3499 ff. 

Dec. 19z/ eport of the Secretaries of the Indian National Congress (Madras), 
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BOYCOTT AND BARDOLI 

r HE Government of India Act of I9I9 had provided for 
the appointment at the end of ten years of a com
mission to inquire into the working of the system of 

government, the growth of education, and the development 
of representative institutions in British India and to report 
whether and to what extent it was desirable to establish the 
principle of responsible government or to extend, modify, or 
restrict the degree of responsible government already exist
ing. The appointment of such a commission was thus not 
due till I 929, and at first Birkenhead intended to adhere 
rigidly to this date; 1 but soon, 'as a matter of elementary 
prudence', to prevent the choice falling to a Labour Govern
ment, he decided that it would be necessary to appoint the 
commission not later than the summer of I927. 2 At the time 
of the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms Birkenhead had been 
alone in the Cabinet in opposing them; and clearly he 'Yas 
not now prepared to risk the nomination of a body whtch 
might recommend further constitutional advance. The I 9 I 9 
Act was therefore amended in I9'27 to require the appoint
ment of a commission within ten years. In selecting the 
personnel of this commission it was decided to restrict the 
choice to members of Parliament, as it was felt that the 
~uthors of the I 9 I 9 reforms had had in mind a quasi-judicial 
mquest carried out for the information of Parliament. The 
natural consequence was a wholly English commission; the 
two Indian members, of whom one was a Communist, could 
not. '?~ chosen merely for their race. Exclusion of Indian 
pohttctans would also carry the advantages of excluding the 
controv~rsies with which Indian politics were riven and 
p~e~ludmg the possibility of Indian and Labour members 
J~mt~g together to incorporate in the report ambitious as
ptrattOns which might prove embarrassing to Government. 

1 Letter to Reading, 4 Dec. 1924. Birkenhead, op. cit., p. 245· 
2 Letter to Reading, Nov. 1925: ibid. 
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With a general election in the .offing bo~h the .Conservative 
and the Labour parties restncted the1r cho1ce from the 
House of Commons to the back benches; and the result was 
'a terribly weak team' ,I The only one of them of earlier 
repute or later distinction was Major Attlee ;2 and though 
his experience on this body was to have a deep influence on 
his own views and on British Indian development, no fore
sight lay behind his selection in 1927. Sir John Simon,3 

with his passionless legal mind and equable temperament, 
was regarded as the ideal chairman for a commission of this 
nature; but he was incapable of understanding the atmo
s~here and unequal to taking decisions and the commissio? 
d1d not even prove, as Dawson had hoped, 'a one-man show . 

In November Irwin, through the good offices of Vit
halbhai Patel,4 arranged an interview with Gandhi. From 
Mangalore in the far south Gandhi came to Delhi, deter
mined not to allow any possible advance to go by default ;s 
but the Viceroy merely gave him the text of the Secretary of 
State's statement on the eve of its publication. The cursory 
nature of the interview was disappointing to Gandhi and 
Indian opinion; they did not appreciate that the Viceroy was 
regard7d by many a~ ha.ving ~one alarmingly far in seeing 
Gandh1 at all. But th1s d1sappomtment was soon overlaid by 
the storm of protest raised by the an~ouncement of the 
personnel of the commission. All part1es were united in 
condemning what seemed to them a flagrant instance of 

1 G~offrey Dawson, editor of The Timu, to Irwin, I Nov. 1927: The History of 
The Tzmes, 1912-1948, pt. ii, 1921-48 (New. York, 1952), P· 86s. c.oloncl Josiah 
Wedgwood was anxious to be a member. B1rkcnhead agreed, but h1s own lead 
Macdonald objected. Sec Wedgwood, Memoirs of a Fighting Life (London, 1940)r 
P· 199· Wedgwood was popular with Indian leaders and had he been included a~ 
least a personal boycott would have been out of the question. 

2 Clement Richard, first Earl Attlee. B. x883; M .. P .. 1922; Under-Secretary for 
War 1924; member of the Indian Statutory Comm1ss1on 1927-30; Chancellor of 
the Duchy of Lancaster 193o-x; Leader of the Parliamentary Labour party 1935_ 
ss; member of the War Cabinet I94o-s; Prime Minister 194s-sx. 

3 B. 1873; Solicitor-General 1910; Attorney-General 1913; Home Secretary 
191S-x6; Chairman of the Indian Statutory Commission 1927-30; Foreign 
Secretary 19~ 1-s; Home Secretary 1935-7; Chancellor of the Exchequer 1937-4o; 
accepted a Vlscountcy x94o; Lord Chancellor 194o-s; d. I9S4· 

4 See correspondence in G. I. Patel, Yitha/bhai Patel: Life and Times (Bombay 
1950), vol. ii, pp. 77:z-8o. , 

5 See letter written on the train, Baptls Leiters to Mira (Ahmedabad, 1949), p. 68. 
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racialism. Not since the Ilbert Billt had racial feelings been 
stirred so deeply; and if then the Government of India had 
failed to discern the possible reactions of the British com
munity, they blundered no less now in ignoring the sensi
tivity of Indians. Only the British non-officials had desired 
the appointment of an entirely non-Indian body.2 The 
Viceroy's advisers seem to have believed, in a rather wishful 
manner, that if the Hindus were critical the Moslems would 
support the commission, and that fear of the Moslems secur
ing the benefits of the commission's sympathy would prevent 
any large-scale attempt at boycott by the Hindus. This was 
the first, and greatest, mistake of Irwin's viceroyalty, and 
the fact that he had agreed to a colourless, and exclusively 
British, commission showed that he had as yet gained no 
insight into the minds of the Indian people. In his speech 
to the Legislature in February 192 8 Irwin vehemently de
fended the decision of the British Government. Pointing out 
that Indians would be associated with the Joint Select Com
mittee that would consider the commission's report, Irwin, 
in a passage drafted by himself,J asserted that no insult had 
been intended; 'what no man is entitled to say-for it is 
quite simply not true-is that His Majesty's Government 
sought to offer a deliberate affront to Indian honour and 
Indian pride'.4 But however well-meaning the intent, the 
result was disastrous. No single step could have been better 
calculated to drive deep the rift between Government and 
the ruled. 

Gandhi, still regarding himself as morally a prisoner and 
perhaps responding to the courtesy shown him by the Viceroy 
m s~pplying him with prior information, remained silent on 
the 1ssue. But the Congress, meeting at Madras in Decem
ber, found it useful for whipping up flagging energies. In 
many provinces the party was being relegated to a 

• 1• ~n I ~8 3 th~ laW: member Sir Courtenay II bert introduced a Bill to remo~e 
J';'dlcml d1squahficauons based on race distinctions. It aroused vehement opposi-
tion and had substantially to be withdrawn. . 

2 Letter of the President European Association Calcutta to the Secretary of State, 
2 I Feb. I927. 

3 See letter of Cunningham, Private Secretary to Viceroy, to Haig, Home 
Secretary, 29 Dec. I927. 

4 India" Problems, p. 3 I. 
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secondary position by communal organizations, 1 and the 
boycott of British good~ was relativ.e~y a failure. 2 No~v came 
an opportunity to revive the pohtlcal struggle With f'!ll 
vigour. Advantage could be taken of the n:w wave o~ dis
illusion. As a Congress leader remark:d: 'Fir~t we beh~ved 
in the British officials as a whole; then m the higher offictals; 
then in the Viceroy; then in the British Government; ~hen 
in Parliament; then in the Labour Party. All have faded. 
Now we only believe in our own efforts.'3 The Congress 
called for a boycott of the commission 'at every stage and 
in every form', and J awaharlal Nehru,4 one of the younger 
leaders, secured the passage of a resolution declaring the 
goal of the Indian people to be complete Independence. He 
felt that though Dominion Status contained the substance 
of Independence it had the disadvantage of being the cul
mination of an evolutionary process; what India required 
w~s a revolutionary attitude which would enable her to break 
wtth the past. The resolution was passed almost unanimously, 
perhaps, as Nehru himself believes,s because it was not 
understood. His father Motilal Nehru, a man of moderate 
counsels, was away in Europe; Gandhi, though he disliked 
the reso!u~ion, 6 took no part in the proceedings; and the rest 
were wtllmg to humour the younger Nehru. That they 
attache.d little significance to it is shown by another resolution 
proposmg an All Parties Conference to draft a constitution· 
for the Liberal and most other parties regarded Dominiot~ 
Status as the final objective. These parties too took the 
Independence resolution no more seriously, and were pre
pare~ to. co-operate with the Congress both in framing a 
const1tut10n and in organizing a boycott of the commission. 
It was the latter, however, which appeared to them the im-

1 ~residential Address of Dr. M. A. Ansari, Congress Presidential Addresses, 
op. ctt., p. 82.9. 

2 Repo;t .of the Secretaries of the Congress for 192.7 (Madras). 
3 S. Srmtvasa Iyengar to H. G. Alexander. See the latter's The Indian Fermmt 

(London, 192.9), p. II 1. 

4 B. 1889; General Secretary of the Indian National Congress 192.9; President 
of the Congress 192.9, 1936, 1937, 1946, and 1951-4; Prime Minister of India since 
1947· 

s Autobiography (London, 1936), p. 167. 
6 See letter to J. Nehru, 4 Jan. 192.8: D. G. Tendulkar, ·Mahatma, vol. viii 

(Bombay, 1954), p. 349; and article in Young India, 5 Jan. 192.8. 
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mediate necessity. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru,1 the most eminent 
of the Liberals, stated that the choice of the personnel of the 
commission was destructive of the spirit of mutual confidence 
which alone could beget co-operation,2 and the Liberal Fed
eration joined the Congress in the boycott. Even the Moslem 
League was split; while Sir Mahomed Shafi.J argued that any 
unanimous demand would be irresistible, no matter what the 
constitution of the commission,4 a dissident group under Mr. 
Jinnahs supported the boycott. 'JallianwalaBagh6was physical 
butchery. The Simon Commission is the butchery of our soul. '7 

On this issue, then, most of the prominent leaders were 
united; and popular feeling was in a mood for organized 
battle. Trade unionism, though in its early stages, was 
spreading rapidly in the cities; and youth leagues and student 
organizations sprang up in all parts of the country, and 
especially in Bengal and Bombay presidencies. Faced with 
this unanimous opposition the Government of India decided 
to appease Indian sentiment without in any way diminishing 
the powers and responsibilities conferred on the commission 
by Parliament. They took up the matter with Simon and his 
c_oll_eagues who arrived in India on 3 February on a pre
lt!llmary _t~ur. Simon suggested that instead of invitin~ t~e 
v1e:vs of Jomt select committees of the central and provmc1al 
leg1slatures the commission should associate with itself a cor
responding body of representatives chosen by the Indian Legis
la!ure. Such a 'joint free conference' would enable the Indian 
wmg to scrutinize memoranda and elicit testimony on free 
and equal terms. The Central Joint Conference would be pre
sent at all sittings while the provincial committees would join 
whenever subjects of concern to them were being discussed.8 

1 Advocate of the Allahabad High Court; law member of Viceroy's council 
1920-3; d. I 949• 

2 Presidential Addr~ss to the All-India Liberal Federation, 27 Dec. 1927. 
3 Barrister of the Lahore High Court; President of the Moslem League 1913 and 

1927; member of Viceroy's council 1919-24; d. 1932. 
4 Address at Lahore, 30 Dec. 1927. 
5 !"lohammed Ali Jinnah (1876-1948). Barrister of the Bombay High Court; 

President of the Moslem League 1916, 192o, and from 1934 to his death; Governor
General of Pakistan 1947-8. 

6 The sce~e at Amritsar of General Dyer's action. 
7 ~uoted m M. Noman, Muslim India (Allahabad, 1942), p. 265. 
8 Simon to Irwin, 6 Feb. 1928: Report of the Indian Statutory Commission (Cal

cutta, 193o), vol. i, pp. xvii If. 
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The Government of India and the commission believed 
that this concession should satisfy Indian demands. Indeed 
The Times thought it over-generous;1 and even no:v Earl 
Attlee seems to believe that the mistake lay in not takmg and 
announcing this decision to appoint such a committ~e from 
the Indian Legislature simultaneously with the appomtm~nt 
of the Statutory Commission.z But the leaders of Indtan 
opinion had justifiably no hesitation in rejecting this shadowy 
offer immediately. So long as the Indian committees could 
not ~hare the authority and duties of the commission it was 
difficult to believe that they would enjoy equal status. No 
'joint free conference' could take the place of the commission 
which alone could report to Parliament and whose recom
mendations alone would carry weight. Pressed to give an 
assurance that there would be no separate sessions of the 
commission, Simon only answered that he hoped such ses
sions would be few.J It is said that Birkenhead later decided 
in favour of the view of Irwin that the commission should 
hear no evidence in camera on its own.4 But in fact the Vice
roy and Simon agreed that the provincial governors, who 
played a key role in the administration, should meet the 
commission privately in personal interviews and not appear 
before the 'joint free conference'. 

During the two months of their first visit the boycott of 
the commission was not very rigid, and a man of greater 
initiative and social ease than Simon could have broken the 
personal boycott.s As it was, however, the commission could 
establish no contact with representative opinion, and both 
in Delhi and elsewhere there were frequent 'black flag' 
demonstrations. But the members of the commission be
lieved that these had been entirely swamped by the flood of 
genuine goodwill.6 What appears to have caused more con
cern to the commission was the seeming attitude of aloof-

r The Times History, p. 8.65. 2 As it Happened (London, I954), p. 6s. 
3 Letter to Sankaran Na1r, IO Feb. I928: The Times, II Feb. I928. 
4 See E. Cadogan, The India We Saw (London, I933), pp. I I I-12. 
s Cf. the experience of the Royal Commission on Labour, which was also in 

India at this time: 'The boycott of us is not really taking. Partly because it's got 
round that we are honest people who "care", also Mr. Whitley [the chairman] dis
arms boycotts, he is so human.' Agat/za Harrison, an impression by her sister Irene 
Harrison (London, I956), P· sS. 

6 Cadogan, op. cit., pp. 6x ff. 
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ness of the Central Government and their refusal to prevent 
public demonstrations. 1 

But by the time the commission returned in October 1928 
to commence its work in earnest, the boycott had gathered 
momentum. The explosion on the eve of the commission's 
arrival of a time-bomb in a railway train proceeding to Bom
bay alarmed the authorities; and the most rigorous pre
cautions were taken. Special detectives with experience of 
dealing with political revolutionaries were enlisted from 
Bengal, the United Provinces, and Madras, a pilot engine 
or train was always run in advance of the commission's 
special train, and the whole track was carefully patrolled. 
It was clearly also now the Government's policy no longer 
to refrain from interference with demonstrations but to 
permit them only under certain conditions. \Vhen the com
mission reached Lahore on 30 October the police herded the 
crowd into a space opposite the station but distant enough to 
preclude bomb-throwing.z At the head of the crowd was 
Lala Lajpat Rai,J a veteran Congressman of the Punjab. 
!hough opposed to the boycott4 and in poor health, he was 
Impel~ed by a sense of discipline to participate. There w~s 
a latht (baton) charge. The police later contended that this 
~ction had been compelled by the crowd's efforts to force 
~ts way t~rough a gap in the barbed-wire barricade and by 
Its throwmg of stones; but Lajpat Rai held that there had 
been no provocation.s He himself received two blows across 
the ~hest in what he alleged was a deliberate assault; but the 
PunJab Government asserted that none of the police officers 
on the scene knew Lajpat Rai by sight and a blow had fallen 
on an umbrella beneath which he had been standing. But 
no .argument could be effective against the fact of Lajpat 
Rai's death on q November. There were few in India who 
did not believe that his end had been hastened by the nervous 
shock and perhaps also the physical injury caused by the 

I Ibid., pp. 37 and 7Z. 
z Sec statement of Chief Secretary in Punjab Legislative Council, 30 Nov. 191.8. 
3 B. l865; a lawyer by profession; President of the Indian National Congress 

1920; d. 1928. 
4 Sec G. J?· Birla, In tl1e Shadow of the Mahatma (Calcutta, 1953), PP· 25-26. 
5 "!:or official report and Lajpat Rai's reply see The Indian Qum·ter{y Register, 1928, 

vol. u, pp. 100 tf. 
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lathi blows and this feeling swept away whatever hopes 
remained of breaking the boycott. At Delhi on 2o November 
a large crowd broke through the barriers and shouted insults 
at the members. 

It was in the United Provinces, however, that the demon-
strations assumed their ugliest asp~ct. The polic_y of the 
Provincial Government was to perm1t protest meetmgs held 
before the commission's arrival and to allow processions 
subject to the usual conditions of securing ~_licence and 
adhering to the route stipulated by the authonttes. Demon
strations on the commission's arrival would also be allowed, 
but at a proper distance from the comm~ssion. In consonance 
with this policy the boycott committee m Lucknow was per
mitted by the Deputy Commissioner to ta~e out processions 
on 23 and 24 November. 1 On these occaswns there was no 
mishap, although the news of Lajpat ~ai's. death had ex
acerbated feelings; but thereafter the sttuatwn became un
ruly. On the 28th the police broke up a procession on a route 
which had been prohibited, and the next day there was a 
general strike in the city. A procession taken out without 
permission was dispersed with force. The Provincial Govern
ment believed that Jawaharlal Nehru and Govind Vallabh 
Pant2 were hurt slightly, if at all. On the 30th the commis
sion arrived. The boycott committee had sought permission 
to organize a 'black flag' demonstration near the station or 
the route, and the local authorities not merely allotted them 
a place opposite the station but even informed them when 
the commission would arrive. But Nehru and the other 
organizers were dissatisfied with the ground allotted and the 
altercation ended in a lathi charge. According to the local 
authorities, the actual occurrence was rather like the clearing 
of a football ground in England when the crowd have broken 
loose. Nehru, however, in a public statement, charged the 
Government with brutality.3 Certainly his account did not, 

1 For the official version of events at Lucknow sec the report of the Deputy 
Commissioner, 5 Dec. I928, forwarded by the Chief Secretary United Provinces to 
the Home Department No. I739Z dated I I Dec. I928. 

2 B. I887; advocate of the Allahabad High Court; member of the Legislative 
Assembly I934i Chief Minister of the United Provinces I937-9 and I946-55; 
Minister for Home Affairs in the Government of India since I955· 

3 See The Indian Quarterly Register, I929, vol. i, pp. 44 ff. 
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as the officials expected, carry its own refutation; rather the 
public was inclined to believe that the Government were 
prepared to sanction a free use of the baton in their efforts to 
protect the commission's prestige. Confirmation of this 
seemed forthcoming from Cawnpore three days later. Here 
too, to the annoyance of the commission, 1 official arrange
ments were made for demonstrations, but the authorities 
were unable to keep the demonstrators fifteen yards from 
the road, and being unwilling to use force, could do little to 
prevent the shouting of insults and the throwing of stones.2 

The commission now protested to the Government of 
India against this policy of permitting demonstrators to 
express their sentiments provided there was no breach of the 
peace.3 The United Provinces Government themselves now 
felt that their policy had been too lenient, and the Govern
ment of India, who had not been inclined to regard these 
demonstrations seriously,4 now directed other provinces not 
to allow any protest meetings before the commission's ar
rival and to take the most elaborate precautions to prevent 
demonstrators from coming near the commission.s These 
instructions were dispatched too late to prevent a demon
stratio~ ~n ratna, and in Nagpur towards the end of the 
commission s tour a raucous crowd shouted slogans; but 
in Calcutta, despite the fact that the commission's meetings 
coin~ided "Yith th_e annual session of the Congress, there .~as 
relatively httle disturbance, and in Madras the authonties 
took care to ensure that the commission was received more 
favourably than had been its lot elsewhere. 

The 'blood-red progress'6 of the commission, then, more 
or less ended with the year; and in 1929 Simon and his 
colleagues enjoyed more quietude than before. The boycott 
had rend:red travel irksome and hindered personal con
tacts, but It could not be said to have rendered the task of the 

I Sec Cadognn, op. cit., p. r63. 
2 Report of the Superintendent of Police at Cawnpore, 3 Dec. 1928. 
3 Cadogan, op. cit., p. 167. 
4 See report of Irwin's conversation at Calcutta in Cadogan, op. cit., pp. r6r and 

r63. 
5 Home Department's telegram 2746 S to Bihar and Orissa, Bengal, and Assam, 

9 Dec. 1928. 
6 Gandhi in rou11g l11dia, 6 Dec. 1928. 
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commission an insuperable one. Simon, indeed, was no~ 
confident of accomplishment. 1 If he was finally baffled, 1t 
was as he himself foresaw, by the dimensions of the problem 
and' not by the difficulties of his position. 'I sometime: feel 
as though I had been asked to spend two years over a g1~an
tic crossword puzzle, with the tip whispered into my pnvat.e 
ear that the puzzle has 110 solution.'z But he could no~ att~l
bute his lack of success to the failure of the parties m11ted m 
boycott to provide the clues. Not merely were the views of 
the Congress and Liberal parties well known but they were 
now clearly restated. In furtherance of the resolution passed 
at the Madras session the President of the Congress con
vened an All Parties Conference at Delhi in February I 9 2 8 · 
This conference, to avoid dissension on the Independence 
issue, voted for 'full responsible government'-a phrase 
which was vague enough to comprise both Dominion Status 
and Independence. Meeting again at Bombay in May the 
conference appointed a sub-committee to determine the 
principles of a constitution. Its president was Motilal Nehru, 
and of its members the most eminent was Sapru. These two 
could be expected to carry with them the bulk of opinion in 
the C~ngress and Liberal parties respectively; and the Jin
nah wmg of the Moslem League was willing to co-operate. 
The. Neh:u. Report3 was published in August. Its chief 
ment lay m 1ts effort to reach the highest common measure 
of agreement on the political issue and link with it a solution 
of the communal problem. The report regarded Dominion 
Status as the next immediate objective, the political parties 
which merited consideration being agreed that India's status 
and position should in no case be lower than that of the self
governing Dominions. The India Office should therefore 
be abolished and 'full responsible government' transferred 
to the people of India. As for communalism, it resolved itself 
in its political aspect into the issues of separate electorates 
and reservation of seats for minorities, the formation of Sind 
into a separate province with a Moslem majority, and the 
introduction of reforms in the North-West Frontier Province 
and Baluchistan. The committee suggested that separate 

r Simon to Dawson, 12. Jan. 1929: The Times History, p. 869. 
3 All Parties Conference: Report of Committee (Allahabad, 1928). 

2 Ibid. 
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electorates should be discarded, but reservation of seats, 
though as bad in principle as communal. representa.tion, 
should be granted for ten years to Moslems 111 the p:ovn~~es 
where they formed minorities and to non-Moslem mmontles 
in the North-vVest Frontier Province and Baluchistan. 
Minorities would receive no weightage in representation, 
but could contest additional seats. 'The retention of com
munal representation to this extent for some time to come 
is in our opinion a necessary evil.' Sind should be separated 
from Bombay and the North-\Vest Frontier Province and 
Balu~histan granted the same constitutional status as other 
provmces. 

The Nehru Report was the constructive aspect of the 
boycott. Refusal to co-operate with the commission did not 
mean mere sulking on the side-lines; the representatives of 
the Congress and Liberal parties themselves tried their hand 
at constitution-making. But parallel with this somewhat 
academic effort the Congress was also forging and testing 
its weapon. The most challenging aspect of civil disobedi
ence is the refusal to pay taxes. The first organized movement 
in modern Indian history against the payment of land 
revenue was in Kaira district in Bombay in I 9 I 8. Gandhi 
had invited all the peasants to pledge themselves solemnly 
not to pay revenue in cases where they considered the crop 
was worth less than four annas; but almost the whole amount 
was realized and the movement was for all practical purposes 
a fail~re. r:our years later the Congress planned no-tax 
campatg~s 111 Bardoli in Bombay, Tippera in Bengal, and 
Guntur 111 Madras. In Bardoli Gandhi convened a confer
ence representative of the inhabitants of the taluk (sub
division), and it was resolved to refuse to pay all taxes due 
to Government in face of all consequences, for readiness to 
sacrifice property, suffer imprisonment and lose one's life 
was. indispensable for the progress of 1the people and the 
atta111ment of freedom. Non-payment of taxes had thus 
ceased to be a consequence of economic distress and become 
a measure of political sanction. Gandhi had chosen Bardoli 
taluk, in Surat district, not on the ground that the economic 
conditions there were particularly stringent, but because a 
number of his disciples in South Africa had been from 
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Bardoli, and he felt that his influence in that taluk could do 
much to make any no-tax campaign a success. Developments 
elsewhere, however, led him to withdraw the whole movement 
of civil disobedience in I 9 2 2 before the efFort in Bardoli 
could secure impetus. In 1928 a campaign against the capi
tation tax sprang up in Burma, particularly in Prome, Insem, 
and Tharrawaddy districts, 1 but had little political overtones, 
and the situation was restored almost to normal in a few 
months. But more serious was the recrudescence of revolt 
in Bardoli. The year before, this part of the country had 
been afflicted with heavy floods, and the local Congress 
workers, under the leadership of Vallabhbhai Patel,2 the 
brother of the President of the Legislative Assembly and the 
ablest organizer in the party, were prominent in alleviating 
distress. The Government, indeed, were inclined to believe 
that the relief campaign was not altogether altruistic.3 Cer
tainly the Congress had strengthened its position in this 
area since the time when Gandhi had chosen Bardoli as one 
of the places for his experiment; and now the issue of pay
ment of land revenue once more came to the fore, without 
the wider context of general civil disobedience. 

In this taluk, where land revenue settlements were for 
thirty years, a revision was due in I 926. It was perhaps the 
only taluk in the Bombay Presidency where there had been 
no need, throughout the period of the I 8 9 6 settlement, to 
have resort to coercive action for recovery of revenue; and 
this now encouraged the Settlement Officer to increase the 
assessment. He believed that though the yield had not in
creased, the fall in the purchasing power of money alone 
would justify an enhancement of over 30 per cent.; and as 
he proposed an enhancement of about 2 5 per cent. he did 
not think it necessary to inquire carefully into the actual 
increases in the leasing and selling value of land. The Settle-· 
ment Commissioner criticized this proposal which was based 
solely on the gross value of produce. As high crop prices 
might not be stable the Settlement Officer had taken refuge 

I India in I928-29 (Calcutta, 1930). 
2 B. x875; practised law at Ahmedabad in Bombay Presidency; President of the 

Indian National Congress 193 x; Deputy Prime Minister of India from 1947 till 
his death in 1950. 

3 See note of the Joint Secretary Home Department. 
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in a 'fair and equitable' assessment; but this was a h~p
hazard and insecure basis for a thirty-year settlement wh1ch 
under any circumstances seemed a task beyond human 
power. Nor had he certain information th~t the c~st ?f 
production had not risen commensurate With the nse m 
crop pnces. 

Yet, despite this severe criticism of the Settlement Com
missioner, the Bombay Government ordered an enhancement 
of 22 per cent. and collection at these new rates from 5 Feb
ruary I 9 2 8. This arbitrary decision grounded on a cursory 
and unsatisfactory inquiry incited opinion in a taluk which 
was not unaccustomed to defiance. The peasants were willing 
to pay at the old rates and refused only the enhancement, but 
Vallabhbhai Patel, whose leadership they had sought, urged 
them, with Gandhi's approval, to pay nothing until the en
hancement had been cancelled.• The no-tax campaign was 
inaugurated on I 2 February. Almost all the landholders 
refused to pay revenue, disregarded the penalty notices, and 
locked themselves in with their cattle. The Bombay Govern
ment, however, not merely provided Bardoli with a just 
grievance but failed to realize the far-reaching implications 
of this campaign. The local officers were not alive to the 
situation and regarded it as a minor dispute about reassess
ment rather than as an effort on the part of the entire popula
tion of a taluk to challenge and paralyse the Government. It 
was v:irtu~lly civi_l disobedience, which required, under the 
standmg mstruct10ns of the Government of lndia,z prompt 
and firm ac~ion against the leaders, unhesitating applica~ion 
of the coerctve processes of the revenue law and a sufficient 
display of force. But in Bardoli the au;horities seemed 
content with serving notices and attaching movable property 
sue~ as buffal~es. It was only when the Government of 
l!'ldta. drew their attention to the potential dangers of the 
Situati~n that ~he Bombay Government realized that t~e 
campatgn was hkely, and was perhaps even intended, to dis
credit the administration.3 As the attachment of crops and 

1 ~-Desai, The Sto1y of Bardoli (Ahmedabad, 1929), p. 42.; Bombay Presidency 
Weekly Letter to the Government of India, No. 7 dated 2.5 Feb. 192.8. 

2 Letter of Home Secretary to all Local Governments and Administrations No. 
12.23 Political dated 2.4 Nov. 192.1. 

J Telegram of Bombay (Revenue) to Home Department, 7 Mar. 1928. 
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movable property had met with_ little or no success th~y pro
posed forfeiture of occupancy nghts and began negot1at1.ons 
in the adjoining Baroda state for t~e sale. of such forf~1ted 
holdings; but they still regarded act10n agamst the orgamzer_:s 
of the campaign as neither feasible nor expedient.' The1r 
hesitation was caused by uncertainty as to whether Patel's 
organization could be regarded as an 'unlawful association' 
as defined by the law. A reference to the Government of 
India would have resolved their doubt; for the Government's 
legal advisers were convinced that the allotment of specific 
duties to satyagrahis (passive resisters) and the collection of 
funds resulted in an association, and interference with the 
law to prevent payment of revenue or execution of coercive 
processes or cultivation by new owners made any such asso
ciation unlawful. 2 This delay on the part of the Bombay 
Government, however, enabled Patel to strengthen his 
organization. Even social boycott and excommunication 
were utilized in moderate measure to secure a united opposi
tion.3 By the middle of April Patel had the whole taluk ar
rayed in passive resistance, and towards the end of May he 
stated his ter:ns :. revenue would be paid at the old rates if 
Government mstltuted an impartial public inquiry on agreed 
terms of reference, restored forfeited lands, and released 
satyagrahi prisoners. 

By now Bardoli had become a test issue. A limited com
munity :was united in protesting against a specific grievance; 
and ~h1le the rest of India took no sympathetic action, all 
attentiOn was centred on the reactions of Government. It 
was of course open to them to crush this resistance; but 
would _they prefer to such a 'doctrine of frightfulness' the 
recons1derat10~ . of what was generally believed to be an 
erroneous decisiOn? Gandhi stated the issue squarely,4 a_nd 
placed the Government of India in a quandary. T~e pohcy 
of the Bombay Government of forfeiting and sellmg land, 
first of non-agriculturists and then of the peasants, had 
proved slow and ineffective. By the beginning of July all 

1 Telegram of Bombay (Revenue) to Home Department, 22 Mar. 1928. 
: Note. of L. ~raham, Law Secretary, 13 July 1928. 

Desa1, op. cxt., p. 170. 

4 Article in Young India cited in Desai, op. cit., p. 247. 
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holdings of non-agriculturists totalling about 15 ,ooo acres 
had been declared forfeit but only about I ,6oo acres had 
been sold; and about so,ooo acres of land belonging to 
agriculturists and forming half the total had been forfeited 
but not sold. The occupants were still tilling the land despite 
warning that the crop would be deemed the property of 
Government. The Provincial Government intended to seize 
if necessary the whole cotton crop and to move troops into 
the taluk; but the Government of India were by no means 
convinced of the strength of their case. By July only a sixth 
of the revenue had been collected, and to employ military 
force against a whole section of the population to secure the 
remainder involved the surrender of the principles of British 
rule in India. Irwin summoned Sir Leslie vVilson, 1 the 
Governor of Bombay, to Simla, declined to sanction special 
powers to crush the campaign, and directed him to meet 
Patel and offer a special official inquiry into the settlement 
if the revenue be paid and the movement abandoned. On I 8 
July Wilson met Patel but the latter declined these terms, 
and in the House of Commons the Under-Secretary Lord 
vVinterton threatened that the satyagraha movement would 
be destroyed. At Simla, however, wiser counsels prevailed 
and a compromise was silently reached.z The Government 
released prisoners and restored forfeited lands, and Patel 
on his part dropped his demand for an inquiry into the 
coercive measures adopted by Government and instructed 
the peasants to pay revenue at the old rates. The enhance
ment was also to be paid but held in deposit by the Govern
ment; and purchasers of forfeited lands were persuaded to 
resto:e them. A committee consisting of a district judge and 
a semor revenue official held a public inquiry and concluded 
that the figures on which the Settlement Officer had based 
his revision were carelessly contrived and wholly unreliable, 
and the grievances of the cultivators were substantially 
justified ;3 and the Bombay Government agreed to a con
siderable reduction in the land revenue rates. 

1 B. 1876; M.P. 1913; Government Whip 1921-3; Governor of Bombay 1923-8; 
Governo~ of Qu~ensland 193:1.-46; d. 1955. 

2 Desai, op. Cit., pp. 257 ff. 
3 Report of the Maxwell Broomfield Committee: The Times, 8 May 1929. 
6DIH D 
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The Bardoli no-tax campaign formed a landmark in the 
c~reer of Patel, the history of satyagraha, and the vicer~yalty 
of Irwin. It established Patel as one of the great captams of 
the nationalist movement, and showed to India and the 
world that when the cause was just and the people ~new 
what they fought for, peaceful resistance, if well orgamzed, 
co~ld prevail. Gandhi and the Congress were heartened by 
th1s proof of the efficacy of their method. There was no 
reason why it should not be as successful when employed 
to redress a national rather than a local wrong. But the effort 
at Bardoli succeeded only because there was at the head of 
the Indian administration one who was not blinded to reason 
and equity. The character of Irwin's term of office had begun 
to unfold. 



IV 

MARKING TIME 

T Hus the answer of the Congress to the appointment of 
the Simon Commission had been a comprehensive one. 
The body sent out by Parliament was boycotted with 

substantial success, an alternative report was drafted, and 
the ultimate sanction was tested at Bardoli. Even Gandhi, 
who had warned Congressmen that the appointment of the 
commission needed for an answer not heroic speeches or 
brave declarations but adequate corresponding action, 1 

seemed fairly satisfied. If the Nehru Report, deliberately 
pitched at a low key, could become the accepted articulation 
of the 'National Demand', then it could prove well nigh 
irresistible. It was in high hope of such unanimity that the 
Congress, despite Gandhi's stated desire, preferred Motilal 
Nehru to his son as President of the I 92 8 session. The elder 
Nehru was not merely one of the prime authors of the report 
but was regarded as an influence for conciliation, which made 
him, in Gandhi's words, 'an eminently worthy ambassador 
of a nation that is in need of and in the mood to take an 
honourable compromise'.2 But soon all these plans went 
awry. Jawaharlal Nehru, though the secretary of the com
mittee which framed the Nehru Report, could not reconcile 
himself to the tacit discarding of the demand for unqualified 
Independence. In August 1928 he helped to organize the 
Independence for India League; and the younger men in the 
Congress, rejecting Gandhi's advice to wait, came to Cal
cutta in December determined to be unaccommodating. To 
Gandhi's vigorous advocacy of Dominion Status and the 
Nehru Report the younger Nehru replied that acceptance 
of any goal short of complete severance of association with 
Britain would break the spirit of national resistance. Finally 
a compromise was reached; if Britain did not accept the 
Nehru Report by the end of 1929 the Congress would 
organize a campaign of non-violent non-co-operation. 

I roung India, 12 Jan. I928. 2 Ibid., 26 July 1928. 
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Even this did not satisfy Jawaharlal Nehru, who absented 
himself when the resolution was put to the vote, . for t?e 
resolution said nothing about Indepen~ence. ~ut t?I~ pohte 
ultimatum took the Congress far from Its earher wllhngness 
to reach a settlement with Britain. No one at Calcutta really 
believed that the resolution would bring nearer the final 
moment of decision; it only made clear, both to themselves 
and to the Government, that the next year would be spent 
by Congress in preparing for a civil disobedience move
ment. Gandhi had been carried forward by the current; and 
though he was hesitant to accept active leadership, 1 there 
was no doubt among the rank and file as to who was best 
fitted to organize the impending campaign. But the Calcutta 
session of the Congress marked more than the end of its 
phase of constitutional activity; it destroyed all hopes of a 
settlement with the Moslem politicians. The leadership of 
this community had till now been divided; while Sir Maho
med Shafi and many others believed that the political future 
of Moslems lay in their maintaining themselves as a separate 
group, a few desired the strengthening of Indian nationality 
transcending religious differences. Of these the most pro
minent outside the Congress was Jinnah. A brilliant barrister 
of Bombay, he believed that continuance of foreign rule i11. 
India was primarily due to the fact that the people, par
ticularly the Hindus and Moslems, were not united and did 
not sufficiently trust each other. He devoted himself, there
fore, to thi.s task, and was the c?ief sponsor of a conference of 
Moslems 111 March I 92 7, which accepted the general prill.
ciple of joint electorates with reserved seats for minorities 
provided the reforms were introduced in the North-West 
Frontier Province and Baluchistan and Sind was made ~ 
separate province. In December I 92 7 he elaborated his pro~ 
posals to include reservation for Moslems of a third of the 
seats in the Central Legislature. The Nehru Report, how_ 
ever, .ma~e . no mention of. such separate Moslem repre. 
sentatron 111 the Central Legislature, and granted reservatiot 
of seats in the provinces only for ten years. It was therefore 
vehemently criticized by many Moslem leaders, and Jinna}-

r See his remark to B. C. Roy, the Congressman from Bengal: K. P. Thoma$ 
B. C. Ro;• (Calcutta, 1955), p. r6o~-. 
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realized that Hindu-Moslem relations overshadowed all 
other problems. 1 At the All Parties Cm~ference wh~ch met 
at Calcutta alongside the Congress scss10n to constder the 
Nehru Report, he demanded for the Moslems a thir~ of the 
elected seats in both Houses of the Central Legtslature, 
reservation of seats in case of adult suffrage in the Punjab 
and Bengal, vesting of residuary powers in the provinces, 
and the unconditional separation of Sind. These proposals 
were rejected, and Jinnah seems to have been at last con
vinced that Hindu-Moslem unity, however desirable, 'vas 
beyond reach. 'This', he is reported to have told a friend, 2 

'is the parting of the ways.' Certainly thereafter he. never 
looked back. Step by step, however thwarting to hts own 
gifted personality, he moved forward on the road which was 
finally to end in the division of India and the creation of a 
separate Islamic state. The All Parties Conference of Decem
ber I 9 2 8 marked the turning-point in the life of Jinnah and 
in the history of the sub-continent. 

So the end of the year saw the Congress preparing for 
struggle and losing the support of all sections of Moslem 
opinion outside its own ranks. Gandhi envisaged no severe 
campaign. The constitutional scheme embodied in the Nehru 
Report would be the war-cry and boycott of foreign cloth 
and liquor the programme of action.3 But the Government 
of India showed greater concern than was warranted by this 
mild measure of opposition. However alarmed Simon might 
be at the Viceroy's meetings with Gandhi on social occasions,4 
Irwin had no intentions of burking the issue. He publicly 
declar~d that w~ile th.e Nehru Report was doubtless entitled 
to senous constderat10n, Parliament could never accept a 
positio~ ~hich would reduce it to being a mere registrar of 
the dectstons of other persons.s So Government girded them
selves for the struggle; and they were convinced that this 
struggle would overflow the limits which Gandhi seemed 
anxious to set it. He and Motilal Nehru would be unable 

1 M. H. Saiyid, Mohammed Ali Jinnah (Lahore, 1945), p. 400. 
2 H. Bolitho, Jinnah (London, 1954), p. 95· 
J roung India, 17 Jan. and 2.8 Feb. 1929. 
4 When Irwin met Gandhi at President Patel's residence Simon wrote warning 

him against any parley with the enemy: Cadogan, op. cit., p. 234. 
s Speech to the Central Legislature, Jan. 192.9: Indian Problems, p. 63. 
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to control the younger leaders who seemed to be organi:ing 
themselves to secure Independence by force. When the 1dea 
of Independence first emerged in I 9 2 7 th_e. Home Depart
ment had been inclined to regard 1t as v1s1onary; but ~he 
movement had now developed into a dangerous one, 1m
placably hostile, which if not dealt with at once would grow 
rapidly in strength and in a year or two become. r~ally_ for
midable.1 A party, small but active, was orgamzmg 1tself 
to create widespread unrest. While the language of non
violence was still usually maintained, the thoughts were 
clearly those of violence; and when in order to create. an 
atmosphere favourable for launching a major mass campa~gn 
illegal actions were performed, Government would be tak~ng 
a very heavy responsibility if they declined to act. Nothmg 
could give such a movement greater impetus than a popular 
belief that the Government were afraid to act, but if prompt 
action were taken against some leaders and, if necessary, 
steadily continued, it was likely to result in disorganization 
and weakening of morale, thereby making any later general 
campaign more difficult. The Home Department therefore 
favoured prosecution of Jawaharlal Nehru for his speech to 
the Bombay Youth Conference at Poona in December and 
similar action, when the opportunity offered, against Subhas 
Ch~ndra Bose,2 the Bengal Congressman who was even more 
rad1cal than J awaharlal. But while legal opinion regarded 
Nehru's speech as punishable, the Bombay Government felt 
that action was inadvisable as the utterance might secure 
only a nominal sentence ;J and neither the Government of 
India nor the Bengal Government were inclined to take 
notice of the speeches delivered at the Congress session, as 
this might close that party's ranks and compel even the 
moderate elements to challenge the Government likewise. 4 

The Government of India, however, were not willing 
to rest on these negative decisions. The situation was too 
inflammable for that. In addition to the growing influence 

MARKING TIME 

1 Note of Secre~ary Home Department, 4 Jan. 1929. 
2 B. 1897; President of the Indian National Congress 1938 and 1939; escaped to 

Germany 1941; formed the Indian National Army 1943; killed in an air crash 1945. 
J Letter of Bombay Government S.D. 45 dated 11 Jan. 1929. 
4 Note of Secretary Home Department, 4 Jan., and letter of Bengal Government 

387PS dated 28 Jan. 1929. 
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of the revolutionary groups in the Congress, there was 
considerable unrest among industrial labour, particularly in 
Bombay. In that city the textile industry had been paralysed 
for the greater part of I 92 8. This was mainly, of course, due 
to the wretched living conditions of the Indian factory 
workers. The Whitley Commission computed that in Bom
bay 97 per cent. o! the working classes lived as familie~ of 
six to nine persons 111 one-room tenements, the overcrowdmg 
in Calcutta was probably greater than in any other industrial 
area in the country, and the slums of Ahmedabad presented 
pictures of terrible squalor. 1 But what alarmed the Govern
ment was the growing influence of Communism. Hardly a 
single public utility service or industry was now unaffected. 
Agricultural and factory workers of all types, coal miners, 
policemen and even scavengers were all subjected to, and 
frequently succumbed to, the influence of Communist 
teachings. In December r 928 the Communist party affiliated 
itself to the International, and there was evidence that foreign 
(including Russian) .agents with subsidies had been par
ticipating in organization.2 So the Government of India 
thought it necessary to convey their sense of the situation to 
local governments, who if left to themselves were unlikely 
to show any initiative, and to give instructions to cover every 
contingency.J Stating their belief that the Calcutta session 
of the Congress represented a clear triumph for extremism, 
they warned all authorities to expect in the coming year the 
rousing of anti-Government feeling in every possible way. 
The Congress would find it difficult to recede from its 
definite declaration of future war, and while the older leaders 
doubtless disliked it the decision of policy appeared to lie 
hereafter almost entirely with the younger men. As for the 
Communists, they did not seem to be very clear about their 
ultimate objects; but they had been concentrating, with 
marked success, on rousing in industrial labour a spirit of 
discontent and lawlessness, and in fact there was little to 
distinguish them from the political extremists. Many Con-

1 Report of the Royal Commission 011 Labour irz India (Calcutta, 193 I), pp. 
270 ff. 

2 M. R. Masani, T/zc Commwzist Partyoflndia (London, 1954), pp. 28 ff.; Spratt, 
op. cit., p. 40. 

J See Note of Secretary Home Department, 2 Feb. 1929. 
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gressmen were genuinely attracted by Communism, and 
there was a tendency for the political and the Communist 
revolutionaries to join hands. Serious potentialities of danger 
therefore existed. It might, of course, be hoped that the 
movement would die down from its own inherent weakness, 
that differences of opinion would develop, and that moderate 
elements would range themselves effectively against it. Yet 
in the past such anticipations had not usually been borne 
out, and it would be wise to deal with the movement instead 
of waiting for it to peter out. So the provincial governments 
were instructed not to hesitate to act if necessary. If ad
vocacy of Independence was giving rise to a dangerous 
spirit it should be checked; youth movements and volunteer 
organizations should be carefully watched; and boycott 
efforts should be dealt with firmly before they assumed 
formidable shape, as at Bardoli. "Vlhile local governments 
were the best judges of the particular action necessary in 
any given circumstances, the Government of India had no 
doubt that what was required was a vigilant and firm ad
ministration of the existing law .1 

However, the authorities at Delhi were not reluctant to 
amend the law when required. In 1928 two Bills had been 
introduced to check the spread of Communism, especially 
among trade unions. One of these, the Public Safety Bill 
sought to empower the Government to deport non-Indian~ 
participating in subversive activities. The Select Committee 
limite~ the Bil! i.n the fir.s~ instan~e to five J:ear~ and e~empted 
from Its provisiOns Bntish subjeCt~ ordmanly resident in 
British India. Even so the Bill was rejected by the Assembly 
the President exercising his casting vote against it. This wa~ 
indeed but one of the many skirmishes at this time between 
Patel and the government benches, a quarrel that was soon 
embittered on both sides by personal rancour. It was even 
widely believed that the Government had been instigating 
some European journalists to question .Patel's fairness; and 
Patel openly sought to place obstacles m the Government's 
path. 'Sweet reasonableness towards the British was no part 
of my duty as I understand it. 'z Irwin, though head of the 

1 Secretary Home Department to all Local Governments and Administrations 
2 r Feb. 1929. 2 Patel, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 68 9. 
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Government and determined that its interests should not 
suffer, kept aloof from narrow controversy and impressed on 
the country that he was no unbridled partisan. As he directly 
informed Patel, he was aware of the latter's actions, but 'I 
will forget all your antics'. 1 Motions regarded as injurious to 
the public interest were disallmved only after Patel had ad
mitted them. More serious was Patel's refusal in April 1929 
to permit a revised Public Safety Bill to be introduced. That 
the Government's concern at the situation was not unjustified 
seemed, however, to be borne out by a bomb explosion four 
days earlier in the Assembly Chamber itself. This was the 
climax of the activities of a terrorist organization, the Hindu
stan Republican Association, formed at Allahabad in 1925. 
Its influence had permeated into the Punjab, and its members 
shot dead in December I 928 a police officer regarded as one 
of those responsible for the death of Lajpat Rai. In 1929 
they started the manufacture of bombs,2 and in April, gain
ing access to the House, they dropped two from the galleries 
and fired some revolver shots before surrendering. The 
police believed it was a conspiracy with intent to murder,J 
but the arrested men pleaded that deliberately the bombs 
had been kept weak and the shots fired wildly to cause more 
noise than harm and merely prove to both the Government 
and the Congress that the era of non-violence was over.4 But 
whatever the intent it was an outrage and a portent. Irwin, 
therefore, to counter the President's veto of the Public 
Safety Bill, promptly promulgated an ordinance but de
clined to sanction any action against Patel. A vote of censure 
had been contemplated, but as the President was the author
ized interpreter of rules the Viceroy preferred to point out 
the impracticability of his rulings rather than to challenge 
them. 5 

Patel's ostensible reason for disallowing the revised Public 
Safety Bill was that it impinged on what had already become 

I Ibid., P· 688. 
z J. N. Sanyal, Sardar Bhagat Singh (Allahabad, 1931), pp. 27 If. 
J Director Intelligence Bureau to Home Secretary, 26 Apr. 1929. 
4 Statement of accused, 12 J unc, and statement of approver, 26 Nov. 1929 : Lahore 

Conspiracy Case Proceedings. 
s Sec speech to the Legislative Assembly, 12 Apr. 1929; also letter to Dawson 

The Times History, p. 871. ' 
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the subject of judicial process. Early in I 929 the police 
authorities informed the Home Department that there. was 
sufficient material to secure the conviction for conspiracy 
against the King-Emperor of twenty-two leading Com
munists in India. The Communist International had stated 
categorically its intention to promote a revolution in India, 
and the Indian Communist party, with financial and other 
assistance from its British counterpart and even from the 
Soviet Union, was working to this end. Almost smothered 
in embryo by a successful prosecution for conspiracy in 
I 924, the party was now, under the guidance of an English
man, Philip Spratt, 1 gathering strength. \V"hile there was 
little evidence of serious endeavour to tamper with the 
loyalty of the armed forces, efforts were being made to win 
over the industrial workers and intensify mass movements.z 
The Government of India decided, after consultation with 
local governments, to seek expert legal opinion and, if 
assured of success, to prosecute for conspiracy to deprive the 
King of the sovereignty of British India. Such a trial would 
doubtless take many months and be most costly, but time 
and expense were of little account in comparison with the 
advantages of success. Without entailing legislation and the 
acquisition of special powers it would deal the Communist 
movement almost a mortal blow. While the case was in pro
gress the party would be paralysed, for it was dependent on 
the energies of a few leaders; and if sentences were secured 
the organization would be destroyed and Communist aims 
and methods exposed by a judicial pronouncement generally 
regarded as free from bias. Thereafter the Government could 
proclaim certain Communist-sponsored associations such as 
the Workers and Peasants party to be illegal.J 

The Home Government, however, were less enthusiastic. 
The case would not be initiated soon, and if the lawyers 
finally advised that prosecution might not be worth while 
much time would have been wasted. It seemed more prudent 
to deport the Englishmen concerned once the Public Safety 

1 Arrived in India 1927; in jail with a short interruption from 1929 to 1936. 
thereafter gradually moved away from Communism. ' 

2 See note of the Director Intelligence Bureau, 15 Jan. 1929. 
3 Telegram from Viceroy (Home) to Secrttary of State P. No. 2 57S dated 

19 Jan. 1929. 
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Bill had become law and institute legal proceedings against 
the Indian leaders alone. But the Secretary of State was 
willing to defer to the Indian Government's judgement,1 and 
the latter were assured by Langford James, a senior barrister 
of Calcutta, that they had a cast-iron case. Yet even cast-iron 
cases are subject to a jury's whims, and the two centres of 
Communist activity were Bombay and Calcutta, cities in 
which a case of conspiracy would have to be tried by a High 
Court Bench with a jury. Neither Langford James nor the 
Home Department was prepared to run this risk. However 
good the case, there could be no assurance that a jury would 
convict, and the Government were not prepared to prosecute 
unless they were certain of securing a conviction.2 They 
therefore suggested that the case be instituted in Meerut, a 
small town near Delhi. The fact that a branch of the Vvorkers 
and Peasants party was located there and Spratt and some 
other Communist leaders had occasionally visited the town 
could be used to justify this decision. The two Englishmen 
whose arrest was contemplated might protest that they were 
being deprived of trial by jury; but trial by assessors was the 
norm of Indian criminal procedure and only in a few places 
was conspiracy against the State triable by a jury. 

When the matter was referred to the Executive Council it 
was only the Finance Member, Sir George Schuster,3 who 
recorded even a mild protest. He regretted the necessity of 
anything which appeared like manreuvring in this matter, 
but agreed to the proposal being put up to the Secretary of 
State.4 So the concurrence of the Home Government was 
sought. It was pointed out that in criminal cases the choice 
of venu_e lay with the prosecution, and if trial by jury were 
not av01ded the defence might take a political line in which 
case the chances were that a jury would acquit. So if the 
Secretary of State could not agree to Meerut as the venue the 
case would have to be dropped and the Indian Government 

1 Secretary of State's telegram to Viceroy (Home) P. No. 648 dated 2.1 Feb. 
1929· 

2 See note of Home Secretary to members of Viceroy's Executive Council, 20 
Feb. 1929. 

3 B. 1881; director of numerous companies t9o6-14i financial secretary to 
the Sudan Government 1922-7; finance member of Viceroy's council 1928-34 
M.P. 1938-45. 4 Note, 21 Feb. 1929. 
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deprived of what they were convinced was, in the circum· 
stances, much the most effective weapon against Commun
ism. As for the suggestion that the Englishmen b~ deporte_d, 
this would be a clear failure of justice and suggest1v~ of ractal 
discrimination, for the prime mover in the consptracy was 
Spratt, I The Secretary of State agreed not to press his objec
tions further,z and on 14 March the Viceroy's council sanc
tioned the arrest of thirty-one Communists on the 2oth 
morning,J the day before the revised Public Safety Bill was 
to be taken up in the Legislative Assembly. 

Once the arrests were made the Government were anxious 
to launch the case as soon as possible and secure an early 
decision. It was necessary that the Communist movement 
should be declared illegal by a court of law before it had re
covered from this sudden blow; and it would be convenient 
to end the proceedings before the Public Safety Bill was 
brought forward again.4 There had been widespread 
criticism of the Government's action; Gandhi himself de
scribed it as an instance of the 'reign of lawlessness under the 
guise of law' and intended not to kill Communism but to 
strike terror;s and a judicial pronouncement sustaining the 
executive seemed the best answer. The lawyers, however 
found it no easy task to sift the enormous material that wa~ 
releva~t to the establishme?t of such a general charge of 
consptracy. They thought 1t necessary to arrest two more 
men, one of whom was an Englishman, Lester Hutchinson 6 

~mt recently arrived in Indi~. And once the case was open~d 
m June 1929 it dragged tts slow length for years. The 
accused found themselves the objects of considerable sym
pathy both in India and in England. The Congress party 
helped to organize their defence, and influential opinion in 
the British Labour party disliked the refusal to grant bail 
and the evasion of trial by jury.? H. N. Brailsford, then in 

1 Telegram of Viceroy (Home) to Secretary of State P. No. 9:t7S dated z7 Feb. 
1929-

; Secreta~y of State's telegram to Viceroy (Home) P. No. 891 dated 19 Apr. 19z9. 
Order m Council, 14 Mar. 1929. 

4 Letter of Home Secretary to Langford James No. D. 347 Poll. dated z9 Apr. 
19:9· . 5 roung India, 4 Apr. 19Z9· 

In lnd1a 19z8-JJ; M.P. 1945_50. 
7 See t~e letter, signed among others by H. G. Wells, Harold Laski, and R. H. 

Tawney, m the Manchester Guardian, 8 Dec. 19z9. 
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India, gave evidence to prove that every Socialist party in 
Europe performed most of the acts and preached most of th_e 
doctrines for which these men were being prosecuted; and 1t 
was widely believed in England that agitation for industrial 
welfare was being treated as political sedition.r This was 
specially embarrassing to the Labour Ministry which came 
into office in the summer of I 929. The Communists, there
fore, well treated in jail and provided with an enviable forum 
for propaganda,Z were in no haste to secure a decision; and it 
was only in I 9 3 3 that the Allahabad High Court, on appeal 
from the special sessions court, ended the case by acquitting 
several of the accused and reducing drastically the sentences 
passed on others. 

So finally the Meerut Conspiracy Case neither effectively 
exposed the objectives of the Communist party nor secured 
a satisfactory legal basis for action against it under the 
ordinary law. But in June I 929 the Government had not yet 
cause to regret their action; rather, they could congratulate 
themselves that the most prominent Communist leaders had 
been removed from the scene. The result was a marked im
provement for the rest of the year in the industrial situation, 
and a short strike in Bombay was distinguished by its isola
tion. And even this strike, though regarded by Sir Frederick 
Sykes,3 the Governor of Bombay, as a consequence of earlier 
Communist activity, was really attributable to the unsatis
factory relations between capital and labour in Bombay-a 
state of affairs which no Communists could have created 
and no legislation could settle. Therefore neither the Home 
Government nor the Government of India encouraged the 
B?mb~y G<;>vernment in their desire for special laws to deal 
wtth ptcketmg and intimidation.4 Elsewhere than in Bombay 
~here was too, and indeed had been for some years, a decline 
m ~ommunal rioting, and while it would have been foolish to 
beheve that communal feeling was dying, the lack of outward 

1 See letter of the Archbishop of York to Secretary of State, 12. Dec. 1929. 
2 Spratt, op. cit., pp. 48 If., and L. Hutchinson, Conspiracy at Meerut (London, 

1935). 
3 Commander Royal Flying Corps 1912-15; Chief of Air Staff 1918; M.P. 1922-

8 and 1940-5; Governor of Bombay 1928-33; d. 1954· 
4 Sec Notes of Haig, Home Secretary, on his return from Bombay, 4 June and II 

June 1929; Sir Frederick Sykes, From Matry Angles (London, 1942), p. 370. 
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manifestation was certainly a hopeful sign. As for terrori~m, 
the Lahore Conspiracy Case had, at any rate f~r th~ time 
being, disintegrated the movement in the Punjab; m the 
United Provinces there seemed to be little general sympathy 
with the method of political assassination and little need for 
special powers; and in Bengal there was by September 19~8 
no one who had been externed or placed under restramt 
under the Bengal Criminal Law Amendm~nt Act. The 
authorities, it is true, had received informatw~ to su.ggest 
that terrorists were being organized to play thetr part 111 t.he 
general campaign to be initiated in 1 9 30; and ma.ny semor 
police officers believed that revolutionary conspiracy had 
never at any previous period been a more formidable menace 
to the State. They thought that young men were being 
roused to an ungovernable pitch of excitement of which the 
chief ingredient was racial hatred, blind, unreasoning, and 
murderous in its intensity, and that any new campaign of 
violence would not be limited to a series of sporadic out
breaks but command general support. This reading of the 
situation, however, was considered unduly alarmist, and the 
suggestion for special legislation and ordinances was not 
accepted. The Government felt it unnecessary to do more 
than renew the Bengal Act which was due to expire in March 
1930.1 

But if the agents of violent outrage provided little cause 
for serious concern there were other factors in the situation 
which could not b~ ignored. The Moslem community had 
begun to drift from the Congress, the Sikhs had been at 
least temporarily alienated by that party, the Liberals stood 
f~st by the objective of Dominion Status, and even a con
Siderable section of Hindu opinion was opposed to the 
Nehru Report. Economic conditions were not dismal, and 
ther~ was no rallying-point of universal appeal such as that 
provided in I 9 I 9 by the Rowlatt Act.2 But if any movement 
launched by Congress was unlikely to be widespread, it 
would probably, within its circumscribed area, be more in-

.1 See record_ of a discussion at Viceregal Lodge, & June 1929; note of Petrie, 
D1recto: Intelhgence Bureau, 19 June 1929; and note of Haig, 20 June 1929. 

2 Th1s Act authorized the Government to retain the summary powers vested in 
them during the war. 
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tense and violent. 1 In March Gandhi had initiated the cloth 
boycott with a bonfire in Calcutta, and it was .taken up i? 
other provinces; but the Government were satisfied that 1t 
had proved a complete failure. 2 Gandhi himself, however, 
had made it clear that the boycott might have to be followed 
by civil resistance. 

Speaking with a full sense of responsibility, I know the tremendous 
consequences of civil disobedience and of a no-tax campaign in a vast 
country like ours-with its undisciplined masses-but a man who is 
mad as I am now after freedom has got to take tremendous risks .... 3 

It was the seeming preparations for such a campaign that 
drew the Government's attention. The youth movement had 
made marked progress, especially in Bengal and Bombay. 
It was apparently intended to rouse a revolutionary spirit 
among young men, particularly students and the educated 
unemployed. On the basis of this movement volunteer or
ganizations were being formed; though proclaimed to be for 
such harmless activities as physical training, the Govern
ment suspected that their real purpose was to raise storm
troops for the coming campaign. So local governments were 
instructed to watch these developments carefully and check 
them if possible by securing the conviction of instigators for 
sedition and inflammatory incitements. They should also 
look o~t f<?r the development of specific grievances or 
econom1c distress, on the basis of which alone the masses 
could be roused, and of issues which, by causing general dis
satisfaction, might bring back some of the Moslems and 
Sikhs into the Congress fold.4 

Thus by June 1929 the Government had surveyed the 
sce~e and taken up their position. But side by side with this 
tact1cal deployment Irwin planned his political strategy. 
~long. with the show of strength there should be a display of 
smcenty. The composition of the Simon Commission had 

1 Note of H. W. Emerson of the Home Department, 2 r June 1929, and letter 
of Crerar, Home Member, to Sir Arthur Hirtzel, Under-Secretary India Office, 
28 June 1929. 

2 Home Secretary to all Local Governments D. 342/29 dated 24 June 1929. 
3 Speech at Calcutta, 4 Mar., as reported in roung India, 14 Mar. 1929. 
4 Home Secretary to all Local Governments D. 342/29 dated 24 June and Home 

Secretary to Chief Secretary Bengal D. 1994/29 dated 24 June 1929. 
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irritated India and Irwin was anxious, as he himself later 
phrased it, 'to' bring to the body politi; of ~ndia th~ _tou~h 
that carries with it healing and health .1 His exposition tn 

January I929 of every Viceroy's 'double duty', to se~ that 
the King's Government is carried on and to serve as mter
mediary between India and Great Britain,2 created a firm 
f~eling of expectancy. In May he announced that as. the 
Simon Commission Report was not yet ready? the elections 
to the Legislative Assembly which were due m the autumn 
would. be postponed; but he knew enough ~y now ~f the 
collective mind of the commission to appreciate the nsk of 
leaving the flow of events with them. He himself would have 
to retrieve lost ground, and he thought that this could best 
be d~:me by associating representative Indian opinion with 
consideration of the Simon Commission Report before final 
proposals were placed before Parliament and by restating
In <:lear and precise terms the objective of British rule in 
I1!dia. The former would remedy the harm done by the 
Simon Commission, the latter would enable co-operation in 
the future. He had already, in January I 929, emphasizeq 
tha~ the I 9 I 7 Declaration still stood as a solemn pledge t() 
assist India to obtain full national political stature; but thi~ 
Was stale and too vague. An 'indefeasible assurance' Of 
Dominion Status, a declaration of India's right to it, woulc:l 
do much to remove the surface misunderstandings and dis 
trust. ~or whereas to the Engl~s? Dominio!l St~tus connote~ 
an achieved constitutional positiOn, to Indians It was main} 
a promise of full rights to come.J Motilal Nehru himself ir{ 
formed Geoffrey Dawson, then on tour in India, that whet .... 
was really wanted was an assurance that Dominion Status wa. t 
on theway.4 The Viceroy was persuaded, however, that on th s 
eve of the British general elections it would be wiser to secur ~ 
the support of all parties for a statement of future procedure 
rather than of policy, and his reference to Dominion Statu: 

1 Statement of the Viceroy, 31 Oct. 1929: The Times, 1 Nov. 1929. 
:z Indian Problems, p. 66. 
3 Irwin's note on Dominion Status as understood in Great Britain and Indill 

Nov. 19z9, reproduced in A. Campbell Johnson, Viscount Halifax (London, 1941 ) • 
pp. Z31-4. > 

4 D~wson's memorandum, z5 Mar. 19i9: Evelyn Wrench, Geoffrey Dawson anq 
Our Tzmes (London, 1955), p. 272 . 
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in the draft memorandum was removed. 1 But when the usual 
mid-term leave enabled Irwin to discuss his plan in England, 
the elections were over and Ramsay Macdonald had formed 
the Labour Government, and Irwin could again bring for
ward his plan in full. The new Prime Minister, while greatly 
interested in India, had no policy of his own ;2 and he gladly 
agreed with the Viceroy if only because he h~d earlier, .when 
still out of office, looked forward to Indta becommg a 
Dominion within a period of months.3 But both the Liberals 
and the Conservatives were, on the whole, inclined to be 
critical. Simon at first resented the suggestion of a conference, 
but later, following Reading's lead, focused his criticism on 
the reference to Dominion Status. This soon became the 
general attitude in both parties. \\Thile they accepted the 
suggestion that Indian opinion be formally consulted aft~r 
the report was published they disliked a categoric recogm
tion of Dominion Status as India's goal. It was, indeed, clear 
from this that the Indian desire for a definite affirmation was 
no childish sentiment. The contention of the Viceroy and 
Tlze Times4 that Dominion Status was implicit in the I 9 I 7 
Declaration and the Instrument of Instructions to the 
Governor-General did not find unanimous acceptance in 
England. Even in May I928 Birkenhead had informed 
Irwin that the British Government were averse to using the 
phrase to describe even the ultimate and remote goal of 
Indian political development because this meant 'the right to 
decide their own destinies', and this right the Government 
were ~ot prepared to .accord to India just then or in any way 
to prejudge the questiOn whether it should ever be accorded.5 

So, in other -:ro~ds, references to 'full partnership', 'self
government w1thm the Empire', and India's 'acquiring her 

I Ibid., p. 272.. 

2 Cf. the later ex~erience of Lord Tcmplewood (Sir Samuel Hoare) when Secre
tary ~f State for.Indm: 'I have several l<!ttcrs written in his [Macdonald's] own hand 
warnmg me agamst some course of action without suggestino- to me any alternative.' 
Nine Troubled rears (London, 1954), p. 29 . o 

3 Macdonald had visited India twice, in 1909 and 1912, and had written two 
books,. Tl1e Awakening. of !ndia (1910) and The Government of India (1919). For a 
narrative account of h1s VIews on India see B. Sacks, Ramsay Macdonald in thought 
and action (New Mexico, 1952), pp. 389 If. 

4 See the collection of ten extracts from authoritative statements, 5 Nov. 1929. 
s Birkenhead, op. cit., p. 289. 
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due place among the Dominions' really meant little. Now in 
face of this resistance to Irwin's proposal the matter was re
ferred in September to Baldwin, the leader of the Conser
vative party. Baldwin, then on holiday in France, agreed to 
a statement by Irwin on these lines on the understanding that 
the Simon Commission would be consulted and the consent 
of all parties obtained. On 23 October, however, he learnt 
that. the commission had not been approached; so after co~
sultmg a few colleagues he informed the Government that In 
these circumstances the Conservative party could not sup
port such a statement.x 

The Viceroy, however, despite the opposition of the party 
to which he belonged, issued his announcement on 3 I 
Octob~r. The night before he received a telegram frorn. 
Baldwm requesting him to withhold the statement; but no 
delay w~s now possible, especially as prior information had. 
heel! given to Indian leaders.z After stating that His 
Ma~esty's Government would meet representatives of British. 
India and the Indian States for securing the greatest possible 
measur.e of agreement for the final proposals to be submitted. 
to Parliament, Irwin declared that he had been 

· · · a_uthorized on behalf of His Majesty's Government to state clearly 
that tn t~eir judgment it is implicit in the declaration of I 9 I 7 that th~ 
~atural 1ssue of India's constitutional progress, as there contemplated 
IS the attainment of Dominion Status.J ) 

Th~ Government were now committed to consultation with. 
Indian leaders and a precise ultimate objective. This state, 
ment, Irwin's first real initiative in India's constitutional 
problem, lost him friends in England. The Labour Govern .... 
ment, of course, supported him,4 and Baldwin, despite his 
earlier. disapproval, now, with a sen.se of instinctive states, 
m~~s~·up, stood loyally by his friend; but murmurous 
cnticism began to disturb the party. In India, on the othet-

1 G. M. Young, Stanley Baldwin (London, 1952), pp. 146-7. 
2 Information supplied by Lord Halifax. 
3 The Times, I Nov. I92.9· 
4 ·w h · · .• e ave the right cause and, what 1s equally Important, we have the right 

en~mz.es · Wedgwood Benn, the Secretary of State, to Beatrice Webb: Beatrice Webb·~ 
Dtarzes I924-I932 (London, 1956), p. 22.6. 

Wedgwood Benn, first Viscount Stansgate, b. 1877; joined Labour party 1927. 
Secretary of State for India 1929_31 ; Secretary of State for Air 1945-6. 1 
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hand, there was a revival of trust. It was true that the Vice
roy had given no pledge that Dominion Status would be 
established soon, or even that it would be discussed at the 
proposed conference; but few had expected it. Indeed it was 
generally believed that only joint discussions with the 
Princes, as envisaged in the statement, could form the pre
lude to even the first step towards Dominion Status. In the 
Congress, while Jawaharlal Nehru was inclined to suspect 
this 'ingeniously worded announcement, which could mean 
much or very little', 1 Gandhi and his senior lieutenants were 
not prepared to reject it out of hand. The real test was 
whether the British meant what the Viceroy said. 

I can wait for the Dominion Status constitution, if I can get the 
real Dominion Status in action, if today there is a real change of heart, 
a real desire on the part of the British people to see India a free and self
respecting nation and on the part of the officials in India a true spirit of 
service.z 

So the Congress, in association with the Liberals, issued a 
manifesto offering to co-operate in drafting a Dominion con
stitution if certain acts were done and certain points clarified. 
The ~overnment should declare a political amnesty, ad~J.:t 
~ pohcy of general conciliation, infuse a more liberal spmt 
mto the administration till the new constitution came into 
for:~' and p:ovide adequate representation of progressive 
poht1cal parties at the conference. 

w.e understand, however, [added the signatories], that the c~nfer
ence ts to meet not to discuss when Dominion Status is to be estabhshed, 
but to frame a scheme of Dominion Constitution for India. We hope 
th!lt we are not mistaken in thus interpreting the import and the im
phcations of this weighty pronouncement of the Viceroy.J 

To ~he discerning, the last sentences would have seemed 
a warnmg of storm. But Gandhi declared that there could be 
no doubt about Irwin's sincerity and the manifesto was an 
effort to respond in the same spirit;4 and many concluded 
that the Viceroy had enabled the more sober elements in the 
Congress to recover the leadership. To accept Irwin's state
ment even tentatively as sufficient answer to the Congress 

1 Nehru, op. cit., p. 195. 
3 The Times, 4 Nov. 19z9. 

2 Quoted in Tendulkar, op. cit., val. ii, p. soz. 
4 roung bzdia, 7 Nov. 1929. 
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challenge was galling to Jawaharlal Neh:u and he offered to 
resign the prcsidentship of the next scss1on of the Con~ress 
to be held at Lahore in the last week of the year .1 Gandhi was 
informed2 that Irwin, though reluctant to release politi~al 
prisoners, would finally agree to do so, and would orgamze 
the conference in consultation with the Congress and other 
representative leaders. But having com.e so near~ the t~o 
sides again slowly drifted apart. The d1strust wh1ch Irwm 
had brushed aside once more took charge of Congress policy. 
Though its leaders sought an interview with the Viceroy for 
elucidation of his statement, they began to prepare them
selves for the civil disobedience movement scheduled for 
I 930. Jawaharlal Nehru publicly opposed any settlement by 
negotiation,3 Gandhi is reported to have said he would not be 
sorry if the conference fell through,4 and Motilal Nehru re
m~rked that 'at present all roads lead to Lahore' .5 Even at 
th1s stage the situation might have been retrieved by Irwin's 
character and transparent sincerity had he met the Congress 
leaders, and particularly Gandhi, alone and face to face; but 
t?e ~eddlesomeness of third parties somewhat spoiled the 
S1tuat10n. The Viceroy was induced to summon a conference 
of Gandhi, Jinnah, Sapru, Motilal Nehru, and Vithalbhai 
Patel; and the heterogeneity of this deputation was resented 
by Motilal Nehru.6 By the middle of December the Congress 
had clearly made up its mind, and Jawaharlal Nehru circu
lated to his colleagues his Presidential address to the Con
gress calling for Independence and the conquest of power.? 
When the conference finally assembled at the Viceroy'8 
house on 23 December, uppermost in all minds was the 
providential escape of the Viceroy that morning. A bomb 

: Nehru, op. cit., p. I97 . . . . . 
. By the financier G. D. Birla, after an mterv1ew With Irwm, on I I Nov. I929 • 

B1r!a, op. cit., pp. 42_43. > 

3 Address to the All-India Trade Union Congress, 30 Nov. I929: The Jtzdia 
Quarter!J Register, 1929, val. ii, p. 428. . '' 

4 See ~e~ter of Srinivasa Sastri, 2 Dec. 1929: T. N. ]agad1san (ed.), Leiters Of' 
V. S. S:mz'Uasa Sastri (Madras, no date), p. 296. . . 

Sastr1 (r869- 1946), President of the Servants of Ind1a Society r9r5-27; Agent Of 
the Government of India to South Africa 1927-9. 

5 Letter to Vithalbhai Patel 9 Dec. 1929: Patel, op. cit., pp. ro7o-r. 
6 Ibid. ' 
7 See Motilal Nehru's statement to F. 'vV. Wilson, The lndia11 Chaos (Londoll 

I9J2), P· 200. • 
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explosion outside New Delhi station had wrecked parts of 
the train in which Irwin was returning from a tour of the 
South. But when after a discussion of this outrage Irwin 
suggested consideration of the problem of political prisoners 
Gandhi said the latter could afford to wait a while in jail; 
what Congress wanted was an assurance that the sole func
tion of the conference proposed by the Viceroy's statement 
would be the framing of a constitution equivalent to Domi
nion Status and to be brought into operation immediately. 
Gandhi and Nehru argued that any offer made in response to 
the resolution of the Calcutta Congress would have to meet 
this requirement. Irwin, of course, could accept no such 
specific interpretation of his statement and commit both the 
British Government and the conference; and the other 
participants, including Patel, formally a Congressman, felt 
that the Congress spokesmen were determined to avoid 
agreement. I 

So all Irwin's efforts, in defiance of his own party, had 
failed to secure the goodwill of the Congress, which assembled 
at Lahore to declare revolt. The Nehru Report was declared 
to have lapsed, and the flag of Independence was unfurled. 

1 Pattabh.i Sitaramayya, Tl1e Histo1y of the Indian National Congress (Bombay, 
1946), vol. I, p. 354; Gandhi's interview Nt:-"I.U rork World, 9 Jan. I9JO; Patel's 
correspon~ence with Irwin published in Apr. I9JO, Tl1e Indian Annual Register, 
I 9 JO, VOl. 11 pp. IO I ff. 
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CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE 

ALahore the Congress decided that nothing was to be 
gained by attending the proposed Round Table ~?n
ference, proclaimed Independence and not Domuuon 

Status to be the immediate objective, and authorized a cam
paign of civil disobedience in whatever form its leaders might 
determine. All these resolutions met with considerable 
opposition, but were passed with Gandhi's support. 'I have 
but followed the Inner Voices.' 1 In addition, however, he 
had some mundane reasons. The offer made at Calcutta in 
December I 928 had lapsed, and there was no other honour
able way out. For years he had been drilling his troops and 
organizing the party and the nation, and though he was not 
still sure that civil disobedience if inaugurated would evoke 
sufficient response among the masses to sweep the nation 
forward to victory, he felt he had no option but to take 
the risk. 

Situations can arise, [a distinguished soldier has written ],z where even 
a gamble may be justified-as, for instance, when in the normal course 
of events defeat is merely a matter of time, when the gaining of time is 
therefore pointless and the only chance lies in an operation of great risk. 

Such a situation seemed to have a:isen in India in I 9 JO, 

The people still appeared to Gandh1 to be on the whole be
lievers in non-violence, but clearly also the spirit of violence 
was abroad, and if given time and opportunity might pre
cipitate disaster. Even the Congress, pledged to abhor 
violence, could only with difficulty be persuaded to condemn 
the recent attempt to murder the Viceroy. The nation was 
anxious to feel its strength, and its desire required to be 
channelled. Gandhi, indeed, feared popular violence more 
than the possible organized repression of Government, for 
the latter could be combated more successfully because of 

1 Letter to Srinivasa Sastri, 12 Jan. 1930: Jagadisan, op. cit., p. 83. 
2 Field-Marshal Rommel, May 1942. See B. H. Liddell Hart, The Rommel 

Papers (London, 1953), p. 201. 
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greater support.! His reaction to the terrorists responsible 
for the sporadic bomb outrages that were occurring with in
creasing frequency was similar to that of the Duke of \Vel
lington to his troops: 'They may not frighten the enemy, but 
by God they frighten me'. Civil disobedience was the only 
means of challenging both British rule, which appeared to 
him 'a perfect personification of violence', 2 and the growing 
hatred towards the agents of this rule, which took the form 
of casual assassinations. 

The test of Gandhi's interpretation of the mood of the 
nation came on 26 January, when all over the country the 
people were invited to take the 'Independence pledge', 
drafted by the Working Committee in the form of a long 
and scathing indictment of British rule. While the Bombay 
Government wished to check any demonstrations of exuber
ance, other local governments did not agree, and Irwin 
firmly ruled that the authorities should not interfere but 
merely take the usual action against agitators if they trans
gressed the law. Such an attitude would avoid any allegation 
of harshness without damaging the prestige of Government.3 
In the event this policy seemed justified; only in the Punjab, 
the United Provinces, Bombay, and Delhi did it become an 
occasion for national self-assertion ;4 elsewhere the relative 
lack of enthusiasm seemed to sustain the description of the 
Congress session as a display of 'stage lightning and teapot 
thunder'.s But Gandhi and the Congress were satisfied with 
the response. It assured them that the long years of prepara
tion had not been barren; that the travels from village to 
village, the copious writings in Young India and its Gujerati 
counterpart, the strengthening of the party structure, and 
the development of hand-spinning had won for the leader of 
the Congress the loyalty of millions. A considerable number 
of his countrymen, drawn from every level of society, were 
ready to follow along whichever path he might lead them. 

1 Young India, 2. Jan., 2.3 Jan., and 24 Apr. I930. 
2 Ibid., 6 Feb. I930. 
3 Sykes, op. cit., pp. 38 I-2.; Home Department telegram to all Local Govern

ments 82S dated I I Jan. I9JO. 
4 Viceroy (Home Department) telegram to Secretary of State No. S. 364 dated 

s Feb. I930. 
s Speech of Hailey at Cawnporc, 2.8 Jan. I9JO. 
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But on the form which civil disobedience should take 
Gandhi had not yet made up his mind. 'If preparation' he 
had written on an earlier occasion, 1 'is necessary beforehand, 
it is not a righteous struggle. He who creates it and coi~~ucts 
it is God.' Gandhi now brooded in silence, seeking intmt1vely 
a practical and simple formula. He had crystallized lnde
pendenc~ into eleven points in order to make the concept 
more eas1ly comprehensible to the ordinary people; and whtle 
the points did not exhaust the meaning of freedom, they were 
shrewdly chosen to win the sympathy of every social g:oup. 
The demand for prohibition appealed to the old-fashwned 
and the .s~ggestions for an amnesty for political prison.ers 
and aboht10n of the secret police to the politicians; redu.ctwn 
of land revenue and abolition of the salt tax were 1tems 
calculated to. win over the peasants and the fixati?~ of the 
exchan~e rat~o of the rupee at Is. 4d., the impos1t10n of a 
protectlve tanff on foreign cloth and the reservation of coastal 
~~ffic t~ Indian shipping, ass~red him the support o~ the 

mmencal classes; and the middle classes apprec1ated 
~~e ~reposed. reduction of military expenditure and of the 

1f est salanes. But this list could not form a battle-cry; 
w at Gandhi was looking for was not a complicated pro
~r~mme but a direct issue. And suddenly, towards the end of 
h ~ rua.rr,2 there flashed in his mind an answer which showed 

1\pohttcal instincts at their highest. 
n fi 8 36 the East India Company decided to tax salt 

manu actu d · 11 · lnd· . b re m India to enable English salt to se m 
to la, ut the continuance of the tax in later times was solely 
su~:~~Revenue. In I 9 30 half the price paid by the con
Gover s.2-8-o per maund-represented the tax; but 
indivi~mfnt could plead that the quantity consumed by each 
little m ua Was very little, and the tax per head amounted to 
not a ore .than three annas a year. That the incidence was 
of illi~~reclably felt is borne out by the almost total absence 

1 manufacture and the steady rise in consumption over 
r Sec Preface t S 
2 Salt as the to at;·ag~aha in South Africa written on 2 Apr. r924. 

statement of thee~ question is first mentioned in r~urzg India on 27 Feb.! so the 
(Sykes, op. cit ovcrnor of Bombay that he received a warning early m Feb. 
information se~u~J 8 '2.) suggests a prescience which is incredible. In fact, the firs~ 
was on 24 Feb. by the Intelligence Bureau of the Home Department at Delhi 
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a period of fifty years. Yet, however negligi~le in its practic~l 
effects, the salt tax was difficult to defend m theory. Salt IS 

consumed by both men and cattle, and a tax on it has been 
regarded, at least since 1789, as a true index of inhuman 
oppression. It could have, as Gand.hi said, no place e~en i.n 
a self-governing country. In India a greater quantity IS 

utilized than elsewhere both to season a largely vegetarian 
diet and to preserve foodstuffs in a tropical climate. Gandhi 
realized that it was in the form of this tax that British rule 
made an impact on the largest number of Indians; if de
nounced as exploitation it would be quickly understood, and 
there was no province where the prohibition against the 
private manufacture of salt could not be violated with ease. 
By calling on the people to pick up salt from the earth or 
distil it from the sea he seemed to be rallying the forces of 
nature on his side. Once Gandhi chose the salt tax as the 
ground of battle none doubted that it was the obvious choice. 

So the country was in a temper to resist, and its leader 
formulated the manner of resistance. It only remained to 
throw down the challenge. On 2 March Gandhi wrote to 
Irwin. British rule was a curse, but there seemed no prospect 
of full Dominion Status being granted in the immediate 
future; it was therefore no longer a matter of carrying con
viction by argument, but one of matching forces. India must 
convert Great Britain by civil disobedience. Unless the 
Viceroy offered to accept at least the eleven heads of pro
posals, Gandhi would set out on I I March to disobey the 
salt laws.z 

To emphasize his claim that his differences were with the 
Imperi~l system and not with individual Englishmen, 
Gandhi requested a Quaker disciple to deliver the letter 
to Irwin. Even at this late stage he seems to have hoped for 
some understanding; and the messenger was instructed to 
discuss, if invited to do so, the terms and conditions of 
Gandhi's offer.2 But Irwin had made it clear even in 
January that he intended to discharge fully his duty of 
maintaining law and order;J and he now restricted himself 

I The text of the letter was published in rormg India, 6 Mar. I9JO. 
:t SeeR. Reynolds, To Live in Mankind (London, I9SI), p. 53· 
3 Address to the Legislative Assembly, zs Jan., Indian Problems, p. 83. 
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to an expression of regret at Gandhi's decision to vio_Jate t.he 
law and endanger the public peace. 1 There was a? atr of In

difference about the Viceroy's response, but thts was be
cause he regarded Gandhi's letter as an ultimatum, however 
politely worded; and even if he were willing to discuss u11:der 
menace, there seemed no common ground of discusston. 
'With Gandhi there is no chance of conciliation on any 
possible terms,':z. 

On I 2 March Gandhi, accompanied by seventy-nine 
chosen followers, left his ashram at Ahmedabad for the sea. 
He .expected to be arrested at any moment ;3 but it was now 
~rwm wh? non-co-operated. Gandhi's march through Gu
Jerat, whtch was his home and where his influence was 
greatest, aroused considerable interest and excitement. But 
~he authorities expected no more serious consequence, and 
~n the belie~ that they were dealing, not with a general revolt 

ut only Wtth a formidable organization, waited, after the 
Srrest on 7 March of Vallabhbhai Patel, the virtual Chief of 
d~aff of ~he Congress and presumably the organizer of civil 
hs<;>bedtence-an action taken by the district authorities on 
;.~lr own responsibility4-for the movement to peter out. 

he Bombay Government intended to arrest Gandhi as soon 
as · 1 he Vto ated the salt law, and Irwin agreed that normally 
~~~u de~ance could not be disregarded. But it was possible, 
f gh Improbable, that his march would prove a 'fiasco' 
rom the viewpoint of its effect on the public, and in that 
~?h? rather than lend lustre to Gandhi by making a martyr 
by ~~' he should be ignored and allowed to destroy himself 
con tcule.s Soon the Bombay Government displayed greater 
he ncernhthan before, and wished to arrest Gandhi even before 

reac ed the sea, 6 but the Government of India refused to 
I Lett f 

Times, 8 ~~ G. Cunningham, Private Secretary to Viceroy, to Gandhi: The 
z I . r. I9JO. 

rwm to D . . 
3 l-Iis fir t 1 awson,_ 10 Mar. 1930: The Trmes Hutory, p. 875. 

there is tims et~er Wntten after leaving Ahmedabad, on 13 Mar., begins, 'Whilst 
s Borne~· · : Bapu's lette1·s to Mira, p. 102. 4 Sykes, op. cit., p. 384. 

Irwin to D ~partment telegram to Bombay Government 755S dated 9 Mar. 1930; 
for the be!ie~Wson, 7 Apr. 1930, The Times History, p. 875. There is no foundation 
Patel. 'prevalent at the time, that Irwin was acting on the advice of Vithalbhai 

6 Bombay Sp · 1• 
10 Ma ecta s telegram to Home Department New Delhi No. S.D. 441 dated 

r. 1930. 
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accept that the situation had in any way altered. 1 On I I 

March the authorities realized that Gandhi was not taking 
the shortest route to the coast but going by a detour to Dandi 
beach-a march of at least 20 days. 2 Even so Irwin decided 
to abide by his earlier decision, and was fortified by reports 
that outside Gujerat the march was evoking less enthusiasm 
than anticipated.3 By 24 March the Government of India 
were inclined to believe that what had earlier been regarded 
as improbable had come to pass, and the general reactions in 
India were such that even when Gandhi violated the law 
there would be no prima facie necessity to arrest him at 
once. Instead, the authorities should seek merely to neutra
lize the practical effects of his actions by either confiscat
ing the salt and the implements or preventing the removal 
of the salt without payment of duty. \\Thile it was true 
that the authority of Government was being weakened 
in Gujerat (3 I 7 patels or village headmen, influenced by 
the fevered atmosphere, resigned their posts), this could 
not be allowed to modify policy so long as on a broad 
view it appeared to Government's advantage not to arrest 
Gandhi.4 

The attitude of the Government of India seemed so remote 
from reality that Sykes went to New Delhi to discuss matters 
in person. He argued that while it had perhaps been wise to 
refrain from arrest so far, the general effect of Gandhi's 
march could no longer be dismissed with ridicule and salt 
operations should not be allowed to continue. If the Govern
ment were not willing to sanction arrest they could at least 
deny Gandhi's followers the use of State facilities such as the 
post and telegraph services, and convert the sat)'agrahis 
into compulsory non-co-operators. But Irwin replied that 
the Government of India believed that civil disobedience had 
been initiated without any confidence in its ultimate success 
and a majority of the people did not actively sympathize with 

1 Home Department telegram to Bombay Special No. 783S dated I I Mar. I9JO. 
2 District Magistrate Ahmedabad to Home Department, New Delhi, I I Mar. 

I9JO. 
J See letter of the Governor of the Punjab to the Viceroy 17 Mar. I9JO, and Bom

bay Special's telegram to Home Department No. S.D. 540 dated I9 Mar. I9JO. 
4 Telegram from Secretary to Government of India Home Department to Bom

bay Special, 24 Mar. I9JO. 
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it. So while Gandhi's lieutenants would be prosecuted 
promptly if they defied the law, the Government int_ended to 
leave Gandhi himself at large to see whether India would 
reject him or not. r The Bombay Government now moved to 
the other extreme and suggested that no action be taken 
against anyone and Congressmen be allowed to manufacture, 
remove and dispose of contraband salt as they pleased. 2 The 
Government of India, however, made it clear that they c:>uld 
not ignore the illegal manufacture of salt, which was the first 
phase of a general civil disobedience campaign; Gandhi 
would enjoy temporary and exceptional immunity, but the 
practical effects of law-breaking should be neutralized, and 
such other leaders as it might suit Government to take notice 
of should be prosecuted.J 

Of course, judged in the cold light of reason, the ofFence 
of collecting salt was so trivial and the value of the salt so 
small that Irwin's policy seemed sound; and till Gandhi 
reached the sea at Dandi, he was preaching sedition but had 
not pa:ticipated in any criminal act. But. in a period of 
revolut10n reason does not count. The belief that Gandhi 
could. be ignored suggested a lack of imaginative under
~tand1?g· For years he had engaged in building the emotional 
~ntegnty of India, and now the sight of this old man march
mg along the dusty roads, without arms and without allies 
to do battle with the British Empire stirred the hearts of me1~ 
not on~y in India but throughout the world.4 To argue that 
the Liberals and others who believed in constitutional 
meth?~s had been fortified by the Viceroy's declaration on 
pomm10n Status and would utilize this seeming error of 
Judgement on Gandhi's part to replace the Congress in the 

1MMemorandum on Viceroy's discussions with the Governor of Bombay, 26 and 
2 7 2 Bar. 1930; also Sykes, op. cit., p. 384. 

3 H~mbay Special's telegram to Home Department. S.D. 801 dated 3 Apr. 1930. 
me Department's telegram to Bombay Special No. 1023S dated 5 Apr 1930. . 

1 
4 ~Many pictures rise in my mind of this man, whose eyes were often full of 

aug tc;r a~d yet Were pools of infinite sadness. But the picture that is dominant and 
~ost ~~~mficant is as I saw him marching, staff in hand, to Dandi on the Salt 

_arcd m d193°· He was the pilgrim on his quest of truth, quiet, peaceful, deter
rome an, fearless, who would continue that quiet pilgrimage regardless of con
sequences. Jawaharlal Nehru, 30 June 1951 . Foreword to Tendulkar, op. cit., val. i 
(Bombay, 1951). 
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confidence of the people1 was to build on sand. These men 
were able and endowed with legal and administrative talent, 
but they lacked support in the country, and as political 
entities were splendidly null. 

Irwin's policy of impervious equanimity had, however, 
this adv~mtage, that it gave authority the cloak of courtesy 
and restraint. Indians might believe that the Government 
were afraid to arrest Gandhi because of the reactions on 
Indian and world opinion; but whatever the motive, none 
could deny that in civilized political warfare Gandhi was 
well matched by the Viceroy. On 6 April, after covering 24 I 
miles in 24 days, Gandhi reached Dandi and collected salt 
from the sea. There was not a single policeman in sight when 
the banner of revolt was unfurled. 

The same day the salt laws were broken throughout India 
at least by 5 million people at over 5 ,ooo meetings. The pro
vincial authorities were directed to confine themselves to 
confiscation of the contraband salt, and though on 14 April 
Jawaharlal Nehru was arrested, the Government still refused 
to take cognisance of Gandhi's activities. This to some extent 
thr~w the Congress programme out of gear, for it had been 
decrded that so long as Gandhi was in command the move
ment should be restricted to manufacturing salt by those 
who accepted non-violence as a creed and not as a policy; 
only after his arrest should the struggle be widened to enfold 
other forms of civil disobedience, and non-violence 'of the 
activest type' put into operation.2 Gandhi, however, en
couraged women to devote themselves to the picketing of 
shops selling liquor and foreign cloth, for these, like the salt 
tax, were inherently evil, and their boycott need not await 
events.3 

.Neithe.r side had by now any illusions as to the nature of 
thrs multrple movement to defy authority. The Government 
regarded it as a rebellion; and Young India had a column 
entitled 'vVeekly vVar News'. Though at first the disturb
ances were centred in the towns, there was no province that 

1 See letter of Haig, Home Secretary, Government of India, to all Local Govern
ments and Administrations No. r 13 dated 30 Jan. 1930 . 
. 2 see. Gandhi's article, roung India, 27 Feb. I9JO, and Jawaharlal N~hru's 
mstructwns to Congressmen: ibid., 27 Mar. 1930. 

3 Ibid., ro Apr. I9JO. 
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was entirely immur:e, and the o~cials were su:prised a~ this 
evidence of the wtde permeation of Gandht s teachtngs. 
Even Gandhi, it must be added, had not expected such a 
response. I At Lahore all the Moslem leaders except Maulana 
Azad had warned him that on this occasion the Moslems 
would keep aloof ;z but this prophecy was belied, and in later 
months it was a predominantly Moslem province that gav.e 
the authorities the greatest trouble. Women of all communt
ties broke their seclusion and entered public life by seeking 
arrest rather than election, and civil disobedience bore also 
the aspect of a suffragette movement. It is true that this 
general upheaval was due to some extent to certain factors on 
whose support Gandhi had not reckoned. The chronic un
employment among the educated classes promoted the re
cruitment of volunteers, living conditions among the workers 
were so squalid as to breed class hatred, and the steep fall in 
agricultural prices brought about by causes worldwide in 
their operation stirred even in the placid peasantry a note of 
discontent. Yet that it was Gandhi's leadership which played 
the chief part in evoking this agitation was made clear by the 
fact that the movement was, on the whole, throughout under 
his control. The vast majority of his followers were familiar 
with Western traditions of dissent, but in deference to his 
attitude never sought to adapt them to India. Indian labour 
was less agitated in I 9 30 than in the years before, and though 
Gandhi's eleven points did not include any item calculated to 
promote their special interests, they made no attempt to 
divert the general tide of feeling into their own channels. 
Nor did civil disobedience, when it spread to the countryside 
develop any resemblance to 'La Grande Peur'. Indeed th~ 
usual economic causes and concomitants of revolution were 
so much in the background that the wealthy mercantile and 
commercial classes were among the staunch supporters of 
Con.gress. Vlhile they stood gr~atly to gai.n by the boycott of 
foretgn goods, they found nothmg to fear m a purely political 
struggle, and it was no coincidence that Bombay, the centre 
of the textile industry, was also the chief stronghold of the 

I Young India, ro Apr. 1930, and letter to Motilal Nehru 14 Apr. I9JO, repro
duced in Tendulkar, op. cit., vol. iii (Bombay, 1952). 

2 SeeM. Desai, Maulana Abu/ Kalam Azad (Indian edition, 1945), p. 6o. 
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movement. There was, in fact, no social class or group that 
did not participate, at the call of Gandhi, in this display of 
nationalist emotion, whose intensity was expected to impress, 
if not to convert, the British. It was a political revolu
tion, rare only in that it was based, not on hatred of the 
foreigner but on faith in human nature, not on fear but on 
hope. 

Irwin, however, still preferred to deal with this contrived 
chaos under the ordinary law, and Gandhi acknowledged that 
the authorities were acting with moderation. 1 The suggestion 
of Sykes that those who refused to acknowledge the existence 
of the British Government in India should be regarded as 
outlaws and stripped of all civil rights was rejccted.2 The 
Viceroy arrested Gandhi's chief lieutenants in the various 
provinces and made use of the special weapon of ordinance 
whenever all local governments desired to employ it to com
bat any special aspect of civil disobedience, but was other
wise content to rely on the usual methods of maintaining law 
and order. This threw a heavy burden on the police. They did 
not number more than 2oo,ooo in a country that was almost 
a continent in size and where there was now a liability to dis
turbance in almost every village. The Home Department 
recommended an increase of the police forces to all local 
governments,3 but there could be no solution along these lines 
to the real problem which was that they had to function among 
a populace which was essentially hostile and regarded them as 
tools of repression. Even the officials who were not actively 
engaged in combating civil disobedience adopted an attitude 
of chill passivity. Indeed, it was found that some of them 
were taking part in or attending meetings organized by 
Congress, and a warning was issued that active support or 
ad~ocacy of civil disobedience would entail ·disciplinary 
actton or, in the case of retired officers, loss of pension.4 But 
the Government of India were not prepared to go as far as 
the Madras Government who declared it to be the duty of 
every official to show by every means at his disposal his 

I rou11g bzdia, IO Apr. I9JO. 
2 Sykes, op cit., p. 3s5. 
3 Telegram P. No. ISSI-S dated IS May I9JO. 
4 Letter to all Local Governments D. 2440 Political If May I9J01 and Office 

Memorandum to all Government oflndia Departments D. 2440 dated I4May I930· 
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strong and active disapproval of civil disobedience. and to 
promote loyalty. The _Home J?~par~me.nt m~r~ly waxvcd the 
general injunction agamst partxcxpat10n m pohtt~s and allowed 
officials to remove misapprehensions, corre~t mts-s~at~ments, 
and refute Congress propaganda. 1 But thts permtsston ~as 
hardly utilized, and even in Madras the m~ndate was of httle 
effect. The police force itself was not devotd of sympathy ~or 
the Congress.z But on the whole it remained loyal to xts 
employers, who sought to encourage it by special allowances 
and amenities. The Bombay City Police was discontented 
because of poor housing conditions and meagre pay,_ and 
Congressmen tried to win it over; but the number of resxgna
tions in 1 9 30 was the lowest in five years, being 2 34 as 
against 333 in I 926.3 

These small police forces operating in a sullen atmosphere 
had to face situations which had no parallel in the experience 
of other countries. Civil disobedience was always treading 
on the brink of violence, but Gandhi, whose realism was 
now more thick-skinned than in 192 I, stated that on this 
occasion there would be no retracing; he knew that he would 
not be the master of immediate events, but contended that 
suspension of the movement would fan rather than extinguish 
the flames of violent crime.4 In fact during the year there 
were violent disturbances and acts of terrorism in many parts 
of the country, but these the forces of law and order in India, 
as elsewhere, were trained to counter. What perplexed them 
was the ·mobilization of inertia, the large crowds silently 
aw~iting punishment, the well-organized processions re
fusmg to yield in face of attack. The civil authorities could 
requisition military assistance as a precautionary measure or 
for dispersing unlawful assemblies; but resort to fire could 
n:ver be the normal procedure, and as immediate contact 
wxth an unruly mob was likely to lead to heavy casualties, 

1 O~der of the Government of Madras No. 696 dated 4 June 1930; Government 
of India letter to all Local Governments (except Madras) D. 452-4 Political dated 
13 Aug. 1930. 

2 One incident in Bihar is worth recording. When some policemen were using 
~heir la~his, another group of constables protected the Congress volunteers by attack
mg their own comrades: Rajendra Prasad, At the Feet of Mahatma Gandhi (Bombay, 
1955), P· 195. 

3 Report on Police Administration in Bombay Presidency in I9JO. 
4 roung India, :zo Feb. and IO Apr. I9JO. 
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troops were really of little use in dealing with non-violent 
crowds. 1 The obvious retort in such contingencies was the 
use of tear-gas. This was suggested by both Sir William 
Birdwood2 and his successor as Commander-in-Chief, Sir 
Philip Chetwode.J A proposal to use tear-gas as an experi
mental measure against dacoits and armed criminals had 
been considered in I 929 but abandoned at the instance of 
the British Government; both the Conservative and the 
Labour Ministries had been opposed to it, and the Govern
ment of India were not now prepared to revive the suggestion. 
Tear-gas causes the victim to lurch and lose his sense of 
direction; a crowd, therefore, might stampede and cause 
considerable loss of life. Such incidents when public opinion 
was already inflamed would do great harm to the reputation 
of Government. This meant that the police could disperse 
crowds only by the use of the lathi. 

It is not surprising, then, that the police forces, armed 
clumsily for such a situation, were often baffled. They had 
no precise instructions and on many occasions had to exercise 
their own discretion in the absence of a clear lead from the 
G~>Vernment of India. What, for example, were they to do 
w1th the women, who not merely picketed shops but led 
processions and manufactured salt? The Commandant of the 
Women's Auxiliary Service in England offered to send out 
a few policewomen, but the authorities in both India and 
England were convinced that any such experiment was fore
doomed to failure and would only add to their difficulties. 
So the Indian policeman had to deal with his defiant country
women at the cost of his sense of chivalry. If the police 
authorities were sometimes responsible for extremer action 
than was warranted by the immediate situation, one impor
tant reason was irritation born of inadequacy. 

This was, however, not the only reason. Though in I9JO 

1 See Letter of Secretary to Government of India to all Local Governments, 
I I Jan. I9Z8. 

2 B. 1865; entered army x883; secretary to army department in India I912-I4; 
comman~ed -A;ustralian troops in the Mediterranean and France I915-zo; Com
mander-m-Chtef India 19Z5-3o; Master of Peterhouse, Cambridge, 1931-8; 
created Baron I9J8; d. 1951 . 

3 B. I869; entered army 1889; Chief of General Staff in India I9z8-3o; Com
mander-in-Chief I930-5; created Baron 1945; d. 1950. 

wro F 
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there were no severe lathi charges compa~a.ble to tho_se in 
Lucknow and elsewhere at the time of the v1s1t of the S1mon 
Commission, still on many occasions the police were ordered 
as a matter of policy to be harsh. The Congress, of course, 
cir~ulated exaggerated reports of official brutality1, but all 
the1r complaints of police 'excesses' were not unfounded. 
Often when the arrest of a few prominent agitators would 
have. ~ufficed to restore order, lathi charges were preferred. as 
entallmg ne~ther the publicity of trials nor the comparative 
comfort of 1mprisonment.2 Indeed on some occas10ns, as 
when the police entered the colleges in Calcutta and Dacca 
a~d beat the students in their class-rooms, there was not even 
t e pretex_t of a violation of the public peace. 

It was, 1n fact, war; and in war, as Lord Fisher remarked, mod · · . erat10n 1s madness. The Government were keen on restr · 
th_lctmg the movement mainly to the manufacture of salt for 

IS enabled them to choose their prisoners and take advant
age ~f short and summary procedure. They need not evade 
i~:~lct b~t by acting with caution could prevent a general 
t d~matu:m of popular feeling and thwart Congress efforts 
a~· 1~ect Civil disobedience into more serious avenues of 
twltatlon.J But by the middle of April the developments in 
co 0 0 [ the farthest corners of India expelled all elements of 
vi ryp acency from official thinking. In Bengal the virus of 
at 0 ence, dormant for a time, again began to flourish in an 
th ~osphere of defiance. Though the report in The Pio11eer 
re~ 1 students in that province had secured five· thousand 
fal 0 v~rs of Japanese manufacture proved on inquiry to be 
Asse, 1\ Was clear that terrorist conspiracy was widespread 
I-Iin~ar Y as November 1929 the Bengal branch of th~ 

Ustan Republican Association declared its intention 
1 'I haves .. 

been within toad Withm a few feet of a charged crowd. I have seen men who have not 
I have seen yards of a lathi fall on the ground and cry out that they had been hurt. 
and driven thern plastered indiscriminately with iodine, rushed on to a stretcher 
harrnJess s~way accornpanied by roars of sympathetic cheers. I have actually seen a 
y<orkers and c~ator of a lathi charge seized by the overzealous volunteer ambulance 
lll~ocence of hid dow~ on a stretcher kic~ing and struggling ~nd protesting hi~ 
W1Ison op . Urt, wh1le an eminent Pars1 doctor bound up h1s head and arrn. 

' • Cit 2 See the R ., p. I6o. 
Delhi, x9_2 jPort of the Conference of Inspectors-General of Police held at New 

3 SeeiiaJe ?n. I9JI. 
Y 8 letter to Haig 17 Apr. 1930, and Haig's reply, 21 Apr. 1930. 
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to capture a district armoury and treasury and its plans to 
organize Chittagong and Barisal districts for a rebellion. 1 

But the Bengal Government paid no attention and were 
taken completely by surprise when on the night of 18 April 
a band of nearly a hundred trained men carried out a care
fully planned raid on the armouries of the police and the 
railway volunteers at Chittagong. The local authorities, who 
had expected no more than dacoity and planned a general 
search to be carried out on 20 April, 2 offered little resistance. 
The armouries, in defending which eight men lost their lives, 
were destroyed and the raiders escaped with a considerable 
amount of arms and ammunition.J 

This spectacular and, indeed, successful effort was un
qualifiedly condemned by Gandhi ;4 but it created a profound 
impression throughout India. Of greater long-term sig
nificance, however, were the developments in the North
v.,r est Frontier Province. Geography gave this province a 
peculiar status in the Indian polity. Dyarchy had not been 
introduced here, and the Chief Commissioner, besides ad
ministering the five regular districts, was authorized, in his 
capacity as Agent to the Governor-General, to exercise control 
over the tribal territory which lay beyond. The maintenance 
of law and order in this region overlapped foreign policy 
a!ld defence organization; and this seemed to many offi
cxals sufficient justification for the exclusion of the popular 
element from the administration. The vast majority of the 
population on both sides of the border were Moslem Pathans, 
a martial race with little political experience. But modern 
ideas could not for ever be kept out, and by 1928 there was 
a growing demand for some form of representative govern
ment. Both the Government of India and the Home Govern
ment were ready to accept this principle,s but the local 

1 Report of the Deputy Inspector-General of Police to Bengal Government No. 
13750 dated 28 Nov. 1929. 

2 Secretary of State in the House of Commons, 21 l\1ar. 1932: Hansard 263, 
H.C. Deb. sth ser., col. 675. 

3 Report of the Administration of Bengal r929-30 (Calcutta, 193 1), p. xx. 
4 rozmg India, 24 Apr. 19JO. 
5 See telegram from Viceroy (Home Department) to Secretary of State R. No. 

2023S dated 7 Oct. 1928, and telegram from Secretary of State to Viceroy (Home 
Department) R. No. 3167 dated 6 Nov. 1928. 
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authorities were inert,' and nothing was done till the Simon 
Commission had reported. Meantime there arose a popular 
movement for social and political reform headed by Abdul 
Gaffar Khan one of the most striking and significant 
figures of this' period. An influential Pathan wit~ associations 
among the trans-frontier tribes, he founded 111 r 929 the 
Afghan Youth League and the Central Afghan jirga or 
assembly, and organized a body of voluntee:s k.n~wn. as 
Khudai Khitmagars or Servants of God. Clad 111 dtst111ct1ve 
red shirts these young men toured the villages and sought to 
give the people a glimpse of the horizons that lay beyond 
family feuds and primitive livelihoods. But despite the colour 
of their apparel and the hammer-and-sickle badges on their 
shoulders these men were not disciples of Communism; nor 
were they members of the Congress. Some leaders of this 
movement had attended the Lahore session, and Gaffar 
Khan was Gandhi's most celebrated convert to the doctrine 
of. non-violence. It was deeply impressive to find this proud 
sc10n of the Frontier traditions preaching with effect the gospel 
of love to men born to the vocation of war. 2 Yet Gaffar Khan 
and his Red Shirts did not start civil disobedience in April 
I 9 30 and when Irwin visited the province early that month 
he found it calm and undisturbed by events elsewhere in India. 
Th~ civil authorities of the province, however, initiated 

turm?d by arresting Gaffar Khan and certain other Congress
men 111 Peshawar city on 23 April. There followed disturb
ances. which took .even the po~ic~ officials at Peshawar by 
surpnse.3 The Asststant Comm1ss10ner sought the assistance 
of troops and armoured cars. The latter were unsuited 
for towns and narrow streets, and aggravated the trouble 
they_were expected to curb.4 The troops opened fire, and the 
offictal estimate of casualties was 30 killed and 33 wounded th h. ) 

oug 1t was generally believed that the figures were very 
1 See n f 

d otes o E. Howell, Forcicrn Secretary, and Emerson, Home Secretary, on 24 an ,6 M b 

2 - ay I9Jo. 

rath F~r example: '0 thou my brethren, bravery docs not consist in beating others, 
. T~r 'pt consists in developing the power to bear and tolerate beating.' Gatfar Khan 
m 111! ukhtun A 

3 N t ' pr. I9JO. 
0 e of the Director Intelliaence Bureau, Home Department, 22 Aug. 1930. b 

H 4 Se~ Report of the Peshawar Riots Enquiry Committee 1930; also letter of 
orne epartmcnt to Local Governments, D4829/3o-Poll. dated 27 Aug. 1930. 
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much higher. 1 The populace now became actively hostile, 
and reinforcements were clearly required. The 2/1 8th Royal 
Garhwal Rifles were ordered to Peshawar, but two platoons 
refused to proceed, on the ground that their duty was to fight 
enemies from abroad and not to shoot 'unarmed brethren' .2 

This incipient mutiny was of even greater gravity than the 
armoury raid. It showed that civil disobedience was not con
fined to the civilian population; and if this spirit of shared 
interest with other Indians, Hindu or Moslem, took root in 
the army, then British rule in India would approach a violent 
crisis. The 2/ 5th Royal Gurkha Rifles were ordered to 
relieve the Garhwali battalion, which was transferred to 
Abbotabad; but conditions in Peshawar were so grim that at 
the request of the Chief Commissioner all troops were with
drawn on the night of 24 April. In other words, the city was 
abandoned; for nearly ten days the Government were unable 
to assert more than a partial measure of control, and this gave 
a stimulus to subversive activity in Kohat and other towns. 
Ultimately, at dawn on 4 May, British troops with the sup
port of aircraft by a surprise offensive occupied without 
bloodshed all tactical points in Peshawar; and the police 
with military assistance raided the offices of the Congress 
party and assumed full control of the city.J 

Chittagong and Peshawar removed any illusions the 
~over!lment m!ght still have had regarding the extent and 
mtensity of resistance. The situation clearly demanded re
consideration of the attitude towards Gandhi, and local 
g.o':'er~ments. were invited to give their views as to whether 
Civtl disobedience could be expected to die down so long as 
he was at liberty.4 In Assam and Burma his impact was not 
considerable, but among the other governments there was no 
unan~mity of opinion. The Governments of Bengal, Central 
Provmces, the United Provinces, and Delhi believed that the 

1 The Enquiry Committee set up by the Congress estimated the number killed 
at 125. 

2 See evidence of the commanding officer at the court martial, reported in The 
Times, 6 June 1930. 

3 For details of the occurrences at Peshawar see Dispatch of Sir William Bird
wood on the Disturbances on the North-West Frontier of India from 23 Apr. to 
12 Sept. 1930. The Secretary of State directed that this dispatch should not be 
published. 

4 Telegram to all Local Governments No. S. 1189 dated 22 Apr. 1930. 
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balance of advantage still lay in avoiding .his arrest. Refusal 
to take notice of his activities was being mterpreted by the 
thoughtful public as magnanimity, as time passe~ the salt 
campaign would be seen more clearly to be. a fa1lure, and 
arrest would drag labour into the movement m Ben&al. The 
Punjab Government too opposed a change of pohcy and 
were emphatic that Gandhi should in no case be arrested 
before the Moslem ld festival, which fell on 10 May. The 
North-\\Test Frontier authorities favoured his arrest, but not 
till the crisis in Peshawar was past. The Governments of 
Madras and Bihar and Orissa believed that failure to arrest 
Gandhi had no justification. But obviously the most in
fluential view would be that of the Bombay Government, for 
it was in that Presidency that Gandhi was active; and their 
opinion was unhesitating. They believed that hopes of dis
crediting the movement should be abandoned; in Gujerat 
~h~ ~ituation was deteriorating, daily more and more were 
Jmnmg Gandhi, and it was only by arresting him that civil 
disobedience could be checked and a rallying-point provided 
for public confidence.I On 29 April, therefore, Irwin's 
Government decided on the early arrest of Gandhi. The 
general political situation made his arrest inevitable and 
further delay was likely to damage the prestige of Govern
me~t which had already suffered because of events at 
Ch1ttagong and Peshawar. The military authorities believed 
that prompt action was likely to reduce the danger of dis
affection among the armed forces, and Gandhi was planning 
to extend Congress activities to raids on salt depots in the 
Bombay Presidency.2. Such a widening of the salt campaign 
by substituting collective action for individual breaches of 
the. la~, directly challenged the Government's ability to 
mamtam the public peace. It seemed wise to· arrest him after 
May Day, in order to give the Peshawar situation time to 
cool and to avoid labour agitation in Calcutta, but well before 
Io May, which marked both the ld festival and the anniver
sary of the Mutiny of 18 57·3 So, with the Home Govern-

1 See replies of Local Governments, 2.3 to 2.6 Apr. 1930. 
2 Teleg~am to Secretary of State No. 12.99S dated 2.9 Apr. 1930; Gandhi's draft 

letter to Vrceroy, Sitaramayya, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 391-4. 
3 Telegram to Bombay Government No. u6oS dated 2.7 Apr. 1930. 
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ment's approval,' the Government of India directed the 
Bombay Government to arrest Gandhi on 4 May and in case 
salt works were raided, as little before that date as was con
sistent with safety;2 and other local governments were fore
warned on 29 April and advised, in view of possible publ~c 
disturbances, to maintain troops in readiness.J To av01d 
hartals (strikes and closing of shops as a mark of protest) on 
5 May (which was a Sunday) the Bombay Government were 
instructed to arrest Gandhi at a late hour on 4 May.4 In fact 
he was arrested in the early hours of 5 May under Regula
tion XXV of I 827, which authorized Government to place 
persons engaged in unlawful activities under surveillance, 
and was secretly hurried to Yervada jail near Poona.s 

Thus Gandhi was removed quietly from the public scene, 
without even the semblance of a trial, at a time when peasants 
throughout northern India were engrossed in reaping a 
bountiful spring harvest. Even so, there were hartals and 
demonstrations in most of the cities and towns; but only in 
Calcutta and Delhi was there serious disorder. The Vvorking 
Committee of the Congress, however, which co-opted mem
bers as and when vacancies arose through arrests, now decided 
to stoke up the struggle. Participation was no longer restricted 
to those who believed in non-violence as an article of faith; 
all who accepted it even as a matter of policy, be they govern
ment officials, students, or lawyers, were invited to join in 
raids on salt depots, breaches of forest laws, and refusal in 
chosen are_as to pay taxes and revenues. Boycott of foreign 
cloth and hquor shops should be intensified, and transactions 
with all Britis~ firms, including shipping, banking, and in
surance agenc1es, should be avoided. In other words, the 
Congress, affronted by the imprisonment of their leader, 
were det~rmined to bring the machinery of administration to 
a standstill; and Government on their part, were prepared to 
utilize all their resources td prevent such a development. 

1 Secretary of State's telegram to Viceroy No. 1418 dated 30 Apr. 1930. 
z Telegram to Bombay Government No. 1319S dated I May 1930. 
3 Telegram to all Local Governments and Administrations No. 1297S dated 

z9 Apr. 1930. 
4 Telegram to Bombay Government No. 1301S dated 30 Apr. 1930, 
5 For an eye-witness account see N. Farson, The lf' ay of a Transgressor (London, 

1936), pp. 6 II ff. 
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The summer of 19 30 saw a loss of tolerance on both sides and 
a tendency to act more brutall-y: than had ~t first been ~n
visaged. The Congress never w1thdr.ew. t~e1r conde~nat10n 
of violence, or encouraged hatred of md1v1dual Enghshmen. 
Gandhi had warned his followers at Lahore that 'the day we 
pledged ourselves to non-violence we consid~r~d ~ursel~es 
responsible for the life of every Englishman hvmg 111 Ind1~. 
Everyone of them is in our charge and we are trustees of the1r 
lives' .1 Despite stray acts of murder, this principle wa~ nev~r 
forgotten. Englishmen in Calcutta might in a sem1-pamc 
enrol themselves as special constables, but their fears were 
unfounded. The isolated European communities scattered 
over the country were never really in danger. Even the 
atmosphere of open combat could not evoke a racial animus 
in India. Throughout the twelve months of civil disobedi
ence there was, for instance, not a single case of rape. Yet to 
stiffen popular resistance the Congress allowed certain 
measures of which Gandhi would not have approved. Thus 
he had always contended that under the rules of non-co
operation the enemy was not entitled to social amenities and 
privileges but could not be deprived of essential social ser
vices; 'a summary use of social boycott in order to bend a 
minority to the will of the majority is a species of unpardon
able violence' .2 However, social boycott of the Indian sup
porters of British rule was now encouraged. In Gujerat a 
~erchant who signed a contract with Government found 
~1m~elf placed beyond the pale of society by his neighbours; 
111 ~1s distress he appealed to the local Congress committee, 
wh1ch fined him Rs. soo and secured an apology and surety for 
good behaviour in the future.3 An ordinance was passed to 
prevent such social boycott, but was difficult to enforce; the 
only way to break it, which was nowhere attempted, was to 
commandeer food and supplies. The officials, too, often passed 
beyond the normal limits of executive action. The District 
Mag.istrate of Guntur in Madras Pr.esidency forbade the 
weanng of khaddar caps, an order wh1ch the Madras High 
Court set aside. But it was in Bombay, where the agitation 
was the most widespread, that the authorities displayed the 

I roung India, 30 Jan. 1930. z Ibid., !6 Feb. 19:U· 
3 Sec the report of the Bombay Correspondent in The Times, 17 June 1930. 
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greatest rigour. In Sholapur in May a turbulent crowd drew 
the police force out of the town by a feint and set fire to the 
law courts. Martial law was proclaimed; and under its regu
lations anyone committing an act likely to be interpreted as 
meaning that the person was performing or intending to 
perform the duties of constituted authority was liable to ten 
years rigorous imprisonment and a fine. Anyone who knew 
or had reason to believe that his relative or dependent had 
joined or was about to join persons actively engaged in the 
disturbances and failed to give information to the police 
could be sentenced to five years rigorous imprisonment and 
a fine. For carrying the Congress flag a man was sentenced 
to imprisonment for seven years and fined Rs.3,ooo. 

But Irwin and his colleagues took no decisive steps to 
moderate the vigour of the provincial authorities. They re
tained responsibility for matters of significance to the whole 
country, but allowed the local governments to decide for 
~hemse!ves the seriousness of any particular cri~is and t~e 
Immediate measures required to deal with it. I Besides, at this 
time the Government of India's attention was almost entirely 
~evoted to fresh developments on the Frontier. The tradi
tiOnal manner of maintaining control over the tribes across 
t~e. administrative border was the payment of generous sub
sidies coupled with occasional displays of strength. By I 9 30 
Rs. 8 8 S, 7 90 were being paid annually as allowances to the 
tribes, an.d respect so purchased was sought to be retained 
by bombmg from the air. It is clear, however, that contrary 
to. the Air Ministry's belief,z the tribesmen had not been 
fnghtened by the appearance of these wings of steel. No 
such extraneous factor could tame their belligerent nature. 
One malik (headman) frankly remarked that they misbehaved 
regularly once in eleven years: I 897, I9o8, I 9 I 9 and I 930.3 

The failu~e to secure any permanent benefits from the 
Kh~b~r railway had caused some dissatisfaction among the 
Afnd1s and the reduction in military service and Govern
ment's support of the Shia Moslems against the Sunnis had 

1 Sec, for instance, Government of India telegram to Bombay Government No. 
1444-S dated 10 May 1930. 

2 Air Ministry Memorandum, Mar. 1926. 
3 Quoted in express letter of Chief Commissioner North-West Frontier Province, 

No. 399L dated 23 Nov. 1930. 
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strained relations further. The Mohmands grumbled that 
their allowances had not been increased during thirty years. 
Improved communications had enabl~d great~r intercourse 
with British India, and many of the ncher tnbesmen often 
visited adjoining cities. The ~arda A:ct rouse~ vague a!arm 
that the authorities were seekmg to mterfere m the pnvate 
lives of Moslems by insisting on an age of consent for every 
marriage. Now rumours spread like forest fires throughout 
the area that the Government were tottering, and, desperate 
because their troops and police were disaffected, had wan
tonly opened fire on the Moslem population of India. The 
authorities at Peshawar and Delhi believed that this propa
ganda had been made more easily acceptable by the payment 
of large sums of money, and as there was no real evidence to 
show that the Afghan or Russian Governments had financed 
this campaign, concluded that the Congress was responsible. 
!here is, however, no proof that any money was paid; and it 
1s more likely that the mere accounts of the bloodshed and 
anarchy at Peshawar, allegations of interference with Islam, 
an~ stories of the successes achieved even by the despised 
Hmdus had sufficed to rouse tribes who on other occasions 
~ad required no provocation at all. But whatever the reasons, 
lt was clear by May that the whole tribal territory from the 
Malakand to south Waziristan was in a high degree of rest
lessness. The maliks and elders were, as a rule, cautious and 
res~rained, but the mullahs and younger men of almost every 
ma.~or tribe reached for their rifles and panted to cross the 
border.r 

. The first move was made by the Haji of Turangzai, a 
distant relative of Gaffar Khan, his son being married to 
~e .~ed Shirt leader's cousin's daughter. In the tangle of the 

aJ.l's motives obviously the obligations of kinship formed 
b~ Important a strand as political ambition or religious 

Igotry. He assembled a lashkar or force of about 700 men 
and. ~lspatched it under his son's command to take up its 
pos1t10n opposite Matta Moghul Khel, in Peshawar district. 

1 Birdwood's dispatch on N.W.F. disturbances; N.W.F. telegram to Foreign 
~epartment No. 54L dated r8 Aug. 1930; Resident Razmak telegram to Foreign 

epartment P. No. 1454-S dated 18 Aug. 1930; and Viceroy's telegram to 
Secretary of State R. No. z8o9S dated zz Aug. 1930. 
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Arriving on 6 May, the tribesmen opened negotiations with 
the inhabitants of British India, who promised them food 
supplies. After a day's notice the laslzkar was bombed from 
the air incessantly from I I to I 9 May, but it refused to 
retreat. Border patrols were strengthened to prevent tribal 
infiltration and dispatch of supplies from the administered 
areas, but the very presence of this armed force encouraged 
the men of Peshawar district to revolt once more. Roads 
were blocked, telegraph and telephone wires cut, the police 
threatened and, despite every precaution on the part of the 
authorities, contact maintained with the Mohmand lashkar. 
The tension spread to the Mahsuds in \Vaziristan, where the 
ji1-gas were broken up by an advance column supported by 
aircraft. V.lithin the province, Matta Moghul Khel, Katozai, 
Utmanzai, Dargar, Charsadda, and Shahkadr, all in Pesha
war district, and Bannu city were occupied by troops and 
disarmed. But towards the end of May there was trouble 
again in Peshawar city. A British soldier cleaning a rifle 
accidentally killed a Hindu woman and her two children. 
This incident inflamed even Moslem opinion, and the funeral 
procession soon became an excited crowd of about 2,ooo 
persons. Troops were sent out to control it, and unfortunately 
a bend in the road prevented the commanding officer from 
realizing the position of the procession till the soldiers came 
face to face with it. 1 There is no agreement as to what exactly 
happened then. It was contended on behalf of the authorities 
that the people in the forefront were demented and com
ple~ely out of control and tried to snatch rifles from the troops, 
~htle another eye-witness, a retired Indian police officer, 
mformed the Government of India that there was no pro
vocati?n on the part of the people. Certainly no magistrate 
or pohce officer was present when the troops fired seventeen 
rounds point blank into the crowd. This crushed disaffection 
in the city but alienated the people of the whole district who 
now placed their hopes in the tribesmen. In addition to the 
Mohmands, who still sat on the border, the Orakzais and 
~fridis, who had throughout May been gathering in groups, 
m J u.n~ formed a lashkar and set out openly across the 
Khaujrl plain, apparently in the belief that British rule had 

1 See report of Capt. C. F. Hopego9d, Second Battalion Essex Regiment. 
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ended. Despite air operations they ste~d~ly advanced, and on 
the night of 4 June about 1,50?. Afnd1~ entered Peshawar 
district. Tribal invasions of Bnt1sh terntory had occurred 
before but never hitherto in areas where large British forces 
were permanently stationed. The local ~nhabitants. s.upplied 
them with food and assisted them agamst the Br1t1sh, but 
could not prevent aircraft from leaving the gro~nd. The next 
day a vigorous cavalry drive compelled the rettrem.ent of the 
whole lashkar. The Haji's followers were not so eastly ~haken 
off, and it was not till the end of the month, after contmuous 
effort on the part of the Royal Air Force, that they were dis
persed. I 

Meantime, acting on the advice of Sir Fazl-i Husain,2 

the ablest of the Moslem leaders of the Punjab, who had 
joined the Viceroy's Council in April 19 30, the Government 
?f India sought to divert the growing political consciousness 
111 the province into constitutional ways of thought. It was 
believed that the roots of unrest lay not in any general desire 
for ~reedom nor in acceptance of the tenets of the Congress 
but. 111 specific local grievances such as official impediments to 
soc1~l progress, the lack of local self-government, the refusal 
to btfurcate Peshawar district and the failure to associate the 
Frontier Province with the canal colonies which had been 
established in the Punjab.J So Irwin announced to a Moslem 
deputation that he had set up a committee to examine the 
possibility of extending the reforms to this province and 
gave an assurance that administrative grievances would be 
redressed without delay.4 Early in July Husain visited Pesha
war ~nd in his presence Pears,s the new Chief Commissioner, 
pub~tcly stated his willingness to introduce elections for local 
bodtes, offered to consider the suggestion that an advisory 

1 Dispatch of Bird wood. 
~ B. ~877; barrister of the Lahore High Court; member of the Punjab Govern

ment With short interruptions 1921-30; education member of Viceroy's council 
193D-S; d. 19J6. 

3 See Home Department telegram to Chief Commissioner N.W.F.P. 17778 
13 May 1930 and his reply telegram 2{W 2 June 1930, note of Sir Fazl-i Husain, 
16 May and letter of Howell to Pears, 28 May 1930. 

4 Reply to Moslem zemindars of the Punjab, 4 June 1930. 
5 B. 1875; ~ntered Indian civil service 1898; Political Agent on the N.W.F. 

1904-17; Res1dent Mysore 1925-30; Chief Commissioner N.W.F.P. 1930-x; 
d. I9JI. 
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committee be associated with the administration and pro
mised that local rates would be no higher than in the Punjab. 1 

Intense propaganda to the effect that the Congress was a 
Hindu organization wherein Moslems had no place was also 
sustained; and these efforts to break the association ofPathans 
with the general movement in India were not wholly futile. 

In all the other provinces also it became possible by the 
first week of July to grasp the pattern of the situation. Every
where the Congress seemed to be in retreat. In Madras, and 
especially in the Andhra districts, the movement had been 
suppressed with severity, in Assam it had never been strong, 
and in Bihar and Orissa and the Punjab the Governments 
were confident of control. An ordinance to control news
papers brought the greater section of the press to heel; few 
even of those newspapers which were openly attached to 
the Congress cause were prepared to close down. The raids 
on the salt depots, when volunteers advanced in wave after 
wave, with joy and determination, to have their heads 
battered and their bodies bruised, taxed the Government's 
strength to the utmost, and filled \V estern observers (of 
whom there were many well-known figures in India at this 
time) with mixed anguish of resentment and shame. 2 Yet 
ultimately the authorities prevailed, and thereafter salt 
ceased to be the chief issue. But other aspects of the move
ment gained prominence. The \Vorking Committee, meeting 
at Bombay towards the end of May, had appealed to Indian 
troops and police not to act against their fellow countrymen; 
and the Commander-in-Chief and his senior colleagues im
pressed on the Government of India that strong action was 
the most effective way of preserving the loyalty of the 
Army.3 Congress volunteers in Bombay and Madras were 
seeking to convert policemen,4 and soldiers passing through 
Almora on leave became targets of propaganda.s The policy 
of arresting only the leaders was obviously ineffective in 
countering a movement which drew its strength from local 

I 3 July 1930. 
2 See, for example, George Slocombe in the Daily Herald; Farson, op. cit., PP· 

614 ff.; and Webb Miller, I Found No Peace (London, 1937), pp. 183 ff. 
3 Note of Emerson, 2 June 1930. 4 Note of Emerson, 19 June 1930. 
s Notes of the General Officer Commanding Eastern Command, 14 June 193o, 

and of the Chief of General Staff, 17 June 1930. 
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organizations. The Government . of India therefo~c con
sidered the advisability of declanng Congress bodtes and 
committees at every level illegal. 1 Of the local governments, 
those of Madras, Bengal, Punjab, Assam, an~ the North-v-,r ~st 
Frontier favoured the sanction of discretwnary authonty 
to act against particular local committees, but the Govern
ments of the United Provinces, Punjab, Bengal, and the 
Central Provinces disliked outlawry of the Congress as a 
body. The Bombay Government, on the other hand, while 
they suggested postponement of any change of policy till ~he 
publication in three weeks' time of the Simon Commisswn 
Report, believed that the Congress Vvorking Committee 
should be the first to be banned.2 So the Governor-General 
in Council decided to grant local governments discretion to 
notify as unlawful associations bodies, including provincial 
and district Congress committees, which were organizing 
civil disobedience, and to explore further, in consultation 
with the United Provinces Government, within whose terri
tory the Working Committee functioned, what action might 
be taken against it.J The United Provinces Government felt 
th~t such action was not justified by local conditions and 
mtght well revive an agitation which was more or less at a 
standstill. The authorities of this province informed the 
Government of India that the immediate necessity for 
countering disaffection among the armed and police forces 
h~d not be_en proved, and in attac~ing_ the Working Com
mtttee, whtch was not really the dtrectmg force behind the 
movement, the Government would be employing a final 
weap_on which would leave them with very little else except 
marttal law or its civil equivalent. An attack on the Congress 
as a body might at some time be necessary, but that time was 
not yet; the agitation had lasted only ten weeks, and the 
authorities, still placing their main reliance on the factor of 
~nnui, should continue the policy of steady pressure by arrest
mg troublesome persons.4 This was cool wisdom; but the 

1 Telegram to all Local Governments and Administrations S. 6&5 dated 25 May 
1930. 

2 Set> replies of Local Governments, 26 to 29 May 1930. 
3 Order in Council, 3 June 1930. 
4 Telegram of United Provinces Government No. z66 dated r S June 1930; letter 

of Hailey to the Viceroy, 25 June 1930. 
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Government of India, swayed by the alarm of the General 
Staff and the opinion of the Chief Commissioner of the North
\f\T est Frontier Province that no official propaganda was 
possible in the border areas till the \f\T or king Committee had 
been banned, and aware that the Simon Commission Report 
would most probably intensify agitation, secured the Secre
tary of State's approval to the declaration of the Working 
Committee as an unlawful association. 1 On 30 June the All
India Congress Committee and the Working Committee 
were outlawed, and the President, Motilal Nehru, was 
arrested. Thereafter the Vvorking Committee with changing 
membership sought to meet in various parts of the country. 
At Bombay early in August, as the validity of the proclama
tion of the United Provinces Government in Bombay Presi
dency was in doubt and there were hopes of peace,2 action 
was hesitant and delayed; but later in the month all local 
governments (except Burma, where the committee was un
likely to meet) were instructed to proclaim the Working 
Committee unlawful and prevent it from functioning.J So 
thereafter civil disobedience lacked steering; but it had by 
now secured sufficient momentum to continue on its own. 
Bombay city, it was noticed,4 had two governments; the 
Europeans, the Indian soldiers, and the elder Moslems were 
loyal to the British, but the rest obeyed the Congress. Volun
teers kept a strict watch in the business quarter and enforced 
the boycott rigidly. Mills that were not prepared to utilize 
only Indian yarn in their manufactures were compelled to 
cl?se down, and t~e Bombay Government had hastily to 
Withdraw a naive c1rcular which sought to persuade Indians 
to buy British goods merely because they were the best in the 
world. A~ for the .districts, order w~s restored in Sholapur 
~nd martial la~ Withdrawn; but Gujerat began to organize 
Itself for a political no-tax campaign. In Ahmedabad, Kaira, 

1 Telegram from the Chief Commissioner, N.W.F.P. No. 644P dated 17 June 
1930; telegrams to Secretary of State Nos. 2.oo3-Sj2.04 dated 17 June and 2.o6 S 
dated 2.1 June 193o;Secretary;ofState"s telegram No. 2.01oreceived 2.3 June 1930. 1 

2 See post, pp. 93 ff. Telegrams to Bombay Government Nos. 2.543S dated 30 Jul 
and 2.636S dated 8 Aug. 1930. y 

3 Telegrams to all Local Governments Nos. 2.815S dated 2.3 Aug. and 2.998s 
dated 5 Sept. 1930. 

4 H. N. Brailsford, Rebel India (London, 1931), p. 13· 
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Broach and Surat districts I 5' 5 per cent. of the land revenue 
was in ~rrears for the period ending 3 I May; and the Bom
bay Government were convinced that all of 1t ~as. not due to 
a poor harvest. They theref<;>re sought permtsston to use 
coercive measures to break thts defiance, on the clear under
standing that, unlike what had happene~ in Bardoli two 
years before, there would be on this occas10n no reversal of 
policy. Not merely lands sufficient to meet. the arrears ~ut 
the whole holding should be declared forfett and sold wtth 
an assurance of finality to the purchasers. A large number 
of village revenue officials in these districts had also been per
suaded by the Congress to resign 1 and their vacancies should 
be permanently filled.z The Government of India agreed, and 
gave the required assurances that there would be no recon
sideration; for it was probable that unless the Bardoli p~e
cedent were finally laid the no-tax campaign would restst 
suppression and spill over into other districts to form the most 
embarrassing single phenomenon of the whole movement.J 
By the time civil disobedience was discontinued in March 
I93I, the Bombay Government had declared 20,750 acres 
forfeit of which 8,300 acres were restored on payment of 
arrears, 2,o so acres sold, and I 0,400 acres retained in the 
har:ds of Government.4 In the whole Presidency, I ,900 patels 
restgned; I, 200 soon withdrew their resignations and were 
reappointed, and of the other vacancies about I 40 were filled.s 
One hundred and sixty-two patels who resigned were later 
f~rmally dismissed. 6 Economic conditions in the United Pro
vmces were propitious for similar activity, but the peasants 
there lacked experience of revolt and awaited direction. 
T~e Government, however, had already armed themselves 
Wtth an ordinance penalizing incitement not to pay land 
revenue. There was a fresh surge of student and terrorist 

~Till 7 June, 875 out of 2,783 patels, I,597 out of 6,294 subordinate officials, 
an 920 out of 6, I I 5 inferior village servants. 
D 2 Confidential letter from Chief Secretary, Government of Bombay (Revenue 
epa~tment) No. O.B. dated I7 June I9JO. 
3 Notes of Emerson, Home Secretary, and Haig, officiating Home Member, 

2 7 June, and Government of India's Confidential letter to Chief Secretary, Bombay 
Government No. D. 4I66-3o Pol. dated 3 July I9JO. 

4 Telegram of Bombay Government dated 25 Feb. I9JI· 
s Telegram of Bombay Government dated 28 Feb. I9JI. 
6 Telegram 3 Mar. and express letter, IO Mar. 1931 of Bombay Government. 
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agitation in Bengal, and in the Central Provinces, which for 
long had remained undisturbed, aboriginal tribes began to 
defy the forest laws. Still, a shrewd commentator concluded 
that, all things considered, the position was more hopeful 
than at any time since November I929. 1 The Government 
of India, perhaps of like opinion, rejected the suggestion of 
Sykes at a conference of Governors that the executive 
authorities be vested with summary powers and Congress 
funds be seized.z 

\iVithin a few days, however, the situation again began to 
deteriorate; and once more it was the Frontier Province that 
compelled attention. Nothing had been done to keep alive 
the goodwill created by Sir Fazl-i Husain and to implement 
the promises made by Pears. A deputation of Moslem leaders 
including Maul ana Shaukat Ali,3 Jinnah, and many members 
of the Council of State and the Legislative Assembly had 
met officials at Simla on I 5 July and suggested a generous 
policy of release of political prisoners. The Government of 
India also felt that such a step would assist greatly in winning 
over Moslem opinion throughout India and ensuring the 
loyalty of the Frontier Province. Pears replied that no general 
amnesty was possible, for many prisoners were so imbued 
with sedition that if released they would require to be im
mediately rearrested; but he freed I 8 7 by 2 5 July. U nfor
tun~t~ly, tw<;> days later, two Moslem politicians who had 
participated m the talks at Simla were taken into custody on 
old charges; and though, at the instance of the Central 
~o~ernment, they were soon after released on parole, the 
mci~e.nt .destroy~d whatever hopes there might have been of 
~onc~ha~10n. \iVhlle the committee set up by the Congress to 
mqmre mto the Peshawar riots suggested-in a report which 
though proscribed by Government secured wide circulation 
-that the authorities had been deliberately brutal, the 
sanction of a public inquiry by the Government themselves 
convinced many of their weakness. A /ashkar of the Mahsud 
tribes advanced and was driven back in July; but the next 

1 See the report of the Special Correspondent in The Times, 15 July 1930. 
z Sykes, op. cit., pp. 402.-3. 
3 A prominent Moslem politician, and one of the leaders of the agitation soon 

after the war against the deposition of the Caliph. 
5991 G 
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month saw a formidable Afridi incursion. About J,ooo of 
them camped on the edge of Peshawar district, and _I ,200 

crossed the border in small groups. The shark, as Wmston 
Churchill remarked, had come out on to the beach. 1 The 
unusually enclosed nature o! t~e country, the. numerous 
villages, large gardens, and mtncate nullahs (d~tches~ and 
the standing crops facilitated their entry;_ and the 1?h~b1tan~s 
once more gave the intruders every as~1st~n~e w1thm t~e~r 
means. With a remarkable degree of d1sc1plme the Afnd1s 
refrained from looting, posed as liberators, and even avoided 
firing on Indian troops.z The position was obviously serious, 
for unless the invaders were swiftly expelled the whole 
border would be afire and the province itself might disinte
grate with disaffection. By 1 I August the district had been 
cleared of all tribesmen, barring a few who stayed behind 
to search for the bodies of their fallen comrades;3 but the 
Government of India had been struck too often to be able 
to rel~x. They agreed with Pears that ordinary civil powers 
were Insufficient to deal with the state of war which existed 
in the district and secured the Secretary of State's approval 
to the promulgation of martial law; but this sanction was 
coupled with the advice that every precaution should be 
take~ to avoid action likely to produce embarrassing reper
~us_slOns outside the province such as had been caused by 
Incidents at Sholapur.4 On I 6 August the province was 
placed under martial law. Sir Fazl-i Husain was absent 
thr~mgh illness from the meeting of the Viceroy's Council 
:Vh1ch reached this decisions and no other member doubted 
1~. ne~essity. Yet the crisis of this particular incursion had by 
t IS tlme been passed and it is unusual to impose martial law 
~s a preventive measure against the possible renewal of 

anger. Indeed if this argument had any force, there was no 
reason why the whole of India should not be under martial 

: ~peec~ at Minster, The Times, 21 Aug. 1930. 
R Nee VIceroy's telegrams to Secretary of State 2710S dated 13 Aug. I9JO, and 

"3 So. 28?9S dated 22 August 1930· 
4 Te B1rdwood's Dispatch. 

y· el;phone messages of Pears to Howell narrated in Howell's note, 12 Aug. 1930, 
;~roy, s telegram to Secretary of State 27xoS dated IJ Aug. 1930, and Secretary 

0 tate s telegram 26 x6 dated 14 Aug. I9JO. 
5 See note of Sir Fa:zl-i Husain, 7 Oct. I9JO. 
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law.r The fact was that Irwin desired to act in this matter 
according to the advice of the man on the spot, 2 and Pears 
was emphatic that the worst was not over, the Afridis having, 
in his opinion, withdrawn only to collect reinforcements 
from other tribes.J But all the officers of the province were 
warned that martial law should be accompanied by the 
minimum disturbance to the comfort and tranquillity of law
abiding citizens and the least possible dislocation of the 
normal functions of the civil administration. After the de
claration of martial law, however, no emergency developed of 
a sufficiently serious nature to justify it, and it was clearly too 
drastic a measure for the useful precautions that it enabled. 
Husain ceaselessly urged its withdrawal, if only because the 
secrecy which surrounded its administration fostered wide
spread rumours of atrocities. If the matter were taken up in 
the Assembly, these allegations might well excite Indian 
opinion, as the Punjab atrocities had done ten years earlier. 
In fact martial law, though proclaimed throughout the dis
trict, was administered only in Peshawar subdivision and 
there too with moderation. it was never used to supplement 
the ordinary law in dealing with disturbances, and no special 
courts were set up. Besides the moral value of the sense of 
urg.ency creat~d by it~ the only practical advantages lay in the 
rapi~ evacuatiOn of villages, destruction of garden walls and 
cutti.ng of crops. But these could not justify the indefinite 
contmuance of extraordinary powers, and on 24 January 
I 9 3 I martial law was abrogated; a Public Safety Regulation, 
however, enacted in the first instance for a year, authorized 
for purposes of public safety acts which involved interference 
with private rights in property. During the five months that 
martia~ law was in f~rce, twenty-one men were conv~cted 
und~r It, _but the maximum punishment awarded was ngor
ous Impnsonment for three months.4 This was interpreted 
by .Government as demonstrating their moderation and by 
their opponents as proof that there had been no need for 
drastic measures. 

I Sir Fazl-i Husain, ibid. 
2 Telegram of Private Secretary to Viceroy to Chief Commissioner No. 7378 

dated I I Aug. I9JO. J Note of Howell, 14 Aug. 1930. 
4 Report on the administration of martial law in Peshawar district from I6 Aug. 

1930 tO ZJ jan. I9JI. 
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In the official view, as indispensable as the pol_icy <?f pre
cautions within the province was deterrent actton m t~e 
tribal areas. Though the Afridis had ret~red, they were stt}l 
in a truculent mood, and the comparattve success of thetr 
two incursions had shaken the prestige of British authority._ 
So the general consensus of opinion at Peshawar and Del.ht 
was in favour of immediate retaliation. The Chief Commts
sioner suggested the annexation of the Khyber Pass and the 
permanent occupation of the Tirah; if the latter were not 
feasible, then the defences of Peshawar required to be 
strengthened.I The Government of India agreed that per
manent occupation of certain parts of the plain lying beyond 
the administrative border which the tribesmen had utilized 
as bases for their attack was the only final solution, but were 
deterred by the enormous expenditure it would entail.2 So 
they preferred to declare some sections of the Afridi tribes to 
be hostile, advance across the border, spend Rs.8oo,ooo on 
building roads, and establish effective control over the Kha
juri and Aka Khel plains. Any opposition would be countered 
by land and air operations.J But the Cabinet rejected these 
proposals. They were strongly opposed to 'making an ex
ample' of any tribe or even a section of a tribe as a retribution 
fo_r past misdeeds. The Government of India might negotiate 
wtth the Afridi jirga regarding establishment of posts and 
building of roads, but no military action should be taken 
without the Cabinet's approval.4 To the objection that with
out a show of force and an advance of troops at least a few 
miles across the open plain it would be well-nigh impossible 
to restore settled conditions on the frontier the British 
Government replied that the construction of roads and posts 
was a sufficient vindication of damaged prestige; but as a 
concession to the viewpoint of Irwin and his advisers, which 
was apparently advocated with vigour by the Secretary of 
State, they authorized the advance of troops if necessary for 
securing these limited objects.s A jirga was summoned to 

1 Telegrams 78L and 79L of 24 Aug. 1930. 
2 See Howell's letter to Pears 3835-F/30 dated 27 Aug. 1930 and note of Howell, 

:z Sept. 1930. 
3 Telegram to Secretary of State No. 3 170S dated 18 Sept. 1930. 
4 Telegram from Secretary of State 3143 dated :zo Oct. 1930. 
s See telegram to Secretary of State 3 316S dated 3 Oct., telegram from Secretary 
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meet on 15 October, but as there were no signs of a response 
a brigade crossed the border on the I 7th. On the afternoon 
of the next day a jirga of about I ,500 assembled at Jamrud, 
but the advance of the troops was not suspended. The Afridis, 
however, were in no accommodating mood; they were pre
pared to pledge themselves to keep the peace but would give 
no surety, and refused to permit the construction of posts 
and roads. 1 This obstinacy suited the Government of India, 
who, after the jirga broke up, went ahead with their plans to 
build a seven-mile road from Bara fort to a point at the 
western end of the Khajuri plain and to link this point by 
subsidiary roads with the Khyber and Kohat roads. The 
brigade advanced up to this point, while a fair-weather road 
was constructed almost up to Miri Khel, 7 miles south-west 
of Bara fort. 2 The Afridis now asked for a second jirga, 
which met on 7 November, but they were not prepared to 
negotiate until British troops had been withdrawn from the 
Khajuri and Aka Khel plains.J Three hundred tribesmen 
were reported to be advancing to attack British troops, and 
some senior officials of the Government of India seriously 
considered whether it would not be politic, if British troops 
were attacked, to allow the movement to develop until its 
aggressive character had been demonstrated beyond dispute.4 
The Afridis, however, seem to have lost the spirit to fight, 
and a considerable group among them was urging a com
promise. Despite their brave words they took no steps to pre
vent either the British advance or the construction of roads. 
There were rumours of plans to enter Peshawar by stealth 
and kidnap Englishmen and to destroy the lorry utilized to 
carry mail and stores to the British legation at Kabul; so the 
Khy?er Pass was closed to visitors, movements of Europeans 
outstde Peshawar cantonment were restricted, the Grand 
Trunk Road and the railway line were patrolled, and, to 
prevent pilots from falling into Afridi hands, flights over the 

of State 3167 dated 4 Oct., and Viceroy's personal telegram to Secretary of State 
dated 7 Oct. 1930. 

1 Telegrams of Chief Commissioner to Home Department 2.92.L and 2.96L dated 
:u and 2.3 Oct. 1930. 

z Go.vernment of India press communique, 15 Nov. 1930. 
3 Ch1ef Commissioner's telegram to Home Department dated 19 Nov. 1930. 
4 Howell's personal letter co Pears, 2.1 Nov. 1930. 
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Tirah were reduced to a minimum. 1 Supported neither by 
their fellow tribes nor by the Afghan ~overnm~nt, th.c 
Afridis could make no headway, and the1r proud mtr~~sl
gence at the two jirgas served only as a pretext for Bnttsh 
occupation of the main approaches. to ~e.sh~war. . 

Meantime, in other parts of Indta, ctvtl dtsobedtence ~n~e 
again began to gather momentum. The boycott was as ngtd 
as ever. Imports of piece-goods in September amounted to 
48 million yards (the corresponding figure for September 
I 9 2 9 was I 6o million); and the import of foreign cigarettes 
fell to 2oo,ooo (as against I ,3oo,ooo twelve months before). 
Business in Bombay city was stagnant. Most Indian business
men sympathized with civil disobedience, fed Congress 
volunteers and supplied them with funds, and were prepared 
to support the boycott even if it meant insolvency. Half the 
total mill-hand population of I 7 5 ,ooo was expected to be 
~nemployed by September, and the Congress was gaining 
mfiuence among them.z Towards the end of October, when 
small traders usually purchase fresh stocks, Congress volun
teers in Bombay sought to inspect everywarehouseand shop; 
~nd the Government retaliated by declaring the Congress 
tl~egal and confiscating its buildings and property. But this 
d1d not so much suppress the organization as drive it under
~round. Motilal Nehru was released, on grounds of health, 
m September, and his son the next month, and their presence 
restored leadership to the moven:e.nt. !ill t~en, while there 
had been some revival of the trad1t10n m Gujerat of refusing 
~0 pay land taxes, defiance of the forest laws by the Gonds 
m the Central Provinces, and efforts to popularize a no-tax 
campaign in the Punjab and Bengal, the Congress had been 
on ~he whole, chary of fanning a class struggle.J In th~ 
U mted Provinces agricultural prices, already low in January 
I 9 30, had been falling fast throughout the year, and about 
the end of June agitation for non-payment of rent and 
revenue began to assume importance ;4 but it was only in 

I Sec telegram of Chief Commissioner to Home Department 337L dated 6 Nov. 
I9~0 and. note.ofF. V. Wylie 27 Nov. I9JO. 

Petne, Director Intelligence Bureau, to Emerson, 20 Aug. 1930. 
3 Nehru, op. cit., p. 232 . 
4 Report on the Administration of tl1e United Pro'Vinces of Agra and Oudh I929-30 

(Lucknow, 193r), p. v. 
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October, during the week that Jawaharlal Nehru was out 
of prison, that the movement gained impetus in Allahabad 
district and from there spread to other districts. At the time 
of collection the rai)•ats (peasants) pleaded that the yield had 
not sufficed even to cover the costs of production; but the 
authorities tended to regard the failure to pay as born of 
political discontent rather than of economic distress. An ordi
nance for countering recalcitrancy in payment of revenue, 
which had lapsed at the end of November, was renewed 
towards the end of the year and supplemented by an Unlaw
ful Instigation Ordinance. Revenue was collected with the 
support of the police and in Bombay a large special force was 
recruited for this particular purpose. In other words, the 
authorities were prepared to employ coercion; and in the 
United Provinces there were complaints of torture and 
harassment. 1 Even so, the agitation was never wholly sup
pressed, but indeed spread to the Central Indian states. 

It was clear then, by the end of 1 9 30, that civil disobedi
ence was by no means dead. Official opinion, looking back 
after the crisis was over,2 tended to the view that with the 
new year the situation had definitely improved and in many 
P.art~ of the country the movement had ceased to be of 
s1gmficance; but the men with immediate responsibility saw 
at the .time no cause for complacency.J T~e i.mposition of 
collectr~e fines on whole villages and d1stncts and the 
quartermg of additional police on turbulent sections of the 
peopl~ had served as deterrents, and whipping proved most 
eff:ct1ve in dealing with young offenders. But such vigoro';ls 
act10n could do no more than scotch the movement m 
limited localities, particularly in the Punjab and Madras. 
Else~~ere ordinances only seemed to serve the purpose of 
proy1dmg fresh opportunities for defiance; and when the 
ordmances lapsed the tendency to lawlessness was keener 
than before. 

Indeed this note of defiance found an echo, most unex
pectedly, even in the recesses of the Burmese jungles. Burma 

1 Agrar~an Distress in the United Provinces. Report of the Committee appointed 
by the United Provinces Congress Committee (Allahabad, I9JI), p. 15. 

2 India in I9JO-JI (Calcutta, I9J2). 
3 Report of the Conference of Police Officers held at New Delhi, 19-24 Jan. 193 x · 
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is geographically distinct from I~dia ~nd separat~d. fro~ it 
by sea, hill and forest. The ex1ge;tc1es of admm1strat10n 
formed the only justification for placmg the Burmese people, 
who have little in common with Indians, under the rule of 
Delhi. If educated Burmese opinion sympathized even 
faintly with Indian nationalist sentiment it was. in the hope 
of attaining self-government fm: Burma, for 1t .w'?uld be 
easier to break away from Ind1a than from Bntam. But 
Burmese nationalism was in the main unsophisticated, and 
based on magic, ritual, and expectation of a saviour king. 
Any influence Gandhi had in this province at this time he 
owed, not to the impress of his teachings or the power of his 
genius, but to the fact that on the day he was arrested in 
I 9 30 there was a violent earthquake. Yet, mainly because of 
the dislike of the Indian community, civil disobedience never 
became a reality, 1 and till almost the end of the year Burma 
retained its reputation of being the most loyal and contented 
prov~nce in India. But suddenly in December rebellion broke 
ou~ m Tharrawaddy and in a few months spread to the 
ne1ghbouring districts. While doubtless the movement was 
fostered ~y the atmosphere in the rest of India and the 
genera.l d1stress caused in the rural areas by the heavy fall in 
the pnce of rice, it was in essence a ferocious outburst of 
medievalism, more akin to Mau Mau than to sat)'agraha. 
~ortified by the pronouncements of astrologers and the be
lief that supernatural forces supported their cause, 'King 
Golden Eagle' and his followers infested the rocky jungles 
between Rangoon and Mandalay and carried on guerrilla 
warfare long after the rest of India had reverted to the ways 
of pea~e. The last upsurge of revolt against the Government 
of Ind1a, however bizarre and unconnected with the main 
effort, was not to be ignored. 

1 .~eport on the Administration of Burma for the ;•ear I9JO-JI (Rangoon, 1932), p. vu. 
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THE SETTLEMENT 

OF the need to accept the challenge of civil disobedience 
and maintain the authority of the established Govern
ment Irwin had never any doubt. He tarried long in 

face of Gandhi's persistent defiance, but once the battle was 
joined there was no half-heartedness. Mass action, the Vice
roy told the Legislative Assembly, 1 even if intended by its 
promoters to be non-violent, was nothing but the application 
of force under another form, and when it had as its avowed 
object the making of government impossible, a Government 
was bound either to resist or to abdicate. To force, then, 
Irwin opposed force; and had he done no more he would 
h~ve fulfilled his appointed obligations. But even when the 
cnsis was most intense he retained his belief that force alone 
would not be enough. Compelled to enforce law, and order, 
he did not neglect the necessity of furthering a political 
solution. Irwin made clear at the first opportunity that the 
movement had not deflected the British and Indian Govern
me?ts in the least degree from their policy.2 Determined 
reststance to rebellion would not affect the decision to pro
ceed along the road to withdrawal. 

But if the movement inspired by the Congress did not 
alter official policy in this regard, it certainly made its imple
mentation more difficult. The Government, which under
rated at the start the grip of the Congress on the people, 
tend.ed also to over-rate the strength and influence of other 
parttes. 3 In the Viceroy's Council, the Home Member stated 
that any effort to reach a 'gentleman's agreement' with the 
Congress was fantastic, and favoured the deliberate en
c~mrageJ?ent of the parties opposed to it.4 Only gradually 
dtd offictals accept the conclusions forced on them by the 

1 9 July 1930: Indian Problems, p. 92. 
2 Sp~ch IJ May 1930. 
3 Th1s erroneous optimism was echoed by The Times: 'The Congress party may 

hold the stage, but other actors arc in the wings.' 27 May 1930. 
4 A. Husain, Faz/-i Husain (Bombay, 1946), p. 227 .. 
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events of the civil disobedience movement, that Gandhi's 
influence over the masses had no near rival, the Congress 
commanded the sympathy, if not the support, ?f the majori~y 
of politically conscious Indians, and whd~ th1s party was m 
revolt no constitutional progress was poss1ble. 

But before any effort to advance could be made, the 
ground had first to be cleared of the debris of the Simon 
Commi~sion. Its report was published .in lune I 930, and 
never d1d so massive a document-massive m both bulk and 
the amount of research and labour involved-cause so slight 
a ripple. Born under an unlucky star and faced with un
paralleled prejudice in India, the commission presented a 
unanimous report; this, said Tlze Times, 1 was an astonish
ing achievement, but it was also a hollow one. One of the 
Commissioners, Lord Burnham,2 belonged to the Conserva
tive group that believed in retaining India if necessary by 
force, 3 and towards the end of I 929 he offered to resign. The 
chairman, who regarded it as his duty not so much to frame 
proposals that would answer the situation as 'at all costs to 
keep the Indian Commission going ... without internal rup
tur~', se~ured the King's intervention to prevent Burnham's 
res1gnat10n.4 The price obviously was, as the report when 
publ.ished showed, that the proposals should be acceptable 
to d.1ehard opinion; and the watering down went so far as 
to dissolve all suggestions of progress. After a meticulous, if 
so~~what lifeless, analysis of the Indian scene, the com
miSSion recommended the abolition of dyarchy and the grant 
of full autonomy to the provinces, but was not prepared to 
remove the official and nominated members from these 
~abinets. At the Centre, the commission believed that the 
t1me wa~ not yet ripe for the introduction of a popular 
ele~ent mto the Government, and suggested only the insti
tutiOn of an indirectly elected Federal Assembly. No mention 
was made of Dominion Status, to which the Viceroy had 
~ut recently reiterated Britain's commitment. The explana
tion perhaps lay in the commission's statement that in 

I IO June I9JO. 

2 Sir Har~y Levy-Lawson, second Baron and first Viscount Burnham (r86z-
1933); proprietor of the Daily Telegraph 1903-28. 

3 Se~ speech at the Forum Club, reported in The Times, 6 Feb. I9JI. 
4 Nicolson, op. cit., pp. 504_5• 
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Australia, Canada, and South Africa a central government 
had evolved from the attainment of self-government by the 
states; but the analogy could not apply to India, and it was 
the lack of an explicit affirmation of the goal that struck 
Indian opinion most sharply. There was no one in India who 
was prepared to believe that the scheme of the Simon Com
mission Report was 'something greater than either Dominion 
Status or Independence, a self-governing federation un
paralleled in the world's history, free and strong to shape 
its own destinies'.r Though the voice of the Congress was 
stilled, the unanimous report was received with unbroken 
indifference. 

It was, however, not merely Indian reaction that was 
hostile. The Government of India, committed by the Vice
roy to the objective of Dominion Status, still based their 
hopes on a Round Table Conference; and both the British 
and the Indian Governments declared that such a conference 
would be a free one and would in no way be bound or cir
c?mscribed by the report.z Indeed, to mark their dissocia
tion from this document the British Government, while 
agreeing to the representation of all British parties at the 
conference, took the unusual step of excluding Simon; and 
the Prime Minister never consulted the Labour members of 
~he commission.J The report of the Statutory Commission, 
~n fact, had been overtaken by events and was dead before 
It was born. 

Vlith the report out of the way, hope and interest were 
ai?chored on the conference; but the extent and intensity of civil 
disobedience emphasized the fact that if such an assembly 
was to be a full success the participation of the Congress 
was essential. A statement of Gandhi in May to George 
Slocombe, a journalist who was allowed, through the in
~~vertence of the Bombay Government, to interview him in 
Jail, had revived hopes of such participation. Gandhi said 
a settlement was still possible if the Round Table Confer
ence were empowered to frame a constitution granting the 

1 The Ma11chester Guardia11, 24 June 1930. 
2 Statement of the British Government, The Times, 3 July 1930; Viceroy's 

speech to the Central Legislature, 9 July 1930, lndicm Problems, p. 96. 
3 Attlcc, op. cit., p. 66. 
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substance of Independence, the salt tax repea~e?, liqu.or and 
import of foreign cloth prohibited, and all pohttcal pnsoners 
pardoned.I The next month Motilal N~hru, on the .ev~ of 
his arrest, elaborated this offer. He satd that negottattons 
were possible on the basis of a private assurance by Govern
ment that they would support the deman.d for full responsible 
government, subject to such mutual adjustments and terms 
of transfer as were required by India's special needs and 
conditions and her long association with Great Britain and 
a~ may ~e decided by the Round Table. Conference. 2 Neh~u 
htmself 1s said to have later regretted th1s statement, made m 
haste, as liable to misunderstanding;J but the Liberals Sapru 
and Jayakar,4 encouraged by the mood of the Viceroy's 
~~eech of 9 July, sought permissi~m to negotiate with the 
Jailed Congress leaders on the basts of their statements. In 
assenting, Irwin assured Sapru and his colleague that the 
Government earnestly desired 
to do everything that we can in our respective spheres to assist the 
people of India to obtain as large a degree of management of their own 
affaus as can be shown to be consistent with making provision for those 
matters in regard to which they are not at present in a position to 
assume responsibility.s 

~his could be interpreted as a paraphrase, though with a 
dtfferent emphasis, of Nehru's statement, and brightened the 
prospects of mediation; and on 2 3 July Sapru and J ayakar 
saw Gandhi in Y ervada jail. Gandhi stated that personally he 
Would have no objection to a Round Table Conference which 
c.oncerned itself with safeguards during a period of transi
tion to full self-government, provided he was satisfied with 
the c~mposition of the conference and was given the freedom 
to ratse the issue of Independence. In such a case civil 

1 ~ndian News Agency telegram, :u May 1930. For a detailed account of the 
two Interviews with Gandhi see Slocombe, The Tumult a11d the Shouti11g (London, 
I 936), pp. 354 ff. 

: Statement of 25 June 1930. Slocombe, op. cit., pp. 369-70. 
Nehru, op. cit., p. U7. 

4 Mukund Ramrao Jayakar barrister of the Bombay High Court· member of the 
B b Le · · ' . · ' om ay gislative Council 1923-5; member of the Legislative Assembly r9:z6-3o; 
Judge 0~ the Federal Court of India 1937-9; member of the judicial committee 
of the Pnvy Council 1939_4 r; Vice-Chancellor of Poena University 194s-56 . 

. 5 For the whole correspondence regarding the Sapru-Jayakar negotiations, see 
S!taramayya, op. cit., vol. i, Appendix IV A, pp. 635 ff. 
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disobedience would be terminated but peaceful picketing 
and salt manufacture would continue; and in return Gandhi 
expected the Government to release all non-violent prisoners, 
restore confiscated properties, refund fines and securities, 
reinstate officers who had resigned or been dismissed, repeal 
ordinances, and not enforce the penal clauses of the Salt 
Act. 1 In insisting on only those three of his eleven points 
which were of relevance to civil disobedience and reserving 
the rest for future discussion Gandhi believed he had reached 
the utmost limits of concession; but when the mediators, 
armed with these terms, proceeded to Naini jail to interview 
the Nehrus, they received an even less promising response. 
The discussions revealed no meeting-ground, and at least 
one side was convinced that there was not the faintest chance 
of a settlement. 2 The Nehrus did not accept Gandhi's limited 
stipulations regarding the purview of the conference and in
sisted on a previous specific agreement on all crucial issues; 
and far from claiming acceptance of but three of the eleven 
points, Jawaharlal Nehru contended that all the points to
gether did not amount to Independence.J -When Jayakar 
saw Gandhi again, the latter stiffened his position on the 
constitutional issues and demanded that India be granted the 
ri~ht to secede and empowered to deal with the eleven 
P.omts, and an independent tribunal be established to con
Sider British claims and privileges. This was in effect to side
step. the conference; but to leave no prospect of truce untried, 
Irwm enabled a joint decision by the chief Congress leaders 
?r directing the temporary transfer of the Nehrus toY ervada 
Jail. There the Liberals again met Gandhi and the Nehrus, 
~_lll?por~ed on this occasion by Vallabhbhai Patel and Saro
J111I Na~du.4 The Congress attitude was firm; if the Govern
ment recognized the right to secede and agreed to transfer 
all power, even in military and economic matters, to a re
sponsible Government, and referred such British claims and 
con.cessions, including the public debt, as seemed urgent to 
an mdependent tribunal, the Congress would withdraw all 

1 Gandhi's note to the Nehrus, and his letter to Motilal Nehru. 
2 Nehru, op. cit., p. 228. 
3 Nehrus to Gandhi, 28 July, and Jawaharlal Nehru to Gandhi, 28 July 1930. 
4 Poetess and politician: President of the Indian National Congress 1925; 

Governor of the United Provinces 1947-9; d. 1949. 
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aspects of civil disobedience save peacefu~ picketing and ~alt 
manufacture.r When Sapru and Jayakar mf?rme~ the VIc~
roy of these conditions, Irwin replied that discussion on this 
basis was impossible. At the conference, where the Congress 
would be adequately represented, any issue, including that 
of Independence, could be raised by delegates, but . the 
Government could not agree to treat it as an open qu~stwn. 
Similarly, while they could not accept total repudiatiOn of 
all de?ts, it was open to the conference to examine any sue~ 
questwn. If civil disobedience were abandoned, the ordi
nances could be revoked and confiscated printing presses 
would be restored; but release of prisoners, re-employment 
of officials who had resigned or been dismissed, refunds of 
fines and securities, and restoration of confiscated property 
were all matters to be decided on the facts of each particular 
case. by local governments, who would be as accommodating 
as Circ:ui?stances permitted. Peaceful picketing the Viceroy 
was wtlhng to permit, but he refused to condone breaches 
of the Salt Act. He offered, however, to convene a con
ference, once a settlement had been effected, to consider 
measures for relieving economic distress; and if the legis
lature desired to repeal the salt law and suggested alternate 
sources of revenue, the Government would consider such 
proposals on their merits. 

Sapru and Jayakar believed that there was scope for 
further discussion on the basis of ~he Viceroy's terms, but 
the Nehrus were unwilling to consider them. It is clear in 
fac_t, that Jawaharlal Nehru, who at this time seems to h'ave 
guided the Congress approach, was by no means anxious 
for a settlement. 'For myself I delight in warfare.'2 The final 
Congress offer was pivoted on Independence and the right 
to secede, and its sponsors could hard!y have expected its 
acceptance by the Viceroy, whose pohcy was founded on 
the gradual expansion of reforms by means of a conference. 
Such ~ fundamental cleavage in outlook left no room for the 
emolhe~t diplomacy attempted by the Liberals; and in Sep
tember It was clear that the Round Table Conference would 
assem?le without the representatives of the largest and best
orgamzed party in India. This gave the conference an air of 

I Letter of rs Aug. I9JO.' 2 Letter to Gandhi, z8 July I9JO. 
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unreality, and Indian opinion in general tended to feel that 
while the Congress receive_d the kicks the less courageous 
politicians were proceeding to England to collect the half
pence. The eighty-nine delegates, carefully chosen by the 
Government from among the Princes and non-Congress
men, had no mandate from anybody and bore no representa
tive character. 

On the day the conference was to meet, the Government 
of India published their proposals on constitutional reform. 1 

They conceded greater weight than the Statutory Commis
sion had done to the forces of nationalism in India, and 
believed that the conditions were not unfavourable for a 
substantial transfer of power. In addition, therefore, to pro
vincial autonomy they proposed for the Central Government 
an informal and 'diluted' form of dyarchy; The curtail
ment of Parliament's control and the subordination, even 
partially, of the Indian executive to the legislature at Delhi 
were not matters which, in their opinion, could be given 
serious consideration; but elected members of the legislature 
should be given all but the key portfolios of finance, defence 
and the Indian States. But these non-official ministers, while 
members of the legislature, could not be removed by it from 
office; and the Governor-General would retain over-riding 
powers in all specified matters in which Parliament found 
tt. necessary to retain responsibility. He would be vested 
Wtth powers to enforce a decision in both legislation and 
finance, and enjoy even the ultimate right to suspend the 
constitution. As regards separate electorates, the Govern
ment of India made no effort to justify them on principle 
and desired that some arrangement be made for their future 
r~placement by the normal apparatus of democracy; but 
smce there were no immediate prospects of a Hindu-Moslem 
settlement, separate electorates, where they did exist, should 
not. b~ abolished without a consenting vote of a two-thir.ds 
?1aJonty of the representatives of the concerned commumty 
m the legislature. 

This dispatch of the Government of India was calculated 
to slacken whatever pace and spirit still remained to the con-

1 ?ispatch 19 Nov. I9JO. See The Indian Quarterly Register (Calcutta), 193o, 
vol. 11. 
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ference. In theory its approach was more daring than that of 
the Simon Commission Report,. and sugges~ed . that even 
some risks should be taken to arr1ve at a const1tut10nal solu
tion which would give reasonabl~ scope. to the ideas a~1d 
aspirations that were moving Ind1a. But 1ts ~cheme for m
troducing dyarchy into the Indian executive lacked all 
substance. Already there were non-official members of the 
Viceroy's Executive Council; the dispatch only proposed that 
the choice of such members should be limited to members of 
the legislature. The object of this was stated to be the pro
vision to the popular element of training and experience in 
the whole field of government and to the official element of 
reasonable support in the legislature. Apprenticeship in the 
higher circles of administration was no novel feature, and 
clearly the chief purpose of the scheme envisaged by the 
dispatch was to strengthen the forces of Government in the 
leg1slature. That a Government over which Irwin presided 
s?ould advocate no more tangible advance seems at first 
s1ght curiously inexplicable. But probably the Viceroy hoped 
tha~ the form of dyarchy would be vivified by the spirit of 
cab~n.et government, and joint deliberation and common 
dec1s1ons would become the rule. Besides, any more vigorous 
prop_osals would have foundered, not only in Parliament 
but m the Viceroy's Council. Half-hearted suggestions for 
s~adowy advance seem to have been the price claimed by 
Slr Fazl-i Husain, the strong-minded protagonist in Council 
of ~oslem interests, for the continued refusal of the main 
sect10~ of his community to support civil disobedience. 
J:Iusam argued that if the Government insisted on the crea
tlOn of joint electorates, it would be wiser for the Moslems 
to join the Congress. 

G I believe the Moslems are now getting hold of their moorings-the 
ov~rnment of India Dispatch. Any advance over that means im

~~frvmg the Moslem position communally, so. that by the time we.reach 
self-government, we are guaranteed agamst flagrant oppress10n. 1 

. The conference, therefore, with weak representation and, 
m effect, ~arrow terms of reference, marked no progress in 
the evolut10n of self-government. Its real achievement lay 

1 Entry in diary, 24 Dec. 1930i Husain, op. cit., p. 257. 
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in the sphere of relations between British India and the 
Indian States. 1 But the only contribution, from the Indian 
side, towards the solution of the political problem was to 
reveal once more the futility of the Liberal politicians. As 
the special correspondent of The Times wrote to his editor, 
'no Indian delegation without a three-quarter line composed 
of Gandhi on one wing, the two Nehrus in the centre, and 
Malaviya2 or Patel on the other, can possibly be looked on as 
representative'.J At the conference the demand by all dele
gates, including the Indian Princes, for responsible govern
ment both in the provinces and at the centre served only to 
show that the party that was the most vigorous spokesman of 
this demand could not be ignored. By the end of I 9 30, as 
the first session of the conference was drawing to its close, 
the Viceroy had decided to make a determined effort to 
secure the co-operation of the Congress. Irwin's motives 
were mainly political. It is true that the Congress campaign, 
while it was not now beyond control as far as the maintenance 
of law and order was concerned, had seriously affected the 
public revenues and damaged British trade ;4 but the prime 
inspiration of the Viceroy's efforts to secure peace was the 
indispensability of the co-operation of the Congress if the 
Round Table Conference was to mark any political advance. 
The hopes that had been placed in other parties when civil 
disobedience began had been destroyed by the end of the 
year. The first session of the Round Table Conference was 

I Sec chap. VII, post. 
:z. A Congress leader with pronounced Hindu feeling. B. r86r; president of the 

Indian National Congress 1909 and r9r8; Vice-Chancellor of Benares Hindu 
University 1919-40; d. 1946. J I2. Sept. 1930: The Times History•, p. 877. 

4 

Imports from Great Britai11 I929 I930 Decrease 
-

Grey cotton piece-goods (million yards) 531. 291 45% 
White cotton piece-goods (million yards) . 446 305 31% 
Coloured cotton piece-goods (million yards) • 285 197 31% 
Cotton twist and yarn (million lb.) . 22 I2. 45% 
Cigarettes (thousand lb.) 4>926 3>471 30% 
Drugs and medicines (thousand Rs.) 8,996 7,417 18% 
Toilet requisites (thousand Rs.) 2,666 2,152 19% 

Viceroy's telegram to Secretary of State 8nS dated 24 March 193 I and telegram 
of Viceroy (Commerce Department) to Secretary of State 885S dated 1.5 March 193 r. 

6991 H 
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the last chance afforded to the Liberals; from I 9 3 I no one 
repeated the mistake of minimizing the influence of the 
Congress, and when that was challenged in later years it was 
only by other 'mass parties'. . . 

The first official expression of willmg_ness ~o consider again 
the possibilities of a settlement was given m the Viceroy's 
speech_ to the Central Legislatur~ on I 7 J a~uary I 9 3 I. While 
deplo~mg Gandhi's policy Irwm recogn~zed the spiritual 
force Impelling him, assumed that Gandhi would recognize 
the same sincerity in the Viceroy, concl~de_d that their ulti
~ate purposes differed little if at al~ an~ mvited co-o_peration 
m constitutional revision, thus placmg the seal of friendship 
once again upon the relations of two p~orles, whom. unhappy 
circumstances have latterly es~ra~&"ed · Sue~. sentiments of 
appreciation of an opponent m Jatl for se~Ition had never 
before been uttered by a head o~ the .I~dian Government, 
and startled both official and public opmiOn. But the speech 
was more than generous, it was shrewd. It. not mere~y re~tored 
the atmosphere of chivalrous battle which prev_atled m the 
early days of civil disobedience, but was worded m a manner 
calculated_ to appeal to a m_an of Gandhi's temperament. 
By acceptmg Gandhi's premiss that the strugg~e. should be 
Without hate and pleading for a mutual .recog':ntion of self
lessness Irwin's speech seemed to provide evidence of the 
'cha~ge of heart' which the Congr~ss }ead~r had long been 
seekmg. What exactly this new policy Imphed was disclosed 
two days later by the Prime Minister. In addition to full 
provincial autonomy the central executive would be made 
responsible to a federal legislature; certain safeguards would 
be provided only for a period of transition and in the in
te:est.s of minorities. Pending final decision as to future con
stitut~onal changes, attempts would be made to introduce 
practicable reforms in the existing constitution.z To enable 
consultation of Indian opinion the Round Table Conference 
was adjourned. 

Macdonald's statement was considered adequate by the 

1 Ind~an Problems, pp. uo-u. 
2 Th1s offe~ of interim reforms came to nothing. Local governments, who were 

~sked ~o examme ~h~ question, sought more details as to the Prime Minister's precise 
1ntenuon, and th1s mformation was never secured. 
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Liberal delegates in London, but the first reactions of 
Motilal Nehru and other Congressmen who were not in 
prison were unfavourable. They regarded it as too vague and 
general and falling far short of the terms stipulated in August 
I 930 to justify any change in their own policy. But Irwin 
realized that so long as Gandhi was in jail no friendly 
response was possible; for he was the 'super-president' 1 of 
the Congress whose voice was decisive, he alone was likely 
to appreciate the tone of the Viceroy's speech, and his con
tinued incarceration challenged the sincerity of the Govern
ment. On 2 5 January, therefore, Gandhi and his chief 
colleagues were released unconditionally and the notification 
declaring the Congress Working Committee an unlawful 
body was withdrawn. 'I am content', announced the Viceroy, 
'to trust those who will be affected by our decision to act 
in the same spirit as inspires it.' The Congress leaders 
now had an opportunity for full discussion of the Prime 
Minister's statement, but the release was so timed as to 
avoid the embarrassment to Government of their participa
tion in the Independence Day demonstrations. 2 

The release of Gandhi and his colleagues was regarded by 
many as a surrender of vital prestige. British rule in India 
was based not on terror but on awe, and this act was bound 
to sap such a foundation. No empire could survive the un
qualified pardon of defiant prisoners in jail for sedition. But 
the British Government were committed to a policy of dis
solution, and no step was better calculated than this initiative 
of Irwin to promote this policy with grace and goodwill. 
The Round Table Conference had served at least to show 
that the representative figures in English public life were 
prepared to abide by the spirit of the 19 I7 Declaration. It 
was this general acceptance of the demand for full responsible 
govern~ent (whatever the differences of opinion as to the 
pace of Implementation) which delighted Irwin, and, indeed, 
tmpressed even the Congress.J This display of united opinion 

1 The phrase is Jawaharlal Nehru's; op. cit., p. 194· 
2 26 January, the day on which the 'Independence pledge' was first taken in 1930, 

has been celebrated since as Independence Day. 
3 See report of interview with Irwin, 30 Jan. 1931: R. Bernays, Naked FaNr 

(London, 1931), pp. 51-52; and Presidential address of Vallabhbhai Patel at the 
Karachi session of the Congress, Mar. 1931. 
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had been followed by an official _offer o~ Fesp?nsibility wi~h 
safeguards, and to enable its fa1r cons1derat10n a party 1_n 
open revolt was rendered la:wful and its le~~ers freed. Th1s 
series of steps not merely gamed for the Bnt1sh Government 
the approval of democratic forces throughout the world but 
placed the burden of the next move on the Cong~ess_. . 

Gandhi was aware of this. While to the unthmkmg h1s 
release carried with it a great accession of prestige, he him~elf 
knew that it vested him with great responsibility. <?n leavmg 
Y ervada jail he announced that he can:e out w1th_ an a?
solutely open mind, 'unfettered by enm1ty and unb1ased m 
argument' and ready to study the whole situation from. every 
viewpoint.r This non-committal attitude could surpnse no 
one; a political movement is not swept away by sentiments of 
gratitude evoked by the release of its leaders. But clearly 
the Viceroy's policy, not of smothering the spirit of revolt 
but of ignoring it, compelled a reappraisal. Gandhi declared 
at Bombay that manufacture of salt and boycott of foreign 
cloth and liquor would continue, not as symbols of resistance 
to misrule but because they were desirable in themselves. 
When the Congress leaders assembled at Allahabad on 1 
~ebruary they decided against any immediate cessation of 
Clv.il disobedience; but this was clearly an interim measure. 
Pnvate instructions were given that no new campaigns 
should be started.z For the whole basis of civil disobedience 
had shifted. The Government's policy of appeasement de
manded a positive answer. 'I am hungering for peace' 
Gandhi had said at Bombay,J 'if it can be had with honour'~ 
and there now seemed no obvious reason why it should no~ 
be. Gandhi, of course, was always a man of peace; but it 
must be added that Congress opinion in general was by no 
means reluctant to respond to Irwin's overtures. The sustain
ing impulse of civil disobedience, which had by now lasted 
ten months, was weakening and there was an increasing 
feeling of 'war-weariness' among the rank and file. Few even 
among the leaders shared Jawaharlal Nehru's zest for battle. 
The Government's resources for maintaining law and order 
had not been fully taxed and communalism, never dead, was 

1 The Times, 27 Jan. 1931· 
2 Sitaramayya, op. cit., val. i, p. 431. J The Times, 28 Jan. I9JI. 
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once more darkening the land. It seemed to many that if 
satisfactory terms could be secured from the Government, 
civil disobedience might well have served its purpose. Suffer
ing, as Gandhi remarked later, 1 has its well-defined limits, 
and to prolong it when the limit was reached would be the 
height of folly. 

The \'\r or king Committee, playing from a hand which 
held few of the trumps, was at the start deprived of the 
counsel of its most skilled negotiator. Motilal Nehru was 
fast sinking, and died on 6 February. His innate dignity had 
saved his spirit from the warping which results from subjec
tion to Imperial rule; he had lost neither his self-respect nor 
his sense of proportion, and this healthiness of mind would 
have been of particular value at this stage, when the Congress 
was negotiating with the Government on what was virtually 
an equal footing. His death threw Gandhi on his own re
sources, for though the other leaders were assembled at Alla
ha~ad,. there was none among them who exercised as y~t a 
maJor mfluence over him. He opened the game by wntmg, 
as a 'faithful friend', to Irwin on 1 February drawing his 
atten~ion to the alleged police 'excesses' during the civil dis
obedtence movement. He cited four cases which were said 
to ha_ve occurred only the previous week and demanded the 
apl?omtn:ent of an impartial and representative committee 
to mvest1gate all such charges. Otherwise he could not co
oper~t~ with a Government which was responsible for such 
atroc1t1es as a lathi charge on a procession of women at Bor
sa~; 'I c~nnot recall anything in modern history to parallel 
thts offic1al inhumanity against wholly defenceless and in
nocent women. '2 This was clever tactics; no one could say 
that the Congress had failed to respond, but their response 
was such as to place the Government in a quandary. The, 
demand not merely suggested that the Congress had not a 
monopoly of wrong-doing but was set forth as a test of the 
Government's sincerity. A rejection could easily be inter
preted as. an acceptance of guilt. 

~he. v.Ice~oy was disappointed. He had been prepared to 
avOid 1rntatmg conditions on the part of the Government 

I Statement to the press, 5 Mar. 193 I: roung India 12 Mar. 193 I. 
2 Gandhi to Irwin, r Feb. 1 93 r. 
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and to hurt Congress pride and sentiment as little as possible 
in the hope that they in turn wo?ld ~a~e no awkward 
demands.I As his institution of an mqmry mto the Pesha
war disturbances revealed, he had no unshakeable belief in 
the infallibility of the administration; but ~e kn~w t~at assent 
in the existing circumstances to a general mvest1gat10n of the 
conduct of the police would destroy the morale of that force 
probably beyond recovery. What Irwin had in mind as the 
basis for a settlement was release of prisoners guilty of non
violent offences, withdrawal of all ordinances and notifica
tio?s declaring certain associations unlawful, and a liberal 
att1tude ~eg~rding reinst!ltement of officials w_ho had resigned 
and rest1tut10n of forfetted lands where th1rd party rights 
were not aff~cted P.rovided the Government were convinced 
of th~ genume des~re of the Congress to abandon civil dis
obedience ~nd rece1ved a measure of assurance to this effect.2 

Though th1s was strongly and unanimously opposed by local 
gove~nments, who preferred abandonment of civil dis
~be~lence followed by an amnesty to simultaneity of action 3 

ad~~~ never forsook hi~ willingness to trust the Congress and 
. t:pf .a generous attttude. He, therefore, without either 
J~s. 1 ymg t~e conduct of the police or accusing the Congress 
0 excesses , refused both to appoint a committee of inquiry 
as suggested by Ga dh" d d . . . th h n 1 an to emand a general mqmry mto 
the ~r~assme.nt of the supporters of Government. Rather 

an m u~ge m such a general exploration of charges and 
coudnter-~ arges he appealed to Gandhi to forget the past 
an consider the future.4 

Thus the Government, refusing to allow themselves to be 
placed on the defensive, sought a more constructive attitude 
on the part of the Congress. The Comm~rce Member, Sir 
George Rainy,s reiterated in the Le~islat1ve Assen:bly t~at 
civil disobedience had been a subvers1ve movement m .wh1ch 
non-violence had sometimes been more honoured m the 

1 Home Department's Express letter to all Local Governments No. D79I/3t:Pol. 
dated 2& Jan. 193 1. lb1d. 

: l~cplics o~ Local Governments, 30 Jan. to 7 Feb. 193 I· . 
( .. Cunnmgham Private Secretary to Viceroy to Gandhi, 4 Feb. I93 1· 

5• B. 1875; entered, Indian Civil Service 1 g99 ; Chief Secretary to the Bihar and 
Orts~a Go~ernment 1919-23; chairman of tariff board 192.3-7i commerce member 
of VIceroys council1927-32; d. 1946. 
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breach than in the observance; the release of the leaders had 
shown that the Government were not afraid of risks, but it 
took two to achieve a satisfactory settlement, and there could 
be no general amnesty without guarantees from the other 
side. 1 Gandhi, however, was at first prepared for no further 
step. He claimed to have in his possession unimpeachable 
evidence of the barbaric methods of the police, and expressed 
his disappointment that Irwin was no more responsive than 
his predecessors. 'If the inquiry were granted I would see it 
as a ray of hope. At present I see none ... .' There was nothing 
in the Prime Minister's speech to justify termination of civil 
disobedience, and indeed it might be necessary to intensify it. 
'We have only felt from afar the heat of the fire we must 
pass through. Let us be ready for the plunge. ' 2 The stalemate 
was broken by the Liberals Sapru, J ayakar, and Sastri, and 
the Nawab of Bhopal,J who were in Allahabad and in touch 
with New Delhi. Irwin was persuaded, chiefly by Sastri, to 
see Gandhi if he sought an interview, 4 and Gandhi, on prin
ciple always willing to meet an opponent, agreed to this and 
wrote suggesting a frank talk. Irwin and Gandhi met on I 6 
February for four hours, and the Congress leader returned 
in high spirits. He had not expected this interview to be 
fruitful, 5 but in fact it at last convinced him that whatever 
the merits of the Viceroy's policy his motives were sincere,6 
and this to him was what mattered. They met again for three 
hours on the I 8th and for half an hour on the r 9th, and the 
public, while given no information as to the nature of the 
discussions, was assured that the negotiations had not broken 
down.7 The conversations were restricted mostly to the 
conditions on which a truce could be reached, so that basic 
matters could be discussed in a more favourable atmosphere. 
Gandhi raised the question of the release of prisoners, and 
specially referred to the accused in the Meerut conspiracy 

1 5 Feb. I9JI. Legis/ath.;e Assemb{y Debates, vol. i, p. 650. 
2 ~ee facs~~ile reprint of !etter to G. Deshpande, ro Feb. 19~ r: Tendulkar, 

op. cit., vol.uq and report ofmterview r2 Feb. I9JI: Bernays, op. Cit., pp. 95-98. 
3 B. r894; succeeded his mother 1926; Chancellor of Chamber o~ -':rinc~s I9Jr-2 

and 1944-7. In 1949 the Government of India took over the administratiOn of his 
State. 

4 Information supplied by Lord Halifax; see also Bernays, _op. cit., J:· ro2. 
s Nehru, op. cit., p. 249· 6 See Birla, op. Cit., p. 230. 
7 Official communique 19 Feb., The Times, 20 Feb. 193 r. 
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trial those convicted under martial law in Sholapur, and the 
larg~ number detained wit~out trial in Benga~. The Vi.ceroy 
said that no amnesty could mclude those convicted of violent 
crimes or incitement to such crimes, but local governments 
would be given discretion to ~elease . those con~icted of 
offences which were only techmcally violent. Irwm had at 
first contemplated reference of doubtful cases to High Court 
judges, but in face of protests from local governments that 
this was an executive matter, 1 held in reserve a concession 
that cases which local governments might consider doubtful 
would be referred to such judicial tribunals. In the Meerut 
case the Viceroy pleaded inability to do anything more than 
expedite the trial; but as for the Sholapur prisoners he ofFered 
to direct the Bombay Government to review such sentences 
as might be regarded as unduly severe. Regarding dete11us, 
however, Irwin refused to accept any connexion between 
terrorism and civil disobedience and reserved complete dis
cretion to deal with those implicated in the former; the 
utmost he was prepared to concede was to transmit to local 
governments any specific information relating to particular 
prisoners which he might receive. Gandhi then brought 
forward the cases of those who had been penalized in other 
ways for supporting civil disobedience. Irwin offered to 
remit fines imposed for non-violent offences if they had not 
yet been realized, and, in cases of confiscated presses and 
se~urities and forfeited lands and property, to adopt a liberal 
a~tit?de provided third party right~ had not been created. 
Similarly, re-employment of officials who had resigned 
would be considered with sympathy if the vacancies had not 
?een fille?; but .dismissed officials ~ould be :ein.stated only 
In exceptional circumstances. Additional police Imposed in 
connexion with civil disobedience would be withdrawn if the 
local government were satisfied that conditions in the area 
concerned had returned to normal; but if funds in excess of 
the actual expenditure had been collected the surplus would 
be r~turned. All ordinances and notifications declaring 
certam associations unlawful would be withdrawn, but the 
Government reserved the right to restore control of the press 
if there were any form of incitement to violence. 

1 Replies of local governments, 30 Jan. to 7 Feb. I9JI. 
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Thereafter the conversations centred on the major issues 
of an inquiry into the conduct of the police, the no-tax 
campaign, salt manufacture, and boycott and picketing. On 
the police issue Irwin stood firm. They had merely carried 
out the policy laid down by the Government, and it was not 
an incident of peace that either side should reward its sup
porters with public humiliation. The Viceroy was willing to 
accept publicly that those who had brought forward charges 
of police 'excesses' had been motivated by good faith, but the 
only concession he could make was that if any specific com
plaints were brought to his notice he would ask local govern
ments to satisfy themselves regarding the facts if these were 
not readily available, and, if necessary, he himself would look 
into their reports. Regarding failure to pay land revenue, the 
Government were ready to grant liberal remission in cases of 
economic distress but refused to overthrow third party rights 
created by sales of forfeited property or, where the price 
had been lower than the real value, to compensate the former 
owners. On the question of salt manufacture the Viceroy 
refused any concession; nor was he prepared to tolerate 
boycott and picketing. There was no objection to a tem
perance movement as a private venture, but the ban on 
t~e sale of foreign cloth should cease. Boycott as a poli
tical weapon was inconsistent with co-operation with the 
Government, and peaceful picketing was a contradiction in 
terms. I 

On every issue, then, which seemed crucial to the Con
gress, the Viceroy was unyielding; and it is not surprising 
tha~ ~andhi concluded that Irwin understood the Congress 
position but was not prepared to accept it. 2 He stated that 
he would never bargain or be satisfied with the second best;3 

and the Congress, assuming that the break had come, 
prepared to resume civil disobedience.4 Only the Liberals 
wer~ hopeful, for they felt that Gandhi, whatever his words, 
was 111 a conciliatory mood and had been impressed by Irwin's 
courtesy, frankness, and willingness to discuss every point 

I Note of Emerson, 20 Feb. and telegram No. soB to all local governments 2 I Feb. 
193 I. 

2 Sitaramayya, op. cit., vol. i, p. 432 . 
3 Interview with Bernays, 21 Feb.: Bernays, op. cit., pp. 150-3. 
4 Nehru, op. cit., p. 7.57· 
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and accept as much of every demand as he could. 1 No longer 
need Gandhi think that a 'change of heart' was, as La 
Rochefoucauld said of ghosts and perfect love, something 
which people talk of but do not see. 

On 2 7 February, at Irwin's request, the talks were re
sumed· but at first there was little progress. Most provincial 
govern~ents were opposed even to sp_ecific refere_nces f~r 
facts regarding the conduct of the poltce.2 Gandht, on hts 
part, insisted on the right to picket peacefully and sought 
some concession in the matter of salt manufacture. On the 
question of the quartering of additional police the Govern
ment wished to recover expenses; the Congress countered 
that where expenses had been recovered nothing need be 
returned but where money had not yet been collected nothing 
should be done.J The Bombay Government publicly denied 
that there would be any public inquiry,4 while every member 
o_f ~he Working Committee urg~d Gan_dhi to end nego
ttattons.s But Irwin and Gandht, desptte pressure from 
their camps, continued their discussions and became sur
prisingly accommodating. ~hen Irwin stated frankly that 
he could not sanction Gandht's demand for a police inquiry 
?ecause he could not afford to ~ave a police force weakened 
m morale in case civil disobedtence ~ere renewe~, Gandhi 
abandoned his demand. He told the Vtceroy that hts attitud 
was similar to that of General Smuts6 in South Africa. 'y e 
do not deny that I have an equitable claim but you ad~anou 

h . f . f ce unanswerable reasons from t e pomt o vtew o governrne 
why you cannot meet it'.7 'I succumbed', Gandhi later sa~ 
to one of his lieutenants, B 'not to Lord Irwin but to th 
honesty in him; I went against the directive of the Workin e 

I S~pru to Bernays, 23 Feb.: Bernays, op. cit., P· 156; Srinivasa Sastri, 2.3 F ~ 
Jagadisan, op. cit., p. 302. e · 

2 See replies of Bihar and Orissa, Bengal and the Punjab 23 to 25 Feb. 193 1 d 
lett:r of Chief Secretary, Central Provinces, to Home Secretary, 23 Feb. On!~ ~~c 
Umtcd Provinces Government were prepared to agree: telegram 547 dated 23 F b 

: Tclegr_am to all local governments 631S d~ted 2 Mar. 1931. e · 
The Tzmes, 28 Feb. 1931 , s S!taramayya, op. cit., vol. i, p. 433 

6 Jan Christian Smuts (1870-1950), Prime Minister of South Africa 19 19~ 
an~ 1939-48. In 1914, when Smuts was Home Minister, Gandhi, after a passj~.4 
resistance campaign, reached an agreement with him on the rights of the India~ 
settlers. 

7 See _the article by Lord Halifax in Mahatma Ga11dlii: Essays a11d Reflections 
(Memorzal Edition, London, 1949), p. 396. 8 Thomas, op. cit., p. 16 5. 
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Committee.' Irwin, on his part, conceded the right of peace
ful picketing under certain conditions, accepted the Con
gress demand regarding additional police in face of the 
Bombay Government who desired full recovery in cases 
where such police had been imposed after outbreaks of 
violence, 1 and suggested that Gandhi discuss the salt ques
tion with Schuster, the Finance Member. A settlement was 
finally reached in the early hours of 4 March, and the 
Government of India instructed local governments to take 
preliminary steps for the release of prisoners.2 The next day, 
however, the issue of the return of forfeited lands seemed 
likely to destroy the achievement; but a dissenting note 
drafted by Sapru dissolved the crisis and the terms of the 
settlement were published. 

Under the settlement,3 Gandhi agreed that civil dis
obedience would be effectively discontinued. This would 
apply to all activities in furtherance of civil disobedience, by 
whatever methods pursued, and in particular to the organized 
defiance of law, the movement for the non-payment of land 
revenue and other legal dues, the publication of news-sheets, 
and attempts to influence civil and military officials against 
the Government. As regards boycott, the grievance of the 
Government was stated in a sentence which, as its ambiguity 
!ater gave rise to differing interpretations, requires quotation 
m full: 

the .boycott of non-Indian goods (except of cloth which has been 
apph~d to all foreign cloth) has been directed during the civil dis
obed~ence movement chiefly, if not exclusively, against British goods, 
and In regard to these it has been admittedly employed in order to 
exert pressure for political ends. 

It wa~ ~ow accepted that boycott of British commodities as 
a poltt1cal weapon would be definitely discontinued and 

·those who had given up the sale or purchase of British goods 
would be free to change their attitude if they so desired. But 
~he Go~ernment approved of the encouragement of Indian 
mdustnes as part of the economic and industrial movement 

1 Telegram from Bombay Special to Home Department S.D. r r4r dated 4 Mar. 
193 I. 

2 Telegram to all local governments 647S dated 4 Mar. 193 I. 
J For the full text see Appendix. 
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designed to improve the material condition of Indi~, an~ 
would not discourage methods_of propaga~1da, persuasion, 01 

advertisement which did not mterfere With the freedom of 
action of individuals or prejudice the maintenance of l_aw 
and order. So for furthering the replacement of n_on-Ind1_an 
by Indian goods or discouraging the cons~mpt_10n o~ 1~1-
toxicating liquor and drugs, ther~ could be p1cketm~ Wlt~m 
the limits permitted by the ord~nary law. S~ch J?IC~e~mg 
should be unaggressive and not m~olve coerciOn_, mtimida
tion, restraint, hostile demonstratiOn, obstructiOn to the 
public, or any offence under the ordinary law. 

On the discontinuance of civil disobedience the Govern
ment agreed to take reciprocal action. Ordinances promul
gated in connexion with the movement (except that relating 
to terrorism) would be withdrawn; so too would notifications 
declaring associations unlawful, in all provinces except 
Burma where the crisis was of a different order. Those in jail 
for offences which did not involve violence (other than 
technical violence) or incitement to such violence would 
be released and pending prosecutions and proceedings for 
realization of securities for similar offences would be 
withdrawn. But soldiers and police convicted or under 
prosecution for disobedience of orders were excluded from 
this amnesty. Fines and securities which had not been realized 
~ould be remitted; and movable property which was not an 
Illegal possession, seized in connexion with the movement 
would be returned if still in the possession of the Govern~ 
ment, unless, in the case of land revenue arrears, the 
collector had reason to believe that the defaulter would 
contumaciously refuse to pay within a reasonable period. 
C_ompensation would not be paid for deterioration or final 
disposal but any excess of sale proceeds over legal dues would 
be returne~. Land and other immovable property which had 
been forfeited or attached and was still in the possession of 
the Government would be returned if the collector had no 
reason to expect contumacious refusal of dues; but where it 
had been sold to third parties the transaction, so far as the 
Government ~ere concerned, was final. They could not 
accept Gandh1 s contention that some at least of these sales 
had been unlawful and unjust; but besides the legal remedies 
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available in such cases, district officials would be directed to 
investigate specific complaints of illegal realization of dues 
and give redress if illegality were established. "'Where posts 
rendered vacant by resignations had been permanently filled 
the previous incumbents could not be reinstated, but other 
cases of resignation would be considered on their merits by 
local governments who would pursue a liberal policy re
garding re-appointment of those who sought it. Local govern
ments would withdraw wherever possible the additional 
police imposed in connexion with civil disobedience at the 
expense of the inhabitants; and any sum that had not yet 
been realized would be remitted and collection in excess of 
cost would be refunded. It was stated that Gandhi had drawn 
the Government's attention to specific allegations against the 
conduct of the police and desired a public inquiry; but as the 
Government saw great difficulty in this and felt it would in
evitably lead to charges and counter-charges and so militate 
against the re-establishment of peace he had agreed not to 
press the matter. 

On the question of salt, the Government felt unable to 
condo~e brea~l~es of the existing law or, in the exi:ting 
financial condttlons, to modify the Salt Acts substantially. 
But to give relief to certain of the poorer classes they were 
prepared to extend their administrative provisions on lines 
alreadJ: pre_vailing in certain places, and permit local resi
dents m v1llages immediately adjoining areas where salt 
could be collected and made to do so for domestic consump
ti?~ or sal.e .within the villages but not for disposal to in
dtvtduals hvmg outside them. 

A.s regards constitutional matters, the scope of future dis
cusswn would be with the object of further considering the 
scheme formulated at the Round Table Conference. Of this 
scheme, federation, Indian responsibility and reservations 
or safeguards in the interests of India for such matters as 
defe?ce, external affairs, the position of minorities, financial 
credtt, and the discharge of obligations were essential parts. 
Steps would be taken for the participation of Congress 
representatives in further discussions; but Government re
ser:ved th~ ri~ht, in case the Congress failed to give fu~l effect 
to Its obhgatwns under this settlement, to act as mtght be 
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necessary for the protection of the public and individuals 
and the maintenance of law and order. 

An analysis of the settlement makes clear that the bala~ce 
of advantage lay with the Viceroy. He secured, alm~st ":"lth
out discussion, Gandhi's acceptance of the constttut10nal 
position, formulated by the British Government and sup
ported by the Round Table Conference, of respol?-sibility 
with safeguards. This sudden concession on Gandh1'~ part, 
which took his colleagues by surprise, 1 did not quahfy the 
safeguards as transitional or provide for the right to secede; 
and Gandhi had retreated very much further than what but 
six months before, in his conversations with Sapru and 
Jayakar, he had defined as the utmost limits of concession. 
He argued that the proviso 'in the interests of India' pro
tected the Congress position; but this proviso was not novel. 
What was new was Gandhi's belief that the phrase was no 
longer an empty one. He felt that Irwin, and the Govern
ment he represented, were now sincere and prepared to discuss 
these safeguards or 'adjustments' on equal terms with the 
Congress. 

I If we can reach an agreement on these lines, I shall be satisfied that 
haye_got purna swaraj or complete independence, and India will have 

got lt ln what to me is the highest form in which it can be attained 
namely in association with Great Britain.2 ' 

\ 0 enable discussions on this basis civil disobedience was not 
\ andoned but 'discontinued', a word which suggested that 
t e Congress had not surrendered its right to renew the 
~oyement ~f necessary, just ~s the <?overnment. reserved 
hetr authortty to take such actton as mtght be reqmred if the 

settlement broke down. Both sides regarded the settlement 
not as a final peace but merely as a temporary cease-fire to 
~~ab_le an experiment in co-operation. In return for this dis
th ntxnuance of defiance of the law, Irwin agreed to withdraw 

e extraordinary measures employed to counter it. Ordin
ances and notifications formulated for this purpose would be 
~~ealed, but t~ere would be no relaxatio~ in t~e a_dministra

n of the ordmary law. As regards an mqmry mto police 
1 Nehru 0 • 
2 s , . p. Cit., P· 257· 

ee Irwm's letter to the King, 13 Mar. 1931: Nicolson, op. cit., pp. 507-8. 
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'excesses', which Gandhi had for long regarded as the test 
issue, the Viceroy was unaccommodating. In the terms 
finally settled the Government did not agree even to what 
Irwin had earlier been prepared to grant, investigation of 
specific complaints or acceptance that the charges were bona 
fide. All that Gandhi secured was a clause which, by stating 
that any such inquiry would be inexpedient, suggested that 
all accusations of police 'excesses' were not baseless. The 
amnesty was limited to exclude the rebels in Burma, the 
Garhwali mutineers, the accused in the Lahore and Meerut 
conspiracy cases, and all others convicted or under prosecu
tion for violent crimes, and there was no reference in the 
settlement to the Sholapur prisoners, though at one stage the 
Viceroy had offered to secure a review of such sentences as 
might seem harsh. Only in remitting all unrealized fines, 
irrespective of the nature of the offences which had been 
their cause, and in cancelling requisitions not yet realized in 
connexion with the additional police, did the Government 
ignore the fundamental distinction between violence and 
non-violence. The only concession which Gandhi gained re
garding third party rights in immovable property sold for 
realizing arrears of land revenue was that these rights would 
not be disturbed 'so far as Government are concerned'-a 
phrase which suggested that the Government would not 
object if private parties sought to disturb them; and even 
while the settlement was being negotiated two leading 
citizens of Bombay, Sir Purshottamdas Thakurdas1 and Sir 
Ibrahim Rahimtoola,z were seeking to persuade the new 
owners to restore these lands. The Government adopted the 
same attitude in the matter of appointments; but they were 
not prepared for reinstatement, even if it were possible, in 
the case of officials who had been dismissed. The Bombay 
Government agreed to treat the cases of 126 patels who had 
been formally dismissed after resignation on the same basis 
as resignations;J but those dismissed in other circumstances 
would have no redress. 

1 B. t879; President of the East India Cotton Association till t956. 
2 B. t86z; President of the Bombay Legislative Council 19z3; President of the 

Legislative Assembly I93I-3; d. I94Z· 
3 Telegram from Bombay Government 689o-Fjz8 dated 3 Mar. and letter 

689ojz8/4847/F dated IO Mar. I93 I. 
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The major tangible achievements of Gandhi ~ere, besides 
the acceptance of his proposal regarding the w.Ithd~awal of 
'punitive' police, the recognition of peace~ul J?Icketmg and 
the permission to make and sell salt in certam Circumstances. 
At first the Government had argued that there was no such 
thing as peaceful picketing, and the most ~ha.t the Con~r~ss 
would be allowed to undertake was miSSionary actiVIty 
among the consumers. But in the settlement it was conceded 
that all forms of picketing were not beyond the law, and 
p~rs?asive methods for economic objectives were pe;mitted. 
~Imi.larly on the question of salt manufacture, the pnme step 
m ~Ivil disobedience, the authorities had been anxious to 
resist 7ompromise as it would have an adverse moral effect 
even If practicable.I Irwin, however, finally decided to 
authorize local residents to collect or manufacture salt for 
~omestic consumption and sell it within their villages. The 

ecretary of State, while approving of the permission to 
~llect or make salt, was reluctant to allow its sale;2 but the 

Iceroy argued that this was no fresh retreat but a general 
Ixte.ns10n of a practice already prevalent in some parts of 

n.di.a.J I~ is true that during the First World War the ad
~Inistrative authorities in Bengal had ignored petty manu
acture of salt for domestic consumption ;4 and the salt 
phocur~d from the sea is in its unprocessed stage so inedible 
~hat this permission could not make any serious inroad into 

e Government monopoly or result in a heavy loss of 
revenue. Yet undoubtedly a principle had been jettisoned 
th It Was, indeed, in prestige rather than in material con cessio~ 
th:t £Gandhi gained heavily. The settlement was framed in 
w'th orm of a treaty to end a state of war, and was replete 
~ J?hrases-'it has been arranged that', 'it is agreed that' 
G which seemed to accept that Gandhi was dealing with the 
c overnt;'lent on almost an equal footing. Even the clause 
f~~cerni.ng constitutional questions, in which '.the scope of 

ure discussion is stated, with the assent of His Majesty's 
1 HomeD d 

1931. epartment telegram to Local Governments 513S date 2:1. February 

~ ie~egram of Secretary of State No. Sox dated 4 Mar. 1931. 
4 Be egram to Secretary of State No. 66~S dated 5 Mar. 1931. 

en gal Government's telegram to Finance Department 13 xX dated 13 Feb 
193 I. • 
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Government', implied that the British Government had 
merely been required to approve the terms which had been 
reached in consultation with Gandhi. To the latter, in fact, 
the most important feature of the settlement was the tacit 
recognition of the Congress as the intermediary between the 
people and the Government. 1 Irwin would never have ac
cepted, and the Government of India later denied, that such 
recognition was implicit in the situation; but certainly it was 
acknowledged that there could be no constitutional progress 
without the co-operation of the Congress, and that therefore 
it was worthwhile to reach an understanding with a party · 
that was openly in revolt. This decision was Irwin's own. 
The bulk of loyalist and official opinion in India believed 
that the Viceroy was mortgaging the future by setting up a 
defeated foe 2 and parleying with the irreconcilable enemy of 
British rule in India. They would not accept Gandhi as a 
representative and reliable figure, and thought his real 
motive was to secure a temporary lull when the Govern
ment's forces could be softened up in preparation for the 
final assault. The Home Government, too, which had for so 
long been content to uphold the Viceroy's initiative, ex
pr~ssed in private their dislike of the acceptance of the 
umque and semi-sovereign position of the Congress. 3 

But it was within his own party that Irwin's policy en
countered the greatest resistance. He had throughout the 
support of Baldwin, but the Conservatives were growing 
restless under the latter's leadership of the Opposition, and 
t~ere were frequent attempts in I 930 to dislodge him.4 The 
disc.ontent came to a head early in I 9 3 I on the question of 
Irwm's policy in India. This was one of the rare occasions 
when Indian policy coloured British politics. A strong 

1 See his letter to Maxwell, Private Secretary to Governor of Bombay, 22 Apr. 
193 r: also statement to the press 8 Aug. 1931. 

2 'Before the conclusion of the Settlement the Civil Disobedience movement was 
p~ac~ically on its last legs, and would, it is fairly safe to say, have been finally extinct 
wtthm a short period.' Officiating Chief Secretary Bengal to Home Secretary No. 
1701 P.S. dated 31 Mar. 

3 Telegram of Secretary of State No. 8or dated 4 Mar. 1931. 
4 .R. T. Mackenzie, Bniish Political Parties (London, 1954), pp. 135 If. Cf. 

Neville Chamberlain in his diary 26 July 1 930: 'most reluctantly, I have come to 
the co?~lusio~ that, if S. B. would go, the whole party would heave a sigh of relief', 
K. Fe1lmg, Life of Neville Chamberlain (London, 1946), p. r8r. 

6001 
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section of Conservative opinion supported Wins to? ~hurc~ill 
in his belief that the British must make clear thetr mtent10n 
to remain effective rulers of India for a very long and in
definite period; 1 and in protest against Baldwin's support ?f 
Irv:in's failure to assert 'the majesty of Britain' Chur~htll 
restgned from the shadow Cabinet on 27 January_ 19~1:~ In 
Febru~ry, when negotiations began in New Delht, cnttc1sm 
of lrwm and Baldwin in England mounted, and on 1 March 
Baldwin decided to resign. Within twenty-four hours, how
ever, the decision was reversed ·3 soon after there came news 
that Irwin had reached a settle~ent with Gandhi, and on I 2 
1\:1~rch Baldwin's speech in Parliament, 'full of breadth and 
vtst~n and courage'4 and justifying his instinctive support of 
Irwm c_onfirmed his command of the party. 

But 1f failure would have ruined Irwin and his supporters, 
su_ccess nearly ruined Gandhi. Two of his strongest critics 
Vt~h~lbhai Patel and Subhas Bose, were unable to voice thei; 
opm10ns; Patel had sailed to Europe in February, and th~: 
Bengal Government, despite the stated desire of the Govern, 
~et;-t of India,s kept Bose in jail throughout the month of neg0 , 

ttat10n~. _But even the Working Committee, while it desired 
a provtstonal settlement, felt that Gandhi had surrendered 
too much and weakened the purpose of the Congress j alla_bhbhai Patel disliked the arrangement regarding land~ 
orfetted _or . sold, Nehru resented the commitments 011 
th~ constttuttonal issue, and all regarded the amnesty t 
pnsoners ~s too narrow. The last was of immediate irnpor~ 
~nee, and Jeopardized the ratification of the settlement by th 
Mngress at its plenary session at Karachi in the last week 0~ 
L ~rch. Bhagat Singh and two of his fellow-accused in th~ 

a ore Conspiracy Case had been sentenced to death ancJ. 
1 Spec h M 
2 S c at anchester, 30 Jan.: The Times, 31 Jan. 193 r. 

rea h _ee Churchill, The Second World War, vol. 1 (London, 1948), p. 31. The far 
c mg rep · · · 'I h ' thou ht tl ercusswns of this rupture do not now require elaboratiOn. ave always 

D ft~ C lat this was the most unfortunate event that occurred between the two wars • 
~ I ?oper, Old Men Forget (London, 1953), p. 17 r. ' 

. t Is not clear whether it was Baldwin or his colleagues who decided he shouj..1 
contmue as lead r . • 'd T 1 d 't '4 T J . er; •or confl1ctmg ev1 ence see emp ewoo , op. CI ., p. 31 anq 

'4 ~~~' A Dzary 'With Let;ers I?JI-I95.~. (Oxford, 1954), P· 4· 
·Amery, My Polittcal Life, vol. m (London, 1955), P· 99· 

5 See Government of India telegram to Bengal Government 270X dated 28 Jan 
193 I. . 
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their execution was due. The settlement specifically denied 
pardon to those convicted of violent crimes, but Gandhi had 
discussed the cases of Bhagat Singh and his companions with 
Irwin, and the Viceroy had promised serious consideration.1 

Public opinion, on the whole, favoured at least a commuta
tion of the sentences a~ the offences had been inspired by 
patriotic motives. The general attitude was similar to that of 
the Due de Broglie in France in I 8 I 5 at the time of the 
execution of Marshal Ney, that the crime, however culpable 
before God and man, was beyond human justice.2 Gandhi had 
condemned the murder of the police officer regarded as re
sponsible for Lajpat Rai 's death,J but popular belief was that 
national honour had been vindicated. In the wake of the 
settlement hopes of a gesture by Irwin rose high, and 
Bhagat Singh, in his letter to the Punjab Government, put 
his case squarely in this context. 

If the Government thought that a truce had been effected between 
itself and the people of India then it is legitimate that the soldiers of 
f~eedom should be set free. But if it thought that the state of war con
tmued, then they may easily kill us.4 

Petitions for mercy poured ins to strengthen Gandhi's appeal 
to the charity of 'a great Christian' ;6 and had Irwin yielded 
he would have not only left India in a storm of popular 
acclaim but also lightened Gandhi's task at Karachi. But he 
was convinced that the judicial decision was fair and refused 
to a~ter it for political considerations.7 It speaks for the in
tegr1ty of character of both men that in these circumstances 
Irwin felt it would be dishonest to postpone the execution till 
the Congress session was over, and Gandhi agreed.& Bhagat 

1 Sitaramayya, op. cit., vol. i, p. 442. 
~ '1! est d'ail~eurs des evenements qui, par leur nature et par leur portee, depassen~ 

la.Just~ce humame, tout en restant tres coupables devant Dieu et devant les hommes. 
Cited m H. Kurtz, The Tragedy of Marshal Ney, History Toda;•, May 1954· 

3 roung India, 27 Dec. 1928. 4 Sanyal, op. cit., p. 110. 
5 The petitioners ranged from avowed Congressmen to Eurasian mothers who 

blamed Gandhi for Bhagat Singh's crime. 
6 Tendulkar, op. cit., vol. iii, p. 92. 
7 See speech at the Chelmsford Club, Delhi, zs Mar. 1931: Indian Problems, p. 299. 
8 Irwin's speech, ibid: Sitaramayya, op. cit., vol. i, p. 442; and Lord Halifax's 

article in Mahatma Gandhi: Essays and Reflections, pp. 397-8. Indeed some officials 
after discussing it with Gandhi concluded that he was not particularly concerned 
about the matter. This does not seem fair to Gandhi. 
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Singh was executed on the night of the '2Jrd. The shock 
shook India· and even members normally loyal to the 
Government 'walked out of the Assembly in mourning and 
protest. Gandhi termed it 'a first-c}ass blunder' whi~h showed 
that there had really been no chang.e of he~rt and ;n
dangered the settlement.I But his earlter :varntng t?at we 
must not put ourselves in the wrong bY. bem.g angry .finally 
prevailed. The delegates to the Karach1 sesswn, commg. to
gether from jails in various parts of the country? met 111 a 
festival atmosphere,z and even the fate o~Bhagat Smgh co.u1d 
not do more than temporarily cloud th1s mood of sunshme. 
The result was the evaporation of all opposition to Gandhi. 
Even Nehru, whatever his private disappointment, in public 
accepted the settlement. Temperamentally averse to com
promise, yet he was devoted to his leader; and the result was 
an angry loyalty. After passing a resolution applauding 
Bhagat Singh's motives, condemning his deed and deploring 
his execution, the Congress on 30 March unanimously ap
proved the settlement. 

While in theory the Congress was not bound by the 
settlement till it had been ratified at Karachi, Gandhi had 
lost no time in taking necessary action. 'Our word should be 
our bond, and it is a bond I implore you to respect.'3 vVithin 
theW or king Committee there was a difference of approach. 
Gandhi hoped that the provisional truce would become ~ 
permanent peace,4 but Nehru and Patel assumed that there 
C<;>uld be no peace until freedom had been attained.s This 
dtvergence led sometimes to directives which were not in 
harmony with each other. On 6 March, the day after the 
settlement had been signed, all Congress committees were 
ordered to discontinue defiance of the law and abide by the 
clauses of the pact ;6 four days later another circular in~ 
structed the committees to consolidate the position gained 

1 Speech at Karachi, The Times, 27 Mar. I9JI. 
2 Report of the Intelligence Bureau, Home Department, on the Karachi Con 

gress, 7 Apr. I9J I. ' 

3 Address at public meeting, 8 Mar., reported in The Times, 9 Mar. I 93 I. 
4 Statement to Special Correspondent, The Times, 7 Mar. 193 I. 

. 5 S~e Nehru's speech at Allahabad, The Times IO Mar. I93 r, and Patel's speech 
111 GuJerat, The Times, I6 Apr. I9JI. 

6 Telegram from Secretary All-India Congress Committee to all provincial Con, 
gress committees. 
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the previous year and strengthen it still further for the next 
struggle. 1 But despite this conflict of spirit, the Government 
of India were satisfied that the Working Committee was 
following Gandhi in making it a matter of prestige to give 
effect to the settlement;z and their response was no less 
immediate and eager. 'The spirit of that agreement Govern
ment will do everything to implement. Mr. Gandhi, I know, 
will do the same .... 'J \Vithout awaiting the actual with
drawal of civil disobedience they withdrew the relevant 
ordinances and notifications on 6 March and initiated the 
release of prisoners the next day. The North-Vvest Frontier 
Government were informed that they could not plead special 
reasons for ignoring this commitment.4 Of I 8,8oo prisoners 
who were in prison for civil disobedience on 5 March, 
I 6,8oo had been released by the 23rd.s Restrictions from 
leaving cantonment areas were withdrawn in the cases of all 
except those who had directly attempted to suborn military 
personnel, 6 and of the I 94 subjects of Indian States who had 
been deported from British India I 8 8 were allowed to return. 7 

But even with goodwill on both sides there were bound to 
be strains, and differing interpretations of some of the 
general formulae of the settlement. On the constitutional 
issue, Gandhi believed that the Congress had in no way been 
rest~icted from claiming Independence, and at the Karachi 
~ess10n the Congress repeated its demand. But it is doubtful 
1f the Government had changed their view, expressed in 
A':lgust at the time of Sapru's negotiations with Gandhi, that 
th1s could not be treated as an open question. Nor was there 
a clear understanding of the nature of the safeguards. A 
speech of Lord SankeyS suggested that they were inviolable,9 

1 Circular of All-India Congress Committee, 10 Mar. 1931. 
; Telegr~m to all Local Governments 659S dated 5 Mar. 1931. 

The VIceroy, 25 Mar. 1931: Indian Problems, p. 294. 
4 Forei~n and Political Department telegram 672S dated 5 Mar. 1931. 
5 The Tzmes, 24 Mar. 1931. 
6 Telegram from Secretary Army Department to General Officers Commanding 

and Local Governments. 
7 Home Secretary to Chief Secretary Bombay S. 574 Poll., 9 Mar. and Bombay 

Government's Express letter 8113 B, 27 Mar. 1931. 
8 John.' .fi;st Viscount Sa!'lkey (1866-1948); K.C. 1909; Judge of the King's 

Bench DlVlsmn 1914-2.8; Lord Chancellor 192.9-35· 
9 18 Mar. 1931. Hansard, 5th scr., vol.lxxx, col. 391. 
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while the Congress attitude was that they should be examined_ 
and granted only if reasonable. Other less remote clauses ot 
the settlement were also clouded in ambiguity. Peaceful 
picketing was permitted but not defined. Gandhi accep~ed 
that picketing should now be confined to 'pure educattve 
effort' 1 and aimed at converting the consumer rather than 
restraining the seller. But during the campaign picketing 
had not always been purely persuasive,2 and it was difficult 
to say when it ceased to be such. For instance, did the listing 
of names of buyers and sellers of any commodity involve 
coercion? But these were minor aspects of the main problem 
of boycott. The Government believed that Gandhi had 
agreed to abandon the boycott of all British goods and inter
preted t~e phrase in parentheses in clause 6-'except of 
cloth whtch has been applied to all foreign cloth'-merely to 
mean t~at in this respect the boycott had been extended to 
all for.etgn cloth for other than political ends. Gandhi, how
~ver? mte~preted this clause as permitting the boycott of all 
oretgn, mcluding British, cloth, and limiting only the 
~e~ods_of_boycott.3 The Secretary of State, it may be added, 
00 a stmtlar view.4 The day after the settlement Gandhi 
e~orhted the people not to relax the boycott of foreign cloth 
w lC was part of the constructive programme of the Con~ 
~~ss, b~t to abandon aggressive methods.s The Govern
th nt, ~t~h some reluctance, accepted this view, and to make 
A e posttton clear a question was arranged in the Legislative 
h sJembly and an answer given on these lines after Gandhi 
a: a ap~r~:>ved.6 The advocacy of the boycott of British goods 
goodso)httcal n:easure ce.as~d' and the swadeshi (use of Indian 

campatgn was hmtted to propaganda and advertise
' Young] d." 
2 'A n za, I2 Mar. I93 r. 

very p · 
were in fa romment Congressman at Cawnpore told us that few Congressmen 
in India &~r of really peaceful picketing.' A History of the Hi~tdu-Mos!em Problem 
Congres~ to I:g t?e ~eport of the Committee appointed by the Indian National 
pp. 201 _2_ quire mto the Cawnpore riots of March 193r. (Allahabad, r933), 

3 See Gandh'' 1 
1370 dated r& Is etter to Emerson transmitted by Bombay Government No. S.D. 

4 T 1 Mar. I93I. 
e egram &or d d M 

s Press C r. ate 4 ar. I93 r. 
6 2 5 M on erence, 6 Mar. I93 r. 
7 See L~:d 193I. ,Legislati~e Assembly Debates, vol. iii, p. 2639· 

Vol lxx 1 Snell s speech m House of Lords, 29 Apr. 1931: Ha11sard, sth ser. 
. . x, cos. 9&4-s. , 
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ment. A list of mills manufacturing cloth with Indian yarn 
was issued and a company floated for re-exporting foreign 
cloth from India. A few instances of discrimination against 
British firms and goods were brought to Gandhi's notice, 1 

and he took necessary action to prevent their recurrence. 
When Irwin left India on I 6 April he was satisfied that 
Gandhi and the Congress were acting according to the spirit 
of the boycott clauses.2 Existing stocks of British cloth, 
which in March were valued at over £1 · 5 million in Bengal 
alonc,J were being cleared by the end of April.4 If the textile 
exports of Lancashire remained at a low level, the reasons 
were other than Congress activity-the world depression, 
the competition of Japan, the higher tariffs, and the un
certainty of the market because no one knew how long the 
settlement would last. 

But the settlement provided Gandhi also with causes for 
concern. The Government rejected his suggestion that 
offences involving incitement to violence should be placed 
beyond the amnesty only if they had in fact resulted in 
violence.s The settlement laid down that only permanent 
appointments to posts rendered vacant by resignations should 
not be disturbed; and both Irwin and Gandhi assumed that 
appointments were either permanent or purely temporary.6 

It was only when Gandhi toured Gujerat that he realized 
that patels had been appointed for terms of three, five, and 
ten years; and the Bombay Government insisted that a per
manent appointment meant one not only for life but also for 
any fixed period.? They were not prepared to displace any 
one so appointed, and the Government of India would go no 
further than promise to remember the claims of the original 
holder when the post again fell vacant.S Many of these new 

1 See Emerson's notes of 7 Apr. and r8 May 1931 on his conversations with 
Gandhi. 

2 Speech at the British Indian Union, London, 15 May: The Times, r6 May 193 r. 
3 Statement of the Acting Chairman of the British Cotton Spinners' and Manu-

facturers' Association, The Times, 19 Mar. 1931. 
4 Telegram of Viceroy (Home) to Secretary of State II92S dated 27 Apr. 1931. 
s Emerson's note on interview with Gandhi, zo Mar. 1931. 
6 See Emerson's note of r8 May 193 r on conversations with Gandhi. 
7 Note of Commissioner Northern Division on conversation with Gandhi,rz Apr. 

193 r. 
8 Emerson's note on his conversations with Gandhi, IJ, 14, 15, and r6 May. 
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patels, as the Government themselves confessed,1 ~o~ld d~ no 
more than attempt to look the part; but maladmimstrat10n, 
and not inefficiency alone, had to be established to secure 
their removal. Indeed in one case, when it was found that a 
pate! had served a term in prison, the Government preferred 
formally to set aside this disqualification rather than to re
store the former incumbent of the office.2 Gandhi also found 
that on the plea of retrenchment many posts rendered vacant 
by resignation had been abolished.J 

But even more serious grievances were created by the issue 
of restoration of lands. Gandhi complained of delay in return 
of confiscated lands4 and was surprised to learn that under 
the Bombay Government rules land forfeited and not sold 
was regarded as Government waste and when sold the de
faulter was not entitled to any excess.s He expected the 
Govern_ment to supply the Congress with details of sales to 
en~ble 1t to persuade purchasers to return the lands6 but was 
satisfied with access to village records.' With this facility the 
Congress did its utmost to secure the peaceful restoration of 
all lands. 

A cognate issue was that of payment of land revenue 
Under the settlement the Congress agreed to abandon no~ 
ta:c campaigns as part of civil disobedience; but Gandhi is 
S~Id to have made it clear that the Cc;mgress could not advise 
t e peasantry to pay beyond their means.8 In Gujerat 
thou~h the harvest was bountiful, payment of revenue i~ 
~ertam taluks practically ceased in March; but when this wa 

rought t? Ga~dhi's notice9 he person~lly intervened and b s 
~ay .the SituatiOn im proved.ro Less satisfactory was the situ! 
1 10~1111 the United Provinces, especially as the fact that th~ 
t~ ords were Moslems and the tenants Hindus gave the 
tal ure to pay rents a communal tinge. The Congress asked 
enants to organize themselves into groups and settle terms 

1 Bomb z 1 ay Government's telegram to Home Department, 10 July 1931. 
Patel ette0r of Maxwell, Private Secretary to Governor of Bombay, to Vallabhbha· 

3 ' 5 ct. 193 x. 1 
Note of C . . h D' . . A 

4 1e omm•ss10ner Nort ern IVISion, u pr. 1931. 
5 C ~~er to Maxwell, Private Secretary to Governor of Bombay, 22 Apr.x9Jx 
6 No ector ofKaira to Home Secretary, Bombay, 29 Apr. 1931. • 

ote ofC · · h n· · · 
7 E omm•ssJOner Nort ern IVISIOn, 12. Apr. 1931. 

merso • · 
9 B n s note of x8 May 1931. B Nehru, op. c1t., p. 259. 

Y Emerson on 6 Apr. 1931. ro Emerson's note of 18 May I9JI. 
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with the landlords, 1 and the Government regarded this as 
tantamount to a continuance of the no-tax campaign and 
therefore a serious breach of the settlement.2 \\rhile the 
Viceroy agreed that Gandhi had made clear that this agrarian 
question was distinct from the political struggle, he did not 
recollect any suggestion of Congress action.J The situation 
grew dangerous in Allahabad district and disquieting in two 
others, 4 and the Government protested that they would never 
have reached the settlement had they known that the Con
gress intended to continue this campaign.s The Congress 
suggested the establishment of a Congress committee in each 
tahsil to co-operate with officials in land revenue matters; but 
to this the Government refused to agree. They wanted the 
Congress not to assist but to abstain from interference, and 
informed Gandhi that unless the campaign were called ofF 
special measures and coercive processes would be considered. 6 

It was only after Hailey returned from leave and resumed 
charge as Governor that the Government ceased to adopt a 
stand of blind prestige and took care first to see that every
thing was done to meet the just claims of the tenants.7 

It will be seen, then, that the settlement was not conclusive 
even with regard to its limited objectives; and beyond lay 
many fundamental issues. This is not surprising. Two men 
in a fortnight cannot settle the relations between peoples. 
And yet the settlement has in British Indian history an im
portance far transcending that of its several items. It brought 
back to the forefront of the Indian effort for freedom the 
spirit of co-operation between the rulers and the ruled. There 
is no doubt that Gandhi trusted Irwin, and in turn strove to 
make the settlement a success. He mitigated the rigours of 
the. boycott, agreed not to press the question of restoration of 
poh~e and military pensions,s prevented by personal inter
ventiOn a breakdown in Gujerat, and agreed to discuss the 

1 Note of Nehru forwarded by Gandhi to the Government of India. 
2 Emerson to Gandhi, 6 Apr. 193 r. 
3 Emerson to Gandhi, 31 Mar. I9JI. 
4 Emerson's note, 3 Apr. I9JI. 
5 Emerson's note on discussion with Nehru, I9 and 20 July I93 I. 
6 Order in Council, 6 Apr. I93I; Emerson's conversation with Gandhi, 6 Apr. 

I93 I. 
7 Hailey to Emerson, 27 Apr. 193I. 
8 Emerson's conversation with Gandhi, 6 Apr. I93 I. 
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agrarian crisis in the United. Provinces with the Governor. 
If it could be avoided he dtd not want another fight and 
this fact and his sense df obligation t<;> honour pr~mises g_iven 
to Irwin were factors of very great tmportance m the sttua
tion.r When Irwin left India the Government of India had 
no reason to regret his policy. Sales <;>f British goods_ in
creased, land revenue collections were htgher, and terronsm, 
though perhaps beneath the surface, rarely showed its ugly 
face. The Congress was committed to co-operation and 
Gandhi planned to attend the second session of the Round 
Table Conference. The Government of India, while believ
ing it to be still premature, at the end of April, to judge the 
results of the settlement, were convinced that there was a 
widespread desire for peace and that there would be general 
regret if there were a rupture. Su~h. a rupture there was to 
be; and the new Viceroy, Lord Wtllmgdon,2 does not seem 
t~ have shared the general regret.J But the fresh spirals of civil 
dtsobedience and ordinances could not smother the tradition 
~hie~ Irwin had revived and which finally prevailed in I 94 7. 
In time to come', wrote The Statesman on the eve of the 

settlement, 4 'this will be regarded as one of the greatest 
happenings of the second quarter of the twentieth century 
and poss~bly as d~cisivefortheworld as Noyemb~r I I, I 9 I 8 •: 
Perspecttve provtdes no reason for amendmg thts verdict at 
least as regards Irwin's achievement. ' 

: imerson's note of 18 May 1931. 

G · l866; Governor of Bombay 1913-19 and of Madras 1919-~4· Govc 
eneral f C d . f I d" d ' rnor-
3 , • 0 ana a 1926-31; V1ceroy o n m 1931-6; . 1941. 

tod Eighteen months ago things were in a mess. I will guarantee that conditions 
th :\a hundred per cent. better than they were then and I go further and guaran~re 
tecat. t e people are a hundred per cent. happier-now that they can be sure of p cc 

Ion and !"be b . b . . , ro-Ind" I.e I rty to go a out their usmess as they w1sh. Interview with th 
4 Ia Mague delegation, 13 Oct. 1932, Condition of bzdia (London, 1933), p. 46 c 

4 ar. 1931 . 7· 
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THE INDIAN STATES 

THE~E was, ho~ever, one aspect of the Indi.an problet:;'l 
whtch was umque and the Viceroy's spectal responsi
bility. Scattered across the country were the 662 

Princely States, ~orne like Hyderabad as large as provi~ces 
?ut m~n~ of the stze of private estates. Their rulers, sustamed 
m thetr mter11:al ~u.thority by British power,r were for the 
most part unmhtbtted by self-discipline. The Ho!k.ar ?f 
Indore, who had to be deposed in 192 6 for comphctty m 
a murder case, was perhaps an extreme instance; but two 
characteristic examples, of varying kind but similar con
sequence to the subjects were the Maharajas of Dewas 
(senior) and Alwar. Of th~ former z Mr. E. M. Forster has 
recently writte~ in. nimble proseJ 'and sough! to enlist our 
·sympathr on hts stde in the catastrophe whtch fi.nally en
gulfed htm; but what cannot be hidden is the mtsgovern
ance, corruption, and obscurantism. The ruler of Alwar,4 

ho~ever, lacked even the personal graces which wealth an.d 
pedtgree often breed, and was notorious throughout lndta 
f?r hi~ coarse cruelty and megalomania. His ju~ilee ~ele~ra
ttons m 1929 were marked with vulgar ostentation; I thmk 
he really felt at that moment that he was a reincarnation of 
the god Krishna.' s 

It was therefore the acknowledged, though often unwritten, 
task of the Crown, as the Paramount Power, to curb the auto
cracy of these rulers and prevent unlimited r~pressi~n. \~hat
ever the terms of the treaties drafted centurtes earher, m the 
changing circumstances the British Government could not 

I _'Nowhere in the world today has autocracy so sheltered a position. as i~ the 
Ind1an states under the suzerainty of the Crown. • Sir Harcourt Butler, lndra bzszstent 
(London, I93 x), P· s8. . 

2 B. 1888; succeeded 1899 ; assumed ruling powers 1908; ac;cused by h1s son ~f 
attempt to murder 1927; intervention by Government of Ind1a because of States 
bankruptcy and his flight to the French settlement of Pondicherry 1933; d. 1937· 

3 The Hill of Devi (London, 1953). 
4 B. 1882; succeeded his father 1892; d. 1937. 
s Lord Birdwood, Khaki atzd Go<Wn (London, 1941), p. 395· 
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ignore the rights of the people. Paramountcy, though in 
theory exercised by the H?me G?vernm~nt thro~gh t~e 
Governor-General in Council, was m practice the \ teer~y s 
personal responsibility; he disposed of .all but tl:c most Im
portant cases without reference to his Council, and t.he 
Princes preferred and were more amenable t~ ~he authonty 
of the King's representative. There was no Pohtical Member 
of Council and the Viceroy was in direct cha:ge of the 
Political Department, whose officers, the Residents and 
Agents, were posted in the various States. Mr. Forster has 
described them as on the whole 'an unattractive body of 
men' lacking courtesy, kindness, and sympathy. But if their 
manners were often clumsy it was mainly because their t~tsk 
was a thankless one. Paramountcy lacked precise formula
tion; and while few questioned the Crown's ultimate respon
sibility for good government there was always ground for 
~ebate in almost every particular case as to whether interven
tto? was justified. The main grievance of the autocratic 
~nnces was the autocracy of the Political Department; and 
If most of them had outgrown the age of seeking to murder 
the representatives of the ~aramount Power, ~hey di~ all they 
could to prevent the Residents from fulfilhng their duties 
adequately. Any interest shown by these officers of the 
~rown in the administration of the States was regarded as 
~11 mannered and itself a form qf intervention. This shyness 
~~ perhaps not surprising, for even the seemingly most en
h~hten~d Princes had much to conceal. Thus the ruler of 
Limbd.t ga~ned much merit for having spent Rs. I so,ooo 011 
educ~t10n m I 926-7 till it was disclosed that the whole ex
penditure had been incurred on behalf of the Crown Prince. 
and. the b~dg~t of Bikaner for I 929-30 required close an~ 
alysts for Its bias to be appreciated. 1 

In no ~eld of activity was Reading happier and more at 
ease than 111 the conduct of relations with the Princes. There 
was no stouter protagonist of the rights and responsibilities 
of the Paramount Power, and the famous Berar letter to the 

1 Civil list Rs.r,255,ooo; Prince's wedding Rs.8zs,ooo; roads and buildings 
Rs.6r8,384; Palace repairs Rs.426,6r4; royal family Rs.224,865; education 
Rs.222,979; medical services Rs.r88,rJ8; public works Rs.Jo,76r; and sanitation 
Rs.5,729· 
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Nizam of Hyderabad, the premier Prince of India, marks the 
peak of the Crown's formal assertion of authority. 

The sovereignty of the British Crown is supreme in India, and there
fore no Ruler of an Indian State can justifiably claim to negotiate with 
the British Government on an equal footing. Its supremacy is not based 
only upon treaties and engagements, but exists independently of them. 1 

But by nature and training Reading was adapted to the ex
ercise of a power which was wide yet undefined. He was 
more deft in dealing with problems as they arose than in en
forcing general principles, and his method of hearing both 
sides of a case in the manner of a lawyer in chambers and 
then giving a decisionz was more suited to the semi-personal 
problems of the States than to the political issues of British 
India. Irwin's approach was very different, less formal and 
more serious-minded. In his first address to the Chamber of 
Princes, a body established in I 92 I to enable the rulers to 
vent their views, he suggested that the Standing Committee 
be authorized to hold informal talks with the Viceroy and his 
advisers whenever necessary.J But on the other hand he dis
couraged the Princes from undue familiarity and made it 
clear that he regarded himself as bound by the same rules as 
his. officers in the matter of presents.4 And he early and un
e~rmgly probed the centre of the problem of the States by 
Circulating among the Princes a note on the principles which 
s~ould guide their administration.s Though Irwin empha
Sized that this general treatise on good government6 was 
only_ an expression of his personal views and in no way 
offic1al, yet it was a clear definition of the main objective of 
paramountcy. The Viceroy pointed out that all governments, 
even if not responsible to electorates, had an inherent re
sponsibility and if they ignored it they would forfeit all 

1 For the full text of this letter written on 27 Mar. 1926, see Report of the Indian 
States Committee I928-29, Appendix II. 

2 See Lord Curzon's report of a conversation with the Maharaja of Alwar, 8 Nov. 
1923: Lady Curzon, Reminiscences (London, 1955), p. 182. 

3 22 Nov. 1926: Indian Pt-oblems, p. 140. 
• 4 ~hen the Maharaja of Alwar, who was the only Prince to cause embarrassment 
m .thts matte~,. disclosed that Reading had accepted presents, Irwin refused to regard 
th1s as a dectstve precedent: 'each individual Vicc!roy must be the judge of his own 
conscience in such cases'. 

5 Note of 14 June 1927. 
6 Letter to Maharaja of Jind, 9 Oct. 1927. 
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moral claims to obedience. So the efforts of rulers, whether 
they be ~ne or many, should be directed to the establishment 
of the reign of law. Every government shou!d hav~ some 
machinery to inform itself of the needs and des1res of 1ts sub
jects; and the proportion of revenue allotted to the ruler's 
personal expenditure should b~ as. moderate as would suffice 
to maintain his position and d1gmty. . 

The Viceroy's note of blunt .g?<;>d sense, .el.abor~tmg the 
most elementary principles of c1v1hz~d adm1mstr~t1on, is of 
interest as revealing the leve~ at wh1ch most Pnnces were 
~ont to exercise their authonty. But these men were more 
concerned with their rights than with their resp<;>nsibilities • 
.f\.t the first informal conferen~e convened by the V1ceroy early 
111 1927 the Maharaja of B1~aner 1 demand,ed the. appoint
ment of a committee to examme the Crown s relations with 
the Indian States. For there was a growing feeling that 
the P~ramount Power, placed in a s~tuation where the 011ly 
restramt on it was its own moderat10n, had been usurping 
co1_1trol. Helped by eminent counsel from England, the 
Pnnces evolved a legalist theory of paramountcy. According 
to. this theory, when the Indian States first came. into contact 
W1th the British Government they were fully mdependent 
sovereign states and the treaties and engagements signed by 
them were of an internation~l characte~. But ~rom the 
moment these treaties came mto force mternatlonal law 
ceased to apply; the relationship had become contractual and 
o~e.party could not modify it without the other's full and 
~lhng acquiescence. Though these treaties varied in detail 
they a!~ ~ere based on the principle that in return for loyalty 
t be ~r1t1sh would protect the Princes from rebellion and 
a stam from interference in their internal affairs. So para
~ountcy was a limited concept, created by the cession to the 
d rown. by the States of certain sovereign rights. The resi
s:ary _Jurisdiction remained with the Princes; they were 

vere1gn rulers except to the extent that they had expressly 
::rtnd:red any portion of their sovereignty, and any unila

a act10n of the Paramount Power which tended further to 
reduce this sovereignty by usage or pressure was ultra 'Vires. In 

C~ Bbe. rSSo: succeeded 1887; assumed ruling powers 1898; Chancellor of the 
am r of Princes 1921-6; d. 1943. 
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view of the Crown's re~ponsibility to protect the Princes, t~e 
Iatte: :vere ~ndc_r a reciprocal obligation not to conduct the!r 
admmistratwn m a way calculated to disturb the publxc 
tranquillity; but so long as this was not the case, the Para
mount Power had no right whatever to censure their public 
actions on any grounds of morality decency or humanity.r 

This theory, however, was unfo'undcd on fact and un
workable in practice. Almost all the States, at the time they 
entered into treaty relations had lacked de jure indepen
dence. But more important ~han the lack at the origin, of 
international sta_tus Were the changes comp~lled by time. The 
t:eaties signed 111 a differe_nt age could hardly be enforced 
literally, ::nd c;>r:ly the continuous development of usage e_n
abled their spint tc;> survive. Paramountcy was t~e essential 
fact, but the relations in which it manifested Itself were 
necessarily subject to variation. With society ever chang~ng 
shape, there could be no rigid definition of national require
ments in economics and defence. and what seemed liberal 
rule to one generation would appe~r blind reaction justifying 
re":olt to the next. Yet in response to the demand of the 
Prmc~s the Government appointed in December I927 : 
coi?~~ttee under the presidentship of Sir Harcourt ~utle~,
a CIVIhan of great experience, to report on the relat~ons~Ip 
between the Paramount Power and the States and to mqmre 
into an~ make _recommendations regarding the financial and 
economic relatiOns between British India and the States. The 
Butler Committee, after hearing evidence, s:ubi?itted in 
February I 929 a reportJ which summarily dxsmiss<;d the 
static theory of paramountcy. The Crown's relations Wit? ~he 
States were not circumscribed by contract but were~ lxvmg 
process moulded by circumstances and policy. Neither a 
tidy formul~tion o~ the_ principle of pa_ramountcy n?r a 
comprehensive codification of its pract1ce was possible. 

1 See the joint opinion of Sir Leslie Scott and four other lawyers, Report. of 
the Indian States Committee, Appendix III, and The British Crocwn and the Indtmz 
States (London, 1929). 

2 B. r869; entered Indian civil service r890 . Foreign Secretary to Governn~en~ 
of India 1908-10; member of Viceroy's counc'il 191o-rs; Governor of t?e USmte 
Provin~cs 1921-3; Governor of Burma 1923_ 7; Chairman of the Ind1an tates 
Committee 1928; d. 1938. 

3 Report if the btdian States Committee I928-2g. 
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'Paramountcy', said the Commi~tee in a famous sentence, 
'must remain paramount.' But this need. not alarm t~e States, 
for on this alone could they rely for their preserva~10n. 

The Butler Committee, however, recorded Its strong 
opinion on the side of the Princes that no relatio~ship ~ith 
a British Indian government responsible to an Indian legisla
ture should be created for them without their own agreement. 
While closer union, particularly in economic matters, was 
possible, all schemes of a loose federal character seemed 
premature. The committee also expressed itself against the 
appointment of a separate Political Member of Council and 
favoured the formal transfer of the States portfolio from the 
Governor-General in Council to the person of the Viceroy. 
But these concessions to Princely opinion seemed minor in 
comparison with the general framework of paramountcy 
upheld by the committee and its attitude in the matter of 
constitutional reform. The demand for such development was 
clearly one of the shifting necessities with which the Princes 
w~mld have to keep in step, and it was beyond argument that 
failure to do so would justify intervention. In the opinion of 
the Government of India, if the demand were so widespread. 
and popular that a refusal to grant some concession would. 
amount t? repression of a re~sonable and ~lmost universal 
demand, 1t would then be their duty to advise concession of 
as much as might seem wise, consistent with the maintenanc 
o.f the Prince in his position as head of the State administrae 
tlon.z But the Butler Committee took a more extreme view~ 
£ If they [attempts to eliminate the Prince and substitute anoth • 
orm of government] were due, not to misgovernment, but to a wider 
~read popular demand for change, the Paramount Power would b .. 
itound to maintain the rights, privileges and dignity of the Prince; bi.J. ~ 
d would a~so be bound to suggest such measures as would satisfy th. t 

emand Without eliminating the Prince.z Is 

I~ other words, it would seem sufficient if the demand wer 
w~des.pread; the Government need not concern themselve e 
W1th tts merit. s 

The Butler Committee Report was a grievous disappoint 
ment to the Princes. Paramountcy had not merely bee~ 

1 See Political Secretary's memorandum to the Butler Committee. 
:z Paragraph so. 
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reasserted emphatically but pushed beyond the limits hitherto 
accepted. The body to which the Princes had looked for 
succour seemed to place a premium on agitation. At the 
session of the Chamber of Princes in February I 930 there 
was bitter criticism of the Butler Report and the whole 
system of intervention of which the report was a justification. 
Clearly the feeling was general; till now the rulers of Hyder
abad, Mysore, Travancore, and Indore had refused to asso
ciate themselves with the Chamber of Princes on the ground 
that this would damage their sovereign rights, but now the 
Nizam 1 sanctioned substantial monetary assistance to the 
Chamber, and the rulers of Hyderabad and Mysore were for 
the first time represented by senior officials. The Maharaja 
ofBikaner complained that there were two sovereigns in each 
State, the Prince and the Political Agent, and there was a 
unanimous demand for a definition, after joint consultation 
between nominees of the Government and the Chamber, of 
the basis of intervention in the internal affairs of States. 
Irwin, in a mollifying speech, pointed out that relations 
between Princes and Residents had been in the main one of 
mutual respect and friendship, that there was no part of the 
Viceroy's duty to which he devoted more anxious thought 
than the cases demanding intervention, and that such inter
vention consisted normally in a mere expression of views at 
a personal interview with the Prince. His audience, however, 
far from being soothed, now pressed that the Princes be 
associated with the exercise of paramountcy in this form. 
Even three years earlier, in I 9 2 7, the Maharaja of Kashmir2 

had revived a proposal, considered and abandoned at the 
time the Chamber of Princes was established, that the Stand
ing Committee should be empowered to deal with cases if 
both the Viceroy and the concerned State gave their consent. 
Irwin then had disallowed the resolution as unconstitutional 
a1_1d undesirable, though in a private letter to its sponsor he 
dtd not rule out the possibility of the Viceroy informally 
availing himself of the good offices of Princes in such cases.3 

The chief drawback of this proposal was that it would weaken 

1 B. 1886; succeeded 1911; rajpramukh (governor) of Hyderabad 195o-6. 
2 B. 1895; succeeded 1925; handed over the administration to his son 1949· 
3 Letter to Maharaja of Kashmir, 14 July 1927. 

6901 K 
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the local influence of the Political Officer.; ~nd it was not unfa~r 
to suggest that some Princes migh~ be w!lhng to rc~eivc grati
fication from the ruler concerned 111 .return fo~ the1r support. 
So now when the Maharaja of B1kaner ~msed this issue 
again Irwin, though he allowed the resolution to be mo':'ed 
and passed, made it clear that however useful consultatiOn 
might be on certain occasions the Government were bound 
neither to seek nor to abide by it. 1 

This seemingly unsympathetic attitude o~ the Crown ~s 
representative left the Princes sore and. b~w'l.dercd, and 1t 
was expected that their mood of acute 1tntat10n would be 
reflected at the Round Table Conference. Irwin indeed 
thought it possible that they mi~ht use this .conference a~ a 
forum to set forth their own not1ons of the r1ghts and dut1es 
of the Paramount Power.2 He therefore convened in July 
I 9 30 an informal meeting of the d~legates from the States to 
the conference and while affirmmg that the Government 
cou.ld not accept ani rigi? ~efiniti~n of P.aramountcy, secured 
the1r consent to the restriCtiOn of discussions at the conference 
to the relations of the States with British India.3 In this 
m~tter the Princes had at first been opp~secl to. any organic 
umon but had favoured some form of JOint deliberations in 
matt~rs of all-India concern. When. the. Vicer?y pointed out 
th~t.lf the States sought repres~ntat10n. m Ind~an legislatures 
Br1t1sh India would claim a reciprocal nght of mtervention in 
the States, they fell back on a project of economic union.4 The 
suggestion of the Nehru Report that any Dominion Govern
ment should inherit paramountcys startled them, and they 
announced, in what Irwin said was perhaps the most impor
tant resolution they had ever discussed, that they would assent 
to no association except 'upon the initial basis of the British 
c?nnexion'.6 But after the Butler Report any form of federa
tion which would not affect internal administration seemed 
attractive as a refuge from the dictation of the Political 

1 See proceedings in the Chamber of Princes, Feb. 1930: The lndia11 Amma/ Regis-
ter~ 1930, val. i, PP· 495 ff. . 

Telegram to Secretary of State P. No. 82.2.S dated 14 Mar. 1930. 
3 Proceedings of the informal conference, 15 July 1930. 
4 Proceedings of informal conference, May 192.7. 
5 Page 72.. 
6 Proceedings of the Chamber of Princes, 13 Feb. 192.9. 
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Department. 1 Even th~ Nizam was willing to acc~pt ~t with 
due safeguar?s and a nght of secession under certam ctrcum
s~ances.~ Thts enthusiasm was damped, however, by. c~vil 
dtsobedtence and the publication of the Simon Commtsston 
Report. ~n October r 92 9 Simon, in correspondence which 
was p~b.hshed on the eve of the Viceroy's statem.en~, s~cured 
the Bnttsh Government's consent to the cotnmtsston s con
sideration of British India's relations with the States; for 'at 
certain points. an inevitable contact takes place'. But in its 
recommendatton~ the commission emphasized the difficulties 
of a federal solutton and desired no more than that the new 
constitution should provide 'an open door whereby, whe.n it 
seems good to them, the Ruling Princes may enter on JUSt 
and reaso~able terms'. The only immediate step .shoul? .be 
the establtshment of a Council for Greater Indta, a JOmt 
standing body of about thirty members for consultation on 
specified matters of common concern.J ' 

The re~ult wa~ that the Princes again began to shy aw.ay 
from any tmmedtate commitment to enter into close associa
tion with British India,4 and the Government of India be
lieved that al! th~t Would be possible at onc:e was a me_asure 
of confederatiOn tn the economic and finanCial spheres.:. The 
representatives of the Princes at the conference, however, 
lacked clear and strong views and fell out among themselves 
on matters of preced.enc:e and protocol ;6 an~ o.n I 7 Novemb~r 
I 9 30, when Sapru tnvtted the Princes to JOln an All-Indta 
federation, the Maharaja of Bikaner accepted the offer on 
their behalf. 

This seeming;ly great leap forward in India's constitutional 
progress surpnsed everyone. Its causes were a tangle; 
annoyance with the Paramount Power and confused thinking 
among the Princes, and assiduous effort on the part of 
Sapru, in whose long career this was perhaps the greatest 

1 Sec note of C. C. Watson, Political Secretary, 28 Mar. 1930. 
2 Telegram of Resident Hydcrabad to Political Department 599 R dated 9 July 

1930. ... . .. 
J Repo1·t of the Indian Statuto1y Commission, val. ii, pt. i, chap. 111 and_ IV and pt. vu. 
4 Telegram to the Nizam from the Hyderabad delegation to the mformal con

ference at Simla. 

s Dispatch 7 of 1930 dated 13 Sept. 1930. d 
6 See note of Political Department, 31 Oct. 1930 and Viceroy's correspon ence 

with the Maharajas of Patiala and Bikancr, Nov. I9JO. 
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achievement, all played a part. But it was doubtful whether 
the Maharaja of Bikaner ·repres.ented the conse1~sus of 
Princely opinion, and it was certam .that he meant httle by 
his assent to the principle of feder~t1on. As wa: clear when 
the discussion came down to deta1ls, he and h1s group ex
pected British India to be sa~isfied, wit.h their mere a~cep
tance of the ideal. 'The Prmces, sa1d the MaharaJa of 
Bikaner 1 'do not want to be levelled down from their present 
position' of internal sovereignty.' . In fact they ~n.visaged 
even less unity than existed at the t1me, for the Poht1cal De
partment never hesitated to utilize its authority to p~otect 
Indian interests. Thus the Great Indian Peninsular Ra1lway 
had been allowed to run through Hyderabad State 'simply 
because the Crown, as the Paramount Power, said that in 
the interests of India they required that railway to go through 
Hyderabad territory'.2 In the federation as proposed by the 
Princes, however, they would decide what powers should be 
delegated to the Central Government, and laws enacted by 
the federal legislature on federal subjects would have to 
be passed again by the legislatures of the States before they 
became operative in these areas.3 

The gesture of the Princes at the Round Table Conference 
therefore, was intended to be a rebuff to the Paramoun~ 
Power rather than a real constitutional advance, and the 
acceptance was soon so watered down as to be worth little. 
Their real concern was still to lighten the pressure of para
mountcy, and on this they found the British Government 
even less yielding than the Government of India. Irwin was 
prepared to discuss in general with them the occasions when 
mtervention might be required and to promise that the 
Crown's ultimate discretionary powers in this matter would 
not be invoked without real necessity; but the Secretary 
of State. thought it would not be possible to lay down any 
~xhaust1ve rules. Irwin was also willing to utilize in cases oi 
m~ervention the good offices of Princes on the initiative of th( 
VIceroy or the Political Officer concerned, with a specifiec 

1 I Dec. 1930, Proceedings of the Indian Round Table Conftrmce Federal Structur 
Sub-C~mmittee, vol. i, p. 12 • 

z S1r Akbar Hydari, representative of Hyderabad: ibid., p. 19. 
3 Speech of the Maharaja of Bikaner, 9 Dec. 1930: ibid., p. I93· 
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period at the end of which the mediating ruler should in
form the Government of the results of his mission; but the 
Home Government were reluctant and suggested that the 
explicit consent of the delinquent ruler should also be ob
tained. Even then it should be placed beyond doubt that the 
Paramount Power could not to any extent share its position 
and responsibilities with Princes. 1 

So Irwin's viceroyalty saw no fundamental change in rela
tions with the Indian States. The acceptance of federation, 
the only striking event of the first Round Table Conference, 
neither hastened nor diverted the flow of Indian political 
development. Paramountcy had not been curtailed or even 
cushioned, but its plenitude publicly asserted. And in his last 
address to the Chamber of Princes Irwin returned to the 
subject which had first engaged his attention. Recent events 
had shown that what was nearest reality was the need for 
cleansed and efficient administration. Though an official in
quiry had exonerated the Maharaja of Patiala,2 at the time 
Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes, the country was astir 
with accounts of misrule in that State.J · 

There must be [said the Viceroy]'• a reign of law based either expressly 
or tacitly on the broad goodwill of the community: individual liberty 
and rights must be protected, and the equality of all members of the 
State before the law be recognised. To secure this an efficiently 
?rg~~ised police force must be maintained, and a strong and competent 
JUdiciary, secure from arbitrary interference by the executive and 
Irremovable so long as they do their duty. 

This was the heart of the problem of the Indian States; five 
years had brought no substantial improvement, and till that 
occurred paramountcy was essential and federation remote. 

1 Government of India Dispatch, 13 Sept. 1930, and Secretary of State's telegram 
No. 92.1 dated 13 Mar. 1931. 

:t B. 1891; succeeded his father 19oo; Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes 192.6-
30, 1933-5, and 1937; d. 1938. 

3 • See The Indictment of Patia/a (Report of the Enquiry Committee set up by 
Ind1an States Peop!e's Conference), Feb. 1930, and Official Enquiry Report, 
Aug. 1930: The Indzan Annual Register, 1930, vol. i, PP· so6 tf. 

4 Mar. 1931: Indian Problems, p. 173. 
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CONCLUSIOK 

So Irwin turned homewards in April I 93 I. He Was 
aware of the surge of rel?roach that awaited him, but 
was fortified by the consc10usness of a personal accom

plishment that had seemed even a few w~e~s before beyond 
the bounds of hope. Perh.aps. t~e most s~nkmg aspect of this 
daring viceroyalty is the md1v1dual achievement. In the ao-e 
of the telegraph and air transport-in I 927 th~ Secretary ~f 
State for Air, Sir Samuel Hoare, travelled by a1r to India
proconsuls, like ambassadors, te.nd to be robbed of self
reliance and independence of act1on and to transmit rathe 
than to initiate policy. Yet in thi.s respect Irwin was in th~ 
great line of \Vellesley, Dalhous1e, and Curzon. The vic 
royalty was very much his own. The powers of the Bo~-

, Governmen~, exercise~ t~rough the ~ecreta~y of State, Wer: 
wide and B1rkenhead s v1ews on Indmn affa1rs were extre 

' · d ffi · 0 me and firmly held. But he res1gne o ce 111 ctober 19 2 8 d 
h k 1. 1 . , an even before that seems to ave ta en 1tt e Interest 1 1'h 

Labour Government too, hesitant and inexperienced r~al' e 
· that a Conservative Viceroy, sure of his standing 'with'~.d 
·party leaders, could secure acceptance as a national p l' Is 
of what they themselves could never have imposed on h'tcy 
an~ they w~r~ alm?st eager. to place the responsibilit;~; 
ultimate decision With the VIceroy. In India, though for f 
ally the executive was the Governor-General in Council ~
fact the Governor-General was the mainspring of Gov~r 111 

ment. T.h~ .Council, a body of senior civilians and indepe~= 
dent ~ohttcians, co.uld hope for little more than influence with. 
the VIcer~y; and Its members seem never to have contem
plated resi.gnation when their advice was set aside: Irwin was 
fortunate 111 that the Finance Members, Sir Basil Blackett~ 
and Sir George Schuster, were skilful technicians who 

1 Amery, op. cit., vol. ii (London, 1953), p. 298. . 
1 B. 1882; secretary to the Royal Commission on Indian Fmance and Currency 

1913-14; finance member of Viceroy's council 1922-7; d. 1935· 
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required little supervision; and the Commanders-in-Chief, 
Birdwood and Chetwode, were officers with long experience 
and wise understanding of the Indian Army. But on the 
political and constitutional issues, which dominated British 
Indian history in the twentieth century, almost every deci
sion was taken by Irwin. Sir Fazl-i Husain was the ablest 
Indian who served on Irwin's Council, and he had an 
intimate knowledge of the Punjab and the North-\\rest 
Frontier; but martial law was promulgated in the Frontier 
Province despite his counsel. Every viceregal speech and 
statement of policy of these years bears the imprint of 
Irwin's mind and personality; and almost every answer of 
significance given by Government spokesmen in the Indian 
legislature was approved, often after amendment, by him. 

The personal formulation of policy, however, required to 
be supported by smooth implementation. At Delhi Irwin 
had a few official lieutenants of true quality. Of these the 
most outstanding was Emerson, 1 Home Secretary during 
the crucial period. \Vhile most members of the Civil Service, 
trained in method but ignorant of objective, regarded 
Irwin's policy as weakening the machinery of administration, 

. Emerson had an awareness of the proclaimed ends of British 
rule; and so Irwin could adopt the unusual procedure of 
entrusting him with negotiations with Gandhi on matters of 
policy. Gandhi was at first suspicious of one who, as Home 
Secretary, had signed all the ordinances relating to civil 
disobedience; but soon Emerson won his confidence and 
Gandhi willingly entrusted to him the drafting of the settle
ment.2 In the provinces, Irwin had the co-operation of most 
of ~he Governors. The v,reighty support of Sir Malcolm 
Halley, the most distinguished of Indian civilians and 
~overnor succe~sivcly of the Punjab and of the United Pro
vmces, was particularly of value. \\Tith the Governors of the 
three presidencies, who were usuaily recruited from the 
office of the \\Thips and the back-benches of the House of 
Commons, relations were not always easy. Particularly was 

1 Sir Herbert Emerson. B. I 88 I; entered Indian civil service I905; Home Secretary 
to the Government of India 1930-3; Governor of the Punjab I933-&; High Com
missioner for Refugees, League of Nations, 1939-46. 

"" Information supplied by Lord Halifax. 
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this the case in Bombay. Sir Leslie \iVilson was not slow to 
express his misgivings about _the. approa~h of ~he Governme~?t 
of India to the Bardoli agitation, _wh_tle_ his succe~sor S~r 
Frederick Sykes made no secret of his dishke of t_he VIceroys 
promise of Dominion Status1 and sough~ Wider powers 
for dealing with civil disobedience than Irwm was prepared 
to grant. But, on the whole, neither at Delhi nor in the 
provinces did Irwin's policy suffer from poor loyalty and 
weak execution. 

The five years of the viceroyalt~ saw no marke~ improve
ment in the administration of Indtan States and m the rela
tions between Hindus and Moslems. The former was not the 
direct responsibility of the Government of India, but Irwin 
had made clear from the start that he had given the latter 
high priority. Yet among his last acts as Viceroy was the 
issue of a circular to local governments drawing their atten
tion to the imminent danger of communal strife and the 
measures to be taken in these circumstances. 2 But this again 
was a matter which, however much Irwin might show his 
concern, extended far beyond the purview of the Govern
ment of India. The Viceroy could offer to assist in its con
sideration and urge the Hindus not to under-rate the power 
over the years, of an overwhelmingly generous political 
gesture to the Moslems; but he could hope to make no head
way on his own. The chief task confronting him was the 
political problem of British India, and it is by the efforts in 
dealing with this that the viceroyalty must be judged. Since 
.I 9 I 7 there were new levels of expectation in India and 
Impatience that many in England wished to leav~ the 
r~alization of these hopes to the slow shaping of time and 
Circumstance. It was, however, as Irwin well knew, a problem 
more of human relations than of constitutional ingenuity . 

. ~ am ~lways racking my brain as to how to get out of this futile and 
VICious circle by which we say, no advance without co-operation, and 
~hey say ~o co-operation without advance. I cannot help feeling that it 
IS a question much more psychological than political. One of the extreme 

1 ~ee his speech to the Bombay Legislative Council, Feb. 1930, cited in Sykes, 
op. c1t., p. 380. 

2 Emerson to Local Governments. No. S. 902/Jx-Poll. Confidential dated IJ 

Apr. I9JI· 
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. S1.1.:araj people said to me the other day that if only they could trust us 
it wouldn't matter to them whether they waited five or fifty years. 
How then to make them believe that we mean what we say? 1 

To this question that lay at the root of the problem the vice-
royalty succeeded in finding an answer. . 

Though Irwin had seized the nature of the problem hts 
approach was at the outset cautious and measured, and there 
was even a touch of the wooden in British policy in the years 
that Gandhi was disciplining the strength of the Congress and 
training it for a wrestle with authority. One consequence of 
this was the personnel of the Statutory Commission, which 
did more than any other single occurrence to build up ten-

' sian. But by the end of I 928 the Viceroy had grasped the 
pattern of the Indian political scene, and the settlement of 

. the Bardoli issue marked the first impact of his personality. 
The next year, however, was the seminal one of the vice
royalty. The early dissonance disappeared, and Irwin's sen
sitive and searching wisdom and sense of reality found full 
play. He realized that the Congress after the Calcutta 
session was divided in mind, fretting and fumbling, lacking 
the assurance either to wait or to strike, and that the initiative 

' could be seized by the Government. He therefore came to 
England with detailed proposals, but finding little enthusi
astic response returned not so much with authority as with 
determination to act on his own. His statement, by giving 

· precise content to the I 9 I 7 Declaration, sought to deprive 
the demand for Independence of some of its glamour. It was 
clear that the Viceroy was not merely capable of firm action 
against Communist and other elements regarded as sub
versive but was anxious to carry forward the established 
aspirations of the Indian people. The statement, it is true, 
failed to divert the Congress from civil disobedience, but in 
all the confusion and upheaval that followed it remained a 
spar afloat; and it was that, and not the Simon Commission 
Report, which finally reached the shore. The Round Table 
Conference, and the participation of the Congress in it, 
were the achievements of the Government of India and not 

i of the Statutory Commission. Throughout the hurried 

1 Irwin to Dawson, 18 Iviay 1926: The Times History·, p. 863. 
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sequence of events in I 9 30, Irwin never lost his footl:old; 
while asserting authority he was always 01: guard lest P,attence 
fail and judgement falter; never retreatmg he was ) et ever 
ready to treat. . . 

The climax of the viceroyalty came m I 9 3 I, when Irwm 
put the whole to the touch. His term of office had been a_n 
unceasing effort at understanding; he came out to Indta 
with an understanding of the Indian problem, slowly 
gathered an understanding of Indian politics and ~1~W finally 
understood his most doughty opponent. Gandlu 1~ one. of 
those immortals who transcend all boundaries, and hts gem us 
is difficult to define. But its fundamental traits arc clear. 
His intellect never broke away from his emotions; he :vas 
sagacious but was also often overborne by moods _of tn~-

. pulsive gallantry. The description of William the Stlent ts 
also applicable to him; for in him too was to be found 'the 
irresistible combination of intellectual subtlety with sim
p~icity of heart' .1 A direct approach on a personal level c_ould 
dtssolve the vehemence he showed in rebutting rattonal 
arguments; and common belief in the invincible forces of 
fait~ could transform for him an adversary into a pa!tner. 
Irwm by now appreciated both the strength and the vtrtues 
of Gandhi. He knew that Gandhi was not merely a powerful 
leader who voiced the inarticulate dissatisfaction of millions 
but ~lso a politician inspired by spiritual values and a 

· genume friendliness towards Britain. Hence the Viceroy 
c~uld with confidence initiate negotiations and 'drink tea 
wtth treason'. Even if the parleys had ended in failure to 
reach a settlement they would have been worthwhile. For the 
bu~den of the hours the two men spent together was not a. 
senes of compromises on the v~rious points at is~ue but an 
acceptance by each representative figure of the smcerity of 
the other. 

Ir~in, in fact, had carried out ~ith success the task he had 
set ~Imself. The 19 1 7 DeclaratiOn had been clarified, and 
Indtan ?Pinion now believed that the British Government 
and natton whom Irwin represented meant what they said. 
The candour of the Viceroy's approach, the probity of his 
nature and the integrity of all his efforts won the confidence 

1 A. L. Rowse, The Expamion of Elizabethmz Engla11d (London, 1955), P· 37s. 
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of the people he was set to govern. Character was the keel of 
the viceroyalty. It was a character free of meretricious orna
ment; there was in it no element of the florid or the facile; it 
was formed not of colour and fire but of dignity, human 
warmth, and the 'plain good intent' which Burke rated above 
all other qualities in public life. Irwin's early statements, 
especially on the communal problem, gained him uneasy 
respect, but as the years passed his personal impact, through 
his speeches, his actions and his policy, stirred the affections 
of India. 

If there arc Indians [Irwin told the Legislative Assembly in 
January 1929],1 who arc tempted to mistrust Great Britain, there are 
no doubt many in Great Britain, resentful of what they well know to 
be an unfounded and ungenerous accusation, who may mistrust some 
of those who speak for India. But if we arc thus tempted in the 
twentieth century, I know that both India and Great Britain will be 
judged in the twenty-first by the degree to which they have refused to 
lose faith in one another. 

This time of judgement has come even earlier, and today, 
free from distorting emotion and prejudice, we can see that 
Irwin's policy was overwhelmingly right and that he did 
more than most other men of his time to keep alive the faith 
of the two peoples in each other. 

I Indian Problems, p. 6 5· 
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Text of Settlement pub/is/zed 011 5 March I93I 

THE following statement by the Governor-General in Council ts 
published for general information: 

I. Consequent on the conversations that have taken place between 
His Excellency the Viceroy and Mr. Gandhi, it has been arranged that 
the civil disobedience movement be discontinued, and that, with the 
approval of His Majesty's Government, certain action be taken by the 
Government of India and local governments. 

2. As regards constitutional questions, the scope of future discus
sion is stated, with the assent of His Majesty's Government, to be 
with the object of considering further the scheme for the constitutional 
Government of India discussed at the Round Table Conference. Of 
the scheme there outlined, Federation is an essential part; so also arc 
Indian responsibility and reservations or safeguards in the interests of 
India, for such matters as, for instance, defence; external affairs; the 
position of minorities; the financial credit of India, and the discharge 
of obligations. 

3· In pursuance of the statement made by the Prime Minister in his 
announcement of the I 9th of January I 93 I, steps will be taken for the 
participation of the representatives of the Congress in the further dis
cussions that are to take place on the scheme of constitutional reform. 

4· The settlement relates to activities directly connected with the 
civil disobedience movement. 

?· Civil disobedience will be effectively discontinued and reciprocal 
actton will be taken by Government. The effective discontinuance of 
the civil disobedience movement means the effective discontinuance of 
~11 acti~ities in furtherance thereof, by whatever methods pursued and, 
tn parttcular, the following: 

(I) The organized defiance of the provisions of any law. 
(2) The movement for the non-payment of land revenue and other 

legal dues. 
(3) The publication of news-sheets in support of the civil dis

obedience movement. 
(4) Attempts to influence civil and military servants or village 

officials against Government or to persuade them to resign their 
posts. 

6. As regards the boycott of foreign goods, there are two issues in
volved, firstly, the character of the boycott and secondly, the methods 
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employed in giving effect to it. The position of G~ver!1ment. is as 
follows. They approve of the encouragement of Indtan mdustnes as 
part of the economic and industrial movement design~d to improve the 
material condition of India, and they have no destre to dtscourage 
methods of propaganda, persuasion, or advertisement pursued with this 
object in view, which do not interfere with the freedom of action of 
individuals, or are not prejudicial to the maintenance oflaw and order. 
But the boycott of non-Indian goods (except of cloth which has been 
applied to all foreign cloth) has been directed during the civil dis
obedience movement chiefly, if not exclusively, against British goods, 
and in regard to these it has been admittedly employed in order to exert 
pressure for political ends. 

It is accepted that a boycott of this character, and organized for this 
purpose, will not be consistent with the participation of representatives 
of the Congress in a frank and friendly discussion of constitutional 
questions between representatives of British India, of the Indian 
States, and of His Majesty's Government and political parties in Eng
land, which the settlement is intended to secure. It is, therefore, agreed 
that the discontinuance of the civil disobedience movement connotes 
the defin!t~ discontin_u~nce of the employment of the boycott of British 
commodltles as a pohttcal weapon and that, in consequence, those who 
have given up, during a time of political excitement, the sale or pur
chase of British goods must be left free without any form of restraint to 
change their attitude if they so desire. 

7. In regard to the methods employed in furtherance of the replace
?'ent. of _non~ Indian by Indian goods, or against the consumption of 
mtoxtcatmg hquor and drugs, resort will not be had to methods coming 
within the category of picketing, except within the limits permitted by 
the ordinary law. Such picketing shall be unaggressive and it shall not 
involve coercion, intimidation, restraint hostile demonstration, ob
struction to the public, or any offence u~der the ordinary law. If and 
when any of these methods is employed in any place, the practice of 
picketing in that ~lace will be suspended. 

8. Mr. Gandht has drawn the attention of Government to specific· 
allegations against the conduct of the police and represented the desir
ability of a public inquiry into them. In pres~nt circumstances Govern
ment see great difficulty in this course and feel that it must inevitably 
lead ~o charges and counter-charges, and so militate ~gain~t the re
estabhs~ment of peace. Having regard to these constderattons, Mr. 
Gandht agreed not to press the matter. 

9· The action that Government will take on the discontinuance of 
the civil disobedience movement is stated in the following paragraphs. 

I o. Ordinances promulgated in connexion with the civil disobedi
ence movement will be withdrawn. 
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Ordinance No. I of I93I relating to the terrorist movement docs 
not come within the scope of the provision. . . 

I I. Notifications declaring associations unlawful under the Cnmtnal 
Law Amendment Act of I908 will be withdrawn, provided that the 
notifications were made in connexion with the civil disobedience 
movement. 

The notifications recently issued by the Burma Government under 
the Criminal Law Amendment Act do not come within the scope of 
this provision. 

I2. (i) Pending prosecutions will be withdrawn if they have been 
filed in connexion with the civil disobedience movement and relate to 
offences which do not involve violence other than technical violence, 
or incitement to such violence. 

(ii) The same principles will apply to proceedings under the security 
provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code. 

(iii) Where a local government has moved any High Court or has 
initiated proceedings under the Legal Practitioners' Act in regard to 
the conduct of legal practitioners in connexion with the civil dis
obedience movement, it will make application to the court concerned 
for permission to withdraw such proceedings, provided that the alleged 
conduct of the persons concerned does not relate to violence or incite
ment to violence. 

(iv) Prosecutions, if any, against soldiers and police involving dis
obedience of orders will not come within the scope of this provision. 

I 3· (i) Those prisoners will be released who are undergoing im
prisonment in connexion with the civil disobedience movement for 
offences which did not involve violence, other than technical violence 
or incitement to such violence. ' 

(ii) If any prisoner who comes within the scope of (i) above has been 
also sentenced for a jail offence, not involving violence, other than 
technical violence, or incitement to such violence, the latter sentence 
also will be remitted, or if a prosecution relating to an offence of this 
cha:~cter is pending against such a prisoner, it will be withdrawn. 

(ui) Soldiers and police convicted of offences involving disobedience 
of orders-in the very few cases that have occurred-will not come 
within the scope of the amnesty. 

I4. Fines which have not been realized will be remitted. Where an 
orde~ [or the forfeiture of security has been made under the security 
prov1s1ons of the Criminal Procedure_ Code, and the security has not 
been realized, it will be similarly remitted. 

Fines which have been realized and securities forfeited and realized 
under any law will not be returned. 

I~. Additional police imposed in conn~xion. with the civil dis
obedience movement at the expense of the 111hab1tants of a particular 
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area will be withdrawn at the discretion of local governments. Local 
governments will not refund any money, not in excess of the actual 
cost, that has been realized but they will remit any sum that has not 
been realized. 

16. (a) Movable property, which is not an illegal possession, and 
which has been seized in connexion with the civil disobedience move
ment, under the Ordinances or the provisions of the Criminal Law, 
will be returned, if it is still in the possession of Government. 

(b) Movable property, forfeited or attached in connexion with the 
realization of land revenue or other dues, will be returned, unless the 
collector of the district has reason to believe that the defaulter will con
tumaciously refuse to pay the dues recoverable from him within a 
reasonable period. In deciding what is a reasonable period, special 
regard will be paid to cases in which the defaulters, while willing to 
pay, genuinely require time for the purpose, and if necessary, the 
revenue will be suspended in accordance with the ordinary principles of 
land revenue administration. 

(c) Compensation will not be given for deterioration. 
(d) Where movable property has been sold or otherwise finally 

disposed of by Government, compensation will not be given and the 
sale proceeds will not be returned, except in so far as they are in excess 
of the legal dues for which the property may have been sold. 

(e) It will be open to any person to seck any legal remedy he may 
have on the ground that the attachment or seizure of property was not 
in accordance with the law. 

17. (a) _Immovable property of which possession has been taken 
under Ordmance IX of 1930 will be returned in accordance with the 
provisions of the Ordinance. 

(b) Lar~d and other immovable property in the possession of Govern
ment, whrch has been forfeited or attached in connexion with the 
realization of land revenue or other dues will be returned unless the 

) 

collector of the district has reason to believe that the defaulter will con-
tumaciously r~fuse to pay the dues recoverable from him within a 
reasonab~e peno?. In deciding what is a reasonable period special 
regar? wrll be pard to cases in which the defaulter, while willing to pay, 
ge_numely requires time for the purpose, and if necessary the revenues 
wrll be suspended in accordance with the ordinary principles of land 
revenue administration. 

(c) ~here immovable property has been sold to third parties, the 
transaction must be regarded as final, so far as Government are con
cerned. 

~O'I_'E: Mr. ~andhi has represented to Government that according 
to Ius mformatron and belief some, at least, of these sales have been 
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unlawful and unjust. Government on the information before them 
cannot accept this contention. 

(d) It will be open to any person to seck any legal remedy he may 
have on the ground that the seizure or attachment of property was not 
in accordance with the law. 

18. Government believe that there have been very few cases in 
which the realization of dues has not been made in accordance with the 
provisions of the law. In order to meet such cases, if any, local govern
ments will issue instructions to District Officers to have prompt 
inquiry made into any specific complaint of this nature, and to give 
redress without delay if illegality is established. 

19. Where the posts rendered vacant by resignations have been per
manently filled, Government will not be able to reinstate the late in
cumbents. Other cases of resignation will be considered on their merits 
by local Governments who will pursue a liberal policy in regard to the 
reappointment of Government servants and village officials who apply 
for reinstatement. 

20. Government are unable to condone breaches of the existing law 
relating to the salt administration, nor are they able, in the present 
financial conditions of the country, to make substantial modifications 
in the Salt Acts. 

For the sake, however, of giving relief to certain of the poorer 
classes, they are prepared to extend their administrative provisions on 
lines already prevailing in certain places, in order to permit l~cal 
residents in villages, immediately adjoining areas where salt can be 
collected or made to collect or make salt for domestic consumption or 
s~l~ within such villages, but not for sale to, or trading with, individuals 
hvmg outside them. 

21. In the event of Congress failing to give full effect to th 
obligations of this settlement, Government will take such action a~ 
may~ in consequence, become necessary for the protection of the 
publtc and individuals and the due observance of law and order. 

H. w. EMERSON, 

Secretary to the Government of India 
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9• IO and n., II n., I2, IJ, 14, 15, I7 
n., IS n., 22 n., 23, 25 n., 27, 2S, 29, 
30 and n., 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 4I, 
44• 46, 47, 4S, sx, sz, 53• 55• sS, 6o, 
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IIO, II2, IIJ, II4, II5 and n., II7 
and n., uS and n., u9, uo, I2I, 
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7~ IOI, IO~ IO~ 114, II~ II7;0Ut
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- Duke of, x n. 
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96, 97, 98, roo, ror, 102, ro3, 104, 
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So n., S6 n., 105 n., uS n., r 19 n., 
r:zo n., r:z I n., r:z2 n., IJS and n., 
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settlement with Viceroy, I07-ro; 
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I30• 
Indian States People's Conference, 133 n. 
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ment), 41 n., 42 n., 46 n., 56 n., 68 n., 
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reluctant to accept, 2; arrival in India, 
I 5; speeches on Hindu-Moslem 
problem, I6, I7, I8, I39; informs 
Gandhi of Statutory Commission, 20· 
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~ion, 2 I; o~ joint fre~ conference, 24 ; 
mtervenes m Bardoh, 33-34; rejects 
Nehru Report, 37; attitude to Vith
albhai Patel, 4x; policy in I9 29 
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I. . r er 
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L.be I d" . ess-1 ra ISCUSSIOnS, 92-94; proposes 
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refuses to pardon Bhagat Singh' 
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ment, I 17; satisfied with Congress 
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Liberals, 93-94; death, ror. 
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28-29> 35> 36, 37> 46, 53> 130. 
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74 n., 76 n., 135· 
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68-69, 74-76, 8 r-82; reforms in, 
76-77; martial law in, 82-83, 135· 

--Government of, 70, 78, r I7· 
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120 n. 
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Ordinance, Unlawful Instigation, 87. 

Pakistan, 23 n. 
Panikkar, K. M., 4 n. 
Pant, G. V., 26. 
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Parliament, British, u, I 7, 22, 23, 24, 

35> 37> 48, 95> 96, I 14. 
Patel, Vallabhbhai, 30 and n., 93• 97, 

99 n., u6 and n., 11.0 n.; at Bardoli, 
30-34; arrested, 58; criticizes settle
ment, 114. 
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Patna, 27. 
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83, 84 n., 85 n. 
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This book shows that by the 188o's it had become impossible for Great Britain 
to think of the Ncar Eastern Question solely in terms of the Balkans and the 
Straits: the Egyptian problem, the affairs of Central Asia, and numerous colonial 
disputes-all added to her difficulties at Constantinople. It describes the attempt 
made to work in partnership with Germany to save what remained of British 
influence there-an attempt which, although ultimately unsuccessful, did give 
Great Britain time to get used to the idea that Constantinople must cease to occupy 
the important position it had traditionally held ~n her Ncar Eastern policy. The 
author indicates that much of the credit for carnmg that short but vital breathing
space must go to Sir William White, one of the ablest and most colourful am
bassadors Great Britain ever had at the Porte. 
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Today the name of Sir Stamford Raffles is usually associated with Singapore which 
he founded in 1819; he is less wdl remembered as a colonial administrator, first 
of Java, and later of West Sumatra. For his own countrymen Raffles the empire 
builder has obscured Raffles the ldministrator. The Dutch, on the other hand, 
have long recognized that his period in Java (1811-16) marked an important 
turning point in their colonial pclicies in Indonesia. 

The author discusses one aspect of Raffles' administrations, namely his native 
policies. In Part I of the book the principles of Raffles' government in Java arc 
analysed against the background of the previous Dutch administration, and his 
significance in the development oi British and Dutch native policies is estimated. 
In Part II the author throws fresh light on Raffles by discussing his administration 
of West Sumatra (1818-2.4), a subject which has been almost totally neglected by 
both British and Dutch historians. 

SIR CHARLES NAPIER AND SIND 
By H. T. LAMBRICK, C.I.E. 50s. net 

• Mr. Lam brick is to be congratulated on writing a piece of Anglo-Indian history 
which , .. will never have to be rewritten.' 7i'mes Literary Srtpplemmt 

( T !tese prices are orrative in '.he u,~itcd King_dom onry 
and are suhjccl to alteraltOit wrthout no/tee) 
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